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Abstract
River networks are one of the many branching patterns in nature that exhibit power laws.
The origin of these power laws is debated. Explanations of river network scaling have
ranged from topological inevitability to growth mechanisms and from dynamics to opti-
mality principles. The main contenders are dynamics and optimality, and the latter is
controversial.
The first part of my research is concerned with optimality theories of river networks.
I distinguish between local and global optimality constraints. Under local constraints,
optimality of an overall network is a byproduct of local optimality. Local optimality can
be produced by dynamics, and is not controversial when this is the case. Under global
constraints, optimality of an overall network is the result of direct optimization. Global
constraint optimality is the truly controversial variety. I show that the success of global
constraint theories is likely due to the optimization algorithm employed rather than to the
optimality constraint itself. There exists a hierarchy of possible global constraints, some of
which yield realistic river scaling while others do not, but no justification has been provided
for why one constraint should be favored rather than another. Global constraint optimality
lacks a mechanism and conflicts with erosion dynamics.
Since these results indicate that optimality does not offer a satisfactory explanation
of river network scaling, I turn to a degenerate network model, in which all steady-state
networks have the same efficiency and thus questions of optimality are irrelevant. Simu-
lations of this model show that scaling depends on initial conditions. Perturbations over
time would also affect the scaling of this model. Based on these results, I argue that initial
conditions and perturbations, together with dynamics, provide a more promising direction
than optimality for understanding network scaling.
ii
The second part of my research is concerned with the dependence of river network
scaling on initial conditions. I focus on the effect of landscape slope in initial conditions,
which is a type of anisotropy since it provides a preferential direction for flow. Simulated
river networks exhibit scaling deviations and crossover behavior as a result of slope. I
also measure the scaling of twelve natural river networks with a parallel pattern, which
reflects the influence of slope. Some of these natural networks exhibit scaling deviations
and crossover behavior, confirming the simulation results. This provides an explanation for
exponent drift and for correlations between scaling and basin shape that have been observed
in natural networks. More importantly, it confirms the importance of initial conditions in
explaining river network scaling.
Future research on river network scaling should focus on factors such as geometry,
sources of anisotropy and noise, and perturbations, not on optimality.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
River networks are one of the many branching patterns in nature, including lightning, plant
vascular patterns, and animal circulatory systems, that exhibit power-law scaling (Paik and
Kumar, 2008). In river networks, these power laws have been variously explained in terms
of topological inevitability (Paik and Kumar, 2007); network growth mechanisms such as
invasion percolation (Stark, 1991); erosion dynamics, broadly construed so as to incorporate
factors such as boundary conditions (Somfai and Sander, 1997; Hergarten and Neugebauer,
2001); and optimality principles (Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997). Topology- and
growth-based explanations both have weaknesses (Dodds and Rothman, 2000b; Niemann
et al., 2001) (see also Chapters 2.2.3 and 3.1). This leaves dynamics and optimality as the
main contenders.
Optimality theories posit some optimization process, usually related to energy expen-
diture, to explain river network structure. Such an approach is attractive because it offers
a single principle for explaining river networks, and in many cases other networks as well
(Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997; Bejan, 2000). But the existence and origin of opti-
mality remain controversial. A common criticism is that optimality is an unnecessary and
unproven principle introducing additional physics without providing a mechanism (Her-
garten, 2002; Paik and Kumar, 2008). Unfortunately, optimality theories often seem to be
either accepted with conviction or dismissed with limited criticism.
In Part II of the dissertation, I attempt to remedy this situation. I make a distinction
between optimality theories based on local optimality constraints and those based on global
constraints. Many optimality theories are based on local constraints, and are valid if dynam-
ics do indeed produce the requisite local optimality. But the type of optimality represented
by these theories is exactly analogous to the optimality of Lagrangian mechanics, which
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provides an alternate formulation of mechanics but adds no additional information. The
truly controversial optimality theories are those with global optimality constraints, which
posit a direct optimization of the overall network. I present several conclusive arguments
against these theories.
Having shown that local constraint optimality provides no additional information and
global constraint optimality is without justification, I conclude Part II by considering a
degenerate network model. In this model, all steady-state networks are equally efficient,
so questions of energy optimality would be irrelevant even if a global constraint could be
justified. The scaling behavior of this model depends on initial conditions, and is also
sensitive to perturbations.
In Part III, I turn to the remaining explanation of river network scaling, dynamics
(broadly construed). Inspired by the results for the degenerate network model in Part II,
I investigate the dependence of river network scaling on initial conditions. Dependence of
scaling on different types of initial conditions has not been considered previously in dynamic
river network models. I focus on the effect of landscape slope in initial conditions, which
provides a preferential direction for flow and thus may be thought of as a type of anisotropy.
Simulated river networks exhibit scaling deviations and crossover behavior as a result of
sloped initial conditions. The deviations and crossover behavior result from the parallel
drainage pattern of the network. Since this pattern does not require the specific river
network model employed, neither should the scaling deviations and crossover behavior.
The simulated networks cannot be immediately compared with nature, because the
necessary scaling analysis has not been performed for natural networks whose pattern is
affected by slope (parallel river networks). I locate twelve natural networks with parallel
patterns, obtain digital elevation data for these networks from the USGS, and perform the
scaling analysis. Some of the natural networks exhibit exactly the same crossover behavior
as the simulated networks.
The scaling deviations and crossover behavior observed in simulations and nature pro-
vide an explanation for exponent drift and for correlations between basin shape and scaling
that have been observed in the Kansas and Mississippi Rivers (Dodds and Rothman, 2000a).
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Both simulations and nature also indicate that initial conditions play an important role in
determining network scaling.
Where does this leave research on river network scaling? With optimality eliminated
(at least for now), we are free to focus on dynamics, broadly construed to incorporate
geometry, boundary conditions, various sources of anisotropy and noise, and perturbations.
Much remains to be done; as I mentioned above, my work is the first to consider the effect
on scaling of different types of initial conditions in a dynamic river network model, and the
first to examine scaling deviations in parallel river networks in nature.
The dissertation is arranged in three parts. In Part I, I introduce river network scaling
laws and drainage patterns, provide an overview of network models, and explain the numeric
implementation of the model I employ in later chapters. In Part II, I make a distinction
between local and global optimality constraints, present arguments against global constraint
theories, and consider the scaling of a degenerate network model. In Part III, I investigate
the dependence of river network scaling on anisotropy in the form of landscape slope, using
simulations and data from natural networks.
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Part I
River networks:
Scaling laws, drainage patterns,
and models
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Introduction to Part I
In this first part of the dissertation, I set the stage for my main results in Parts II and III.
In Chapter 2, I discuss river network scaling laws and drainage patterns. In Chapter 3, I
summarize river network models and their scaling behavior. In Chapter 4, I explain the
numeric implementation of the river network model upon which several of my results in
Parts II and III are based.
Though the primary objective of Part I is to provide a context for the main research,
I do present new results. In Chapter 3.1.4, I discuss the scaling of invasion percolation in
the presence of directedness and gradients. In Chapter 4.3, I present a new algorithm for
finding lake outlets in numeric river network models. In Chapter 4.5, I introduce a new
dimensionless number for quantifying initial conditions in numeric models, and demonstrate
how it reflects limitations imposed by the lattice.
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Chapter 2
Overview of river networks
In this chapter, I review properties of river networks and the landscape surfaces in which
they are embedded. I begin with a general overview of rivers in geologic context (Section
2.1). Then I discuss scaling laws for river networks, which are the main topic of this
dissertation (Section 2.2). I proceed to briefly summarize geomorphic properties of river
networks that will be referenced in later discussions (Section 2.3). Finally, I discuss river
network drainage patterns (Section 2.4), which I will later link to network scaling in Part III.
2.1 Rivers in geologic context
Rivers are the most important agent in landscape formation. Of all sediment transported
to the sea, as much as 90% is carried by river flow (Bloom, 1998).
Before entering rivers, water from rainfall must traverse hillslopes. At the hillslope scale,
water and sediment are generally transported at slower rates than in rivers (Easterbrook,
1999). Sediment transport is dominated by processes such as weathering (e.g., chemical),
creep (e.g, solifluction or slow “soil flows”), and mass wasting (e.g., landslides). While
some of these (e.g., landslides) are gravity-driven and can only move sediment downslope,
others rely on an external input of energy (e.g., wind, rainsplash) and can move sediment in
any direction, including upslope. Though different hillslope processes must be modeled in
different ways, many may be modeled using a standard diffusion equation (Peckham, 2003a;
Bloom, 1998). Water transport within hillslopes may also be approximated as diffusive
(Bloom, 1998; Easterbrook, 1999). Actual water transport, however, may be considerably
more complex. Several mechanisms for preferential flow within hillslopes, such as soil pipes,
have been identified. These mechanisms may depend on factors such as bedrock topography
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and vegetation, and are often highly nonlinear (McDonnell, 2003; Holden, 2005; Freer et al.,
2002; Uchida et al., 2005). Water may also simply flow down hillslope surfaces in the form
of overland flow or sheetflow (Bloom, 1998).
The transition from hillslope to river occurs where flow is sufficient for fluvial processes
to become dominant. Overland flow becomes sufficient to erode small channels, or rills.
Alternatively, a convergence of groundwater flow accelerates erosion near where the flow
emerges (groundwater sapping) (Ritter et al., 2002). The transition has been quantified in
several ways. It may be defined by a threshold, such as AS2 = const, where A is drainage
area (or area draining into a point), and S is the local slope. It may also be determined
using inflection in plots of S vs. A, since in general hillslopes are characterized by a convex
profile while rivers are concave (Montgomery and Dietrich, 1992). Regardless of how the
hillslope-river transition is defined, it exhibits variability due to small-scale factors such as
vegetation, soil cohesion, and hillslope flow paths (McNamara et al., 2006).
Within rivers, sediment is transported as suspended load or as bed load. Suspended
load consists of finer sediments such as silt and clay supported by turbulence. Bedload
consists of coarser sediments moved along the channel bed. Between the two extremes are
sediments transported by skipping or bouncing, too large for continuous suspension but
small enough to be carried for short periods (Easterbrook, 1999; Ritter et al., 2002).
River channel properties may be described by empirical relationships known as the
hydraulic geometry equations, which express fluvial parameters as power laws of mean
annual discharge Q (flow through a channel cross section per unit time) in the downstream
direction.1 These include width w ∝ Qb, mean depth d ∝ Qf , and mean current velocity
v ∝ Qm. Slope may also be expressed as a power law of discharge, S ∝ Qγ (Bloom, 1998).2
The slope-discharge relationship S ∝ Qγ may be reformulated as a slope-area relationship
S ∝ Aγ , since mean annual discharge is approximately proportional to drainage area, Q ∝ A
1Hydraulic geometry equations exist for discharge at a point (variation at a point as flow goes from
low to flood) as well as for mean annual discharge in the downstream direction. Identical power laws are
found in both cases, but the exponents differ depending on which discharge is used (Bloom, 1998). Only
the downstream exponents are relevant for this dissertation.
2I will refer to the slope-discharge exponent as γ rather than using some other symbols appearing in
the geomorphology literature, since γ (or a function thereof) is commonly used in network optimality calcu-
lations (e.g., Corson, 2010; Katifori et al., 2010), which may be related to the slope-discharge relationship
(Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997).
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(Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997).
2.2 Scaling laws for river networks
This dissertation is primarily concerned with the scaling properties of river networks. At
larger scales, individual rivers join to form networks. The area drained by a network is
its drainage basin, or watershed, and the boundaries between adjoining basins are divides
(Bloom, 1998). The scaling of four network parameters will be of interest (Figure 2.1):
• The drainage area A, the area of the basin that drains to a given point.
• The main stream length l, the length of the main stream in a basin measured along
the stream course. The main stream is defined by following the largest stream in a
basin upstream, and at each junction following the larger tributary.3
• The characteristic basin length L‖. I will refer to L‖ as the longitudinal main stream
length and define it as the longitudinal (straight-line) length of the main stream
(Hergarten, 2002).
• The characteristic basin width L⊥. Though I will focus on the basin length L‖, the
basin width is important because A ∼ L‖L⊥.
All four properties A, l, L‖, and L⊥ may be defined at any point along a stream. For
example, in Figure 2.1, the entire basin has the values A, l, L‖, and L⊥, while the smaller
subbasin has the smaller values A˜, l˜, L˜‖, and L˜⊥ (Dodds and Rothman, 1999).
2.2.1 The beginning: Horton’s laws
The study of scaling laws in river networks goes back to Horton’s work in the 1940s (Horton,
1945). Horton introduced what became the Horton-Strahler stream ordering scheme (Figure
2.2). In the Horton-Strahler scheme, each stream is assigned an order ω. The smallest
3In some cases, especially in Hack’s law, l may include the main stream length plus the distance from the
main stream origin to the divide, or drainage basin boundary (Hack, 1957; Mueller, 1972). For sufficiently
large basins, and at larger scales, the extra distance to the divide will be negligible compared to the stream
length. It should not automatically be neglected, however. See Chapter 4.6.
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L⊥
L‖
l
A
L˜‖
L˜⊥
l˜
A˜
Figure 2.1: Definition of river network properties: drainage area (basin area) A, main
stream length l, longitudinal main stream length L‖, and characteristic basin width L⊥.
Each subbasin has the same properties, as shown at right.
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tributaries are designated ω = 1. When two streams ω1 and ω2 join, the order of the new
stream ω3 is equal to the largest of the two, unless the two streams are of the same order,
in which case the new stream has an order 1 greater than that of the tributaries. That is,
ω3 = max(ω1, ω2) + δω1,ω2 , where δ is the Kronecker delta (Dodds and Rothman, 1999).
Horton’s laws are ratios of stream properties at one order ω to the next order ω + 1.
There are four Horton’s laws (Table 2.1): the law of stream numbers (number of streams of
a given order nω), the law of stream segments (average length of stream segments of a given
order s¯ω), the law of main stream lengths (average main stream length of a given order
l¯ω), and the law of stream areas (average drainage area of a given order A¯ω). The law of
stream segments is approximately equivalent to the law of main stream lengths, Rs ≈ Rl;
they converge rapidly with increasing order ω. In many cases the laws are independent of
ω over a large range of orders (Dodds and Rothman, 1999). Thus, Horton’s laws represent
a type of scale invariance.
Horton’s law of stream numbers only relates the number of streams of two orders ω and
ω + 1. A more complete picture of network topology is possible through Tokunaga’s ratios
{Tω,ω′}, which are the average number of streams of order ω′ that flow into a stream of
order ω (Dodds and Rothman, 1999). In the case of “structurally self-similar networks,”
the actual values of ω and ω′ will be irrelevant since all scales are self-similar, and only the
difference in orders ω−ω′ will be important. In that case, Tω,ω′ becomes Tν with ν = ω−ω′.
The Tν ’s are related by Tν+1/Tν = RT , where RT is constant for a given network. This
allows Tokunaga’s ratios to be expressed in the form of Tokunaga’s law Tν = T1 (RT )
ν−1.
2.2.2 Scaling exponents
Since Horton’s (1945) work, a number of power laws have been discovered in river networks.
Only two scaling exponents are independent, however, as long as three conditions are met
(Dodds and Rothman, 1999, 2000b):
1. A network is structurally self-similar. That is, it obeys Tokunaga’s law (or, equiva-
lently, it obeys Horton’s laws and meets condition 3, below).
2. Single streams are self-affine. That is, l ∼ Ld‖.
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Figure 2.2: Horton-Strahler stream ordering. The smallest tributaries have order 1. At each
junction, the new stream has the order of the largest tributary, unless the two tributaries
have the same order, in which case the order of the new stream is 1 greater than that of
the tributaries.
Horton Law Equation Natural Range
Horton’s law of stream numbers Rn =
nω
nω+1
3.0–5.0
Horton’s law of stream segment lengths Rs =
s¯ω+1
s¯ω
1.5–3.0
Horton’s law of main stream lengths Rl =
l¯ω+1
l¯ω
1.5–3.0
Horton’s law of stream areas RA =
A¯ω+1
A¯ω
3.0–6.0
Table 2.1: Horton’s laws (Dodds and Rothman, 1999).
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3. Drainage density (average distance between channels) is uniform.
There is good empirical support for all three conditions, though of course it is possible
for some networks to fail some conditions. Note that under condition 3, Horton’s law of
stream numbers is equivalent to the law of stream areas, Rn = RA. Since the law of stream
segments is always approximately equivalent to the law of main stream lengths, Rl ≈ Rs,
this means that under these conditions only two Horton ratios are independent.
The choice of which two independent scaling exponents to use is somewhat arbitrary.
Dodds and Rothman (1999, 2000b) use the Hack and sinuosity exponents, both of which are
based on physical lengths and areas, and I will follow this precedent. The Hack exponent h is
defined by 〈l〉 ∼ Ah and the sinuosity exponent by 〈l〉 ∼ Ld‖. The natural range for h is 0.5–
0.7, with 0.57 a commonly cited average; d ranges from 1.0–1.2, with 1.1 a common average
(Maritan et al., 1996b; Rigon et al., 1996; Tarboton et al., 1988; Dodds and Rothman,
2000b). The Hack exponent may be related to Horton’s laws by h = logRl/ logRn; the
sinuosity exponent is independent of Horton’s laws (Dodds and Rothman, 1999).
Though only two exponents are independent, other exponents will be useful at times or
will arise in discussions of previous research. The basin shape exponent D = d/h (Dodds
and Rothman, 1999). Since A ∼ LD‖ , D indicates whether the scaling of basin shape is
self-similar (D = 2) or self-affine (D 6= 2) (Maritan et al., 1996b). Because D is composed
of both d and h, it provides a measure of the extent to which d and h are correlated. The
natural range for D may be as large as 1.5–2.1 (Mej´ıa and Niemann, 2008), and is at least
1.8 ± 0.1 (Maritan et al., 1996b). The Hurst exponent H is defined by L⊥ ∼ LH‖ and is
closely related to the basin shape exponent. Since A ∼ L‖L⊥, D = 1 +H (Maritan et al.,
1996b).
The area exceedance exponent β is define by P (A ≥ α) ∼ α−β, where P (A ≥ α) is the
probability of drainage area A exceeding some value α at a randomly chosen site in the
network. When the three conditions listed above hold, we have simply β = 1 − h. The
natural range of β is at least 0.40–0.45 (Dodds and Rothman, 1999; Rigon et al., 1996).
Given the relationship between β and h, the natural range may well be 0.3–0.5. The area
exceedance is of interest because exceedance probabilities may be defined for many other
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Scaling Relationships Equation Natural Range
Hack’s law 〈l〉 ∼ Ah 0.5–0.7
Sinuosity scaling 〈l〉 ∼ Ld‖ 1.0–1.2
(self-affinity of single channels)
Scaling of basin shapes A ∼ LD‖ 1.5–2.1
Area exceedance probability P (A ≥ α) ∼ α−β 0.40–0.45
Table 2.2: River network scaling relationships. Natural ranges should be interpreted as
minimum ranges, since the relationships between scaling exponents suggest that some ex-
ponents (e.g., β) have a greater range than has been measured (Maritan et al., 1996b; Rigon
et al., 1996; Tarboton et al., 1988; Dodds and Rothman, 1999, 2000b; Mej´ıa and Niemann,
2008).
network systems (including systems which are purely topological) (Paik and Kumar, 2007).
2.2.3 Clarifications regarding river network scaling
I will now address two common sources of confusion regarding river network scaling: the
relationship between scaling and the fractal dimension, and the relationship between scaling
and network topology. The fractal dimension has been used to challenge the existence of
scaling, while topology has been used to argue that scaling is inevitable topologically and
thus provides no useful information.
The fractal dimension of river networks
The relationship between the scaling laws discussed above and a geometric fractal dimen-
sion has produced considerable confusion. In fractal geometry, the fractal dimension Df
indicates the extent to which an object fills space with changing scale. A number of fractal
dimensions have been defined. One commonly measured fractal dimension is the box-
counting dimension Dfb. The box counting dimension for an object in n-dimensional space
is determined by the number N(r) of n-dimensional cubes of edge length r required to
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cover the object. The number of cubes N(r) and the fractal dimension Dfb are related by
N(r) ∼ r−Dfb (Hergarten, 2002).
River networks do not exhibit scale-invariance when considered with a geometric fractal
dimension such as the box-counting dimension. At the scale of individual streams, rivers
are linear with a fractal dimension Df = 1 (neglecting stream width). At larger scales,
river networks are space-filling with a fractal dimension Df = 2. The intermediate range,
which may be as small as 0.1–1 km, does not exhibit good fractal scaling (Beauvais and
Montgomery, 1997; Hergarten, 2002).
The lack of a geometric fractal dimension for river networks has sometimes been inter-
preted as evidence against river networks being fractal (Beauvais and Montgomery, 1997).
All that it actually indicates, however, is that river networks are not fractal in a geometric
sense. To the extent that river networks obey Horton’s laws and the scaling relationships
discussed above, they are scale-invariant in a network-based sense (Hergarten, 2002).
It is important to distinguish between the geometric fractal dimension Df (Df = 2
since networks are space-filling), and the basin shape exponent D. Values of D < 2 do not
indicate that river networks are not space filling (Dodds and Rothman, 1999), and values
D > 2 do not indicate that a network has somehow crammed more than two dimensions
into the two-dimensional plane. The basin shape exponent D relates the drainage areas A
of different basins with different lengths L‖ (Dodds and Rothman, 1999). Each basin has
a geometric fractal dimension Df = 2, while D indicates how basin aspect ratio changes
between different basins at different scales.
River network scaling and topology
Topologically, river networks are binary trees. Each internal node has at most two children;
at each point along a stream, at most two streams join (Dodds and Rothman, 2000b; Paik
and Kumar, 2007). Considering binary trees as purely topological entities, it is valid to
measure Horton’s law of stream numbers. It would also be valid to define quantities such as a
number exceedance probability P (N ≥ ν) ∼ νη, where P (N ≥ ν) is the probability of a node
having at least ν nodes upstream. But it would be incorrect to measure length- and area-
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based scaling relationships, since lengths and areas are not topological properties. While
river networks are binary trees, they are associated with surfaces and have the constraint
that they are in general space-filling. Naive assignment of lengths and areas to a topological
network can easily result in unphysical networks, which do not correspond to any possible
physical surface or fill space too quickly (Dodds and Rothman, 2000b).
This has implications for several topology-based scaling results. Kirchner (1993) ar-
gued, on the basis of an ensemble of binary trees, that the values of Horton’s ratios are
“statistically inevitable” and thus provide no information about the structure or origin of
river networks. This was based on the assumption that stream length is proportional to
topological length and that drainage area is proportional to the number of upstream nodes.
Since no surface was associated with the networks, and they were not guaranteed to be
space-filling, these results may be dismissed (Dodds and Rothman, 2000b).
Paik and Kumar (2007) suggested that full binary trees inevitably have self-similar
topology. Full binary trees are trees in which each internal node has two children; river
networks are full binary trees if junctions are defined as internal nodes, as is done in the
Horton-Strahler ordering. Paik and Kumar measured self-similar topology with topological
size and size exceedance probability distributions. They considered deterministic binary
trees, random binary trees, and deterministic trees perturbed by various degrees of ran-
domness. All exhibit power-law distributions (self-similarity), except for “self-repetitive”
deterministic trees. The scaling exponent of the power-law distributions depends on the
degree of randomness present in the binary tree. Based on these results, Paik and Kumar
concluded that power-law size (exceedance) distributions are inevitable in almost all full
binary trees. Thus, the existence of power laws in natural networks is inevitable, while the
value of the scaling exponents reflects the randomness of the networks.
It is possible that full binary trees are not inevitably self-similar. Paik and Kumar
did find that “self-repetitive” binary trees are not self-similar, and other non-self-similar
topologies may exist beyond the network types they considered. Even if almost all binary
trees are self-similar, this does not explain many natural power laws. Since Paik and Kumar
only considered topological properties of binary trees, their results may explain Horton’s law
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of stream numbers (which is also topological). But the results have more limited relevance
to Horton’s other laws as well as to other river network scaling relationships that involve
physical lengths and distances, since these are not purely topological. It remains to be shown
why power-law scaling in the topological domain should result in the power-law scaling of
physical quantities. In arguing that river networks are far from strict self-similar trees, Paik
and Kumar equate the area exceedance exponent β with a topological exceedance exponent,
which is also potentially problematic.
2.3 Geomorphic properties of river networks
Geomorphic properties of rivers and the surfaces in which they are embedded will be men-
tioned in later discussions of previous research. These include the hypsometric curve and
hypsometric integral, and sinuosity.
Hypsometry relates river basin area to elevation. It is used as an indicator of geomorphic
form and of processes (Willgoose and Hancock, 1998). Hypsometry is usually examined with
the hypsometric curve and the hypsometric integral (Figure 2.3). The hypsometric curve
plots elevation versus the proportion of total basin area above that elevation. Elevation is
normalized by the total relief, so both the elevation axis and the basin area axis go from
zero to one. The hypsometric integral is the area beneath the hypsometric curve. Since
both axes of the hypsometric curve range from zero to one, the hypsometric integral is
always less than or equal to one (Ritter et al., 2002).
Sinuosity relates main stream length to longitudinal main stream length. Sinuosity
ξ = l/L‖. It is useful in characterizing channel patterns (e.g., straight versus meandering)
(Ritter et al., 2002). The sinuosity exponent discussed in Section 2.2.2 describes how the
sinuosity scales.
2.4 Drainage patterns
All of the river properties I have considered thus far are quantitative. I will conclude by
reviewing drainage patterns, which are more qualitative and visual.
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Figure 2.3: A typical hypsometric curve and hypsometric integral. The hypsometric curve
is the plot of normalized elevation z/zmax vs. the proportion of basin area A/Amax above
that elevation. When z/zmax = 1, we are at the highest point in the basin and no area is
above us, so A/Amax = 0. When z/zmax = 0, we are at the lowest point in the basin, so all
of the area is above us and A/Amax = 1. The hypsometric integral is the area beneath the
hypsometric curve.
Drainage patterns are the designs formed by groups of interconnected streams; we may
think of them as river network patterns. Drainage patterns are typically organized into a
few basic types, each of which has modified subtypes (Figure 2.4, Table 2.3). The patterns
are correlated with properties such as the following:
• Material type — bedrock or sediment type; bedrock structure such as folds, fractures,
faults, joints
• Geometry — landscape slope; landforms such as volcanoes and craters
• History — slope during formation; glaciation
Thus, the patterns tell us something about the materials in which and conditions under
which river networks formed.
Two drainage patterns, dendritic and parallel (Figure 2.4a,b), are of particular interest
for my research. Dendritic networks have a tree-like pattern with flow in many directions
and frequent large junctions. Parallel networks flow in a preferential direction and have
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FIG. 1.—Basic drainage patterns. Each pattern occurs in a wide range of scales. Examples shown may be 
regarded as types. Dendritic pattern resembles spreading branches of oak or cheslnul tree with tributaries 
entering at wide angles. In trellis pattern, small tributaries to long parallel subsequent streams are about 
same length on both sides of subsequent streams. 
Figure 2.4: Basic drainage atterns. From Howard (1967), America Association of
Petroleum Geologists Bulletin. AAPG c©1967. Reprinted by permission of the AAPG
whose permission is required for further use.
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Basic Significance Modified Basic Added Significance or Locale
Dendritic Horizontal sediments or beveled, uni-
formly resistant, crystalline rocks. Gen-
tle regional slope at present or at time of
drainage inception. Type pattern resem-
bles spreading oak or chestnut tree.
Subdendritic Minor secondary control, gen-
erally structural.
Pinnate Fine-textured, easily erodible
materials.
Anastomotic Floodplains, deltas, and tidal
marshes.
Distributary Alluvial fans and deltas.
(Dichotomic)
Parallel Generally indicates moderate to steep
slopes but also found in areas of parallel,
elongate landforms. All transitions pos-
sible between this pattern and type den-
dritic and trellis.
Subparallel Intermediate slopes or control
by subparallel landforms.
Colinear Between linear loess and sand
ridges.
Trellis Dipping or folded sedimentary, volcanic,
or low-grade metasedimentary rocks; ar-
eas of parallel fractures; exposed lake or
sea floors ribbed by beach ridges. All
transitions to parallel pattern. Type pat-
tern is regarded here as one in which
small tributaries are essentially same size
on opposite sides of long parallel subse-
quent streams.
Subtrellis Parallel elongate landforms.
Directional Trellis Gentle homoclines. Gentle
slopes with beach ridges.
Recurved Trellis Plunging folds.
Fault Trellis Branching, converging, diverg-
ing, roughly parallel faults.
Joint Trellis Straight parallel faults and/or
joints.
Rectangular Joints and/or faults at right angles.
Lacks orderly repetitive quality of trellis
pattern; streams and divides lack regional
continuity.
Angulate Joints and/or faults at other
than right angles. A compound
rectangular-angulate pattern is
common.
Radial Volcanoes, domes, and erosion residuals.
A complex of radial patterns in a volcanic
field might be called multiradial.
Centripetal Craters, calderas, and other
depressions. A complex of
centripetal patterns in area of
multiple depressions might be
called multicentripetal.
Annular Structural domes and basins, diatremes,
and possibly stocks.
Longer tributaries to annu-
lar subsequent streams gener-
ally indicate direction of dip
and permit distinction between
dome and basin.
Multibasinal Hummocky surficial deposits; differen-
tially scoured or deflated bedrock; areas
of recent volcanism, limestone solution,
and permafrost. This descriptive term is
suggested for all multiple-depression pat-
terns whose exact origins are unknown.
Glacially Disturbed Glacial erosion and/or deposi-
tion.
Karst Limestone.
Thermokarst Permafrost.
Elongate Bay Coastal plains and deltas.
Contorted Contorted, coarsely layered metamorphic
rocks. Dikes, veins, and migmatized
bands provide the resistant layers in some
areas. Pattern differs from recurved trel-
lis in lack of regional orderliness, disconti-
nuity of ridges and valleys, and generally
smaller scale.
The longer tributaries to
curved subsequent streams
generally indicate dip of meta-
morphic layers and permit
distinction between plunging
anticlines and synclines.
Table 2.3: Significance of basic and modified basic drainage patterns. From Howard (1967),
American Association of Petroleum Geologists Bulletin. AAPG c©1967. Reprinted by per-
mission of the AAPG whose permission is required for further use.
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fewer large junctions since networks more rarely intersect. Much of Part III is concerned
with the hypothesis that river network scaling and drainage patterns are linked. Dendritic
and parallel river networks serve as ideal means to investigate this hypothesis, because they
are primarily differentiated by landscape slope during formation (Zernitz, 1932; Howard,
1967; Twidale, 2004).
2.4.1 Dendritic drainage patterns
Zernitz (1932) characterized dendritic drainage as insequent in origin, resulting from random
headward erosion (Easterbrook, 1999). This random headward erosion is made possible by
an absence of control by structure (e.g., variation in rock hardness) or slope; structure is
minimal and slopes are gradual (Zernitz, 1932; Twidale, 2004). The random nature of the
erosion means that branching occurs in all directions (Zernitz, 1932; Morisawa, 1963).
Dendritic drainage patterns are generally associated with several geomorphic features.
As already mentioned, they are found in areas with gradual slopes, either at present or
at the time of inception (Zernitz, 1932; Howard, 1967; Twidale, 2004). They usually form
on homogeneous, horizontal sediments or strata, or on homogeneous rock (Morisawa, 1963;
Howard, 1967; Easterbrook, 1999). The key requirement is uniform resistance to erosion
in all horizontal directions; beyond this, dendritic drainage provides little indication of
underlying bedrock structure (Zernitz, 1932).
Conditions for dendritic drainage are often found on the beds of plains and plateaus
and on massive crystalline rocks. Dendritic patterns are found on the Allegheny Plateau
(Zernitz, 1932), the unglaciated Appalachian Plateau, and the unglaciated Interior Low
Plateau (Morisawa, 1963; Lubowe, 1964). They are also found on coastal mud flats, such
as those of the Gulf of Carpentaria (Queensland, Australia), where dendritic patterns drain
into meandering tidal creeks (Twidale, 2004). A detailed description of the geologic setting
of dendritic networks on the Kentucky-West Virginia border in the Appalachian Plateau is
given by Krumbein and Shreve (1970):
The topography of the area is mature, with steep slopes and narrow, winding
valleys and ridges ... ; but local relief is only a few hundred feet over the whole
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area. The drainage pattern is dendritic, and shows no sign of weakness, such as
joints or other geologic controls. ... The bedrock consists of flat-lying (dips less
than 50 feet per mile), relatively homogeneous Pennsylvanian sandstone and
interbedded siltstone, shale, underclay, and coal. Poorly defined benches and
somewhat broad-crested ridges probably attributable to structural control are
present, but are widely scattered and nonpersistent. Thus, the area, though not
perfect, appears to be a good example of a mature landscape developed in the
absence of geologic controls.
2.4.2 Parallel drainage patterns
Zernitz (1932) characterized parallel drainage as consequent in origin, resulting from flow
following the initial slope of the land (Easterbrook, 1999). In parallel drainage, streams
flow nearly parallel over a large area or in large numbers. The pattern is associated with
pronounced regional slope (Zernitz, 1932; Howard, 1967). Zernitz (1932) and Howard (1967)
also list parallel, elongate landforms as a cause of parallel drainage. While these can produce
streams flowing in parallel, they are structural causes and might best be categorized under
one of the other drainage patterns; in that case, true parallel drainage would be the result of
gradient alone, without structural control (see Twidale, 2004). The control by slope results
in branching that is often nearly parallel to the slope. For example, Morisawa (1963) found
that in parallel drainage, a majority of first-order tributaries are approximately parallel to
the direction of slope, in contrast to approximately equal probabilities for all directions in
dendritic drainage. Parallel networks are less common than dendritic networks and are also
usually more limited in extent (Easterbrook, 1999).
If parallel drainage patterns are taken to be the result of pronounced slope alone, with-
out structural control (Twidale, 2004), then they will occur in settings similar to those of
dendritic networks: homogeneous sediments or strata, or homogeneous rock (Howard, 1967;
Morisawa, 1963; Easterbrook, 1999). The geologic material must be tilted (e.g., tectoni-
cally), or formed such that it has a slope at the time of drainage formation (e.g., deposition
of sloping sediments during a transgression, or sea level rise).
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Examples of parallel drainage are found in Sweden north of Stockholm in rivers that
drain into the Baltic Sea, and on the US Atlantic Coastal Plain from Virginia to the Florida
border (Twidale, 2004). In Virginia, parallel drainage is found on the eastern Piedmont and
the Atlantic Coastal Plain, in contrast to drainage patterns in the western Piedmont that
are adjusted to bedrock. Parallel drainage formed in these areas after transgressions and
subsequent regressions (sea level rise and fall). In the eastern Piedmont, the transgression
deposited a sand and gravel unit up to 70 ft (21 m) thick (Weems and Edwards, 2007).
2.5 Summary
River networks are responsible for transporting almost all sediment to the sea. Though these
networks exhibit a number of scaling laws, only two scaling exponents are independent for
most networks: the Hack exponent h, defined by 〈l〉 ∼ Ah; and the sinuosity exponent d,
defined by 〈l〉 ∼ Ld‖. River networks are space-filling, so their scaling is not fractal in a
geometric sense. Topological claims that network scaling is inevitable are flawed, because
most scaling depends on the network being embedded in a physical surface, which cannot
be accounted for by topology. Nature exhibits a number of drainage patterns, depending
on factors such as material type, geometry, and history. Of these, dendritic and parallel
patterns will be important in later chapters. Dendritic networks have a tree-like pattern
with flow in many directions and frequent large junctions. Parallel networks flow in a
preferential direction and more rarely intersect. The key distinction between the patterns
is the extent to which flow is controlled by slope during network formation.
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Chapter 3
Models of river networks
In this chapter, I review the various models that have been used to investigate river network
scaling. These may be divided into four categories:
• Growth models, which grow static networks using a growth algorithm
• Optimality models, which create (usually) static networks based on an optimization
process
• Self-consistent steady-state models, which create static networks that are consistent
with a slope-discharge (slope-area) relationship (Chapter 2.1)
• Dynamic models, which model erosion dynamics and generally produce networks that
evolve to a static steady state
Growth models and self-consistent models will recur in discussions of scaling throughout the
remainder of the dissertation. In Part II, I present arguments against optimality models.
And in Parts II and III, I will use a dynamic network model. Though my objective in
this chapter is to summarize these models, along the way I present new results for invasion
percolation scaling in the presence of directedness and gradients (Section 3.1.4).
To specify the scaling of some network models, I employ river network universality
classes. As discussed in Chapter 2.2.2, for most networks only two scaling exponents are
independent: the Hack exponent h, which relates main stream length l to drainage area A
by l ∼ Ah; and the sinuosity exponent d, which relates main stream length l to longitu-
dinal main stream length L‖ by l ∼ Ld‖. Since only two exponents are independent, river
network universality classes may be defined by the pair of exponents (h, d) (Dodds and
Rothman, 2000b). The language of “universality classes” is appropriate for growth models,
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in which scaling behavior is due to a generic mechanism and may result from a variety
of algorithms. The concept of universality may also be appropriate for optimality models
and self-consistent steady-state models, at least in some contexts. For example, when solu-
tion algorithms employ simulated annealing, both types of models exhibit identical scaling
(see Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997; Banavar et al., 2001). Whether dynamic models
exhibit universality is unknown. Simple surface evolution models such as the Kardar-Parisi-
Zhang (KPZ) equation exhibit universality (Dodds and Rothman, 2000b), but these models
lack the spatially and temporally variable coefficients of erosion models. Even if dynamic
models do not exhibit universality, their scaling may still be fully specified by the paired
Hack and sinuosity exponents (h, d).
Like other systems exhibiting scaling, including systems belonging to universality classes
(Goldenfeld, 1992), networks may exhibit scaling crossovers, in which different scaling laws
hold in different regimes. One set of scaling exponents (h, d) may hold at small scales while
another set (h˜, d˜) holds at large scales. Nagatani’s (1993) work on crossovers in directed
random networks (Section 3.1.2) provides an excellent example. In his model, long parallel
channels occasionally converge, forming at network at large scales. When the system is
viewed at scales less than the typical convergence scale, no network structure is apparent
and we see only parallel linear channels, which belong to the universality class (h, d) = (1, 1).
When viewed at scales much larger than the typical convergence scale, a network structure
belonging to the universality class (h, d) = (2/3, 1) is observed.
This concept of crossovers will return in Part III, where I find crossovers in simulations
of a dynamic river network model (Chapter 7) and then show that the same type of crossover
behavior exists in natural networks (Chapter 8).
3.1 Growth models
Growth models create static networks on a flat lattice through a growth algorithm. Five
models are discussed here: undirected random networks, directed random networks, non-
convergent flow, invasion percolation, and Eden growth.
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Figure 3.1: Undirected random network on a square lattice.
3.1.1 Undirected random networks
In undirected random networks, flow in all directions is equally probable, subject to the
constraint that there are no loops or backward flow (Figure 3.1). Undirected random
networks are also known as random spanning trees (RSTs) and uniformly random spanning
trees (USTs) (Manna et al., 1992; Aizenman et al., 1999; Dodds and Rothman, 2000b).
They were first applied to river networks by Leopold and Langbein (1962).
Undirected random networks may be constructed on a square lattice by choosing a
random location on the lattice and performing a random walk from that point to the lattice
boundary; the random walk defines a river. Then another location, which is not already
part of a river, is chosen and a random walk is performed until either the boundary or a
pre-existing river is reached. The process is iterated until all lattice nodes have joined a
network. To avoid loops, walks with loops may be rejected (Hergarten, 2002). Since the
stream paths of undirected random networks have the same statistics as loop-erased random
walks (Aizenman et al., 1999), loops could simply be erased instead of rejecting the entire
walk. Undirected random networks may also be constructed using Broder’s algorithm, in
which a single random walker is released, the walk continues until each node has been visited
at least once, and the network is constructed using the last exit direction of the walker at
each node (Manna et al., 1992).
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Figure 3.2: Directed random network (Scheidegger network) on a triangular lattice.
Undirected random networks belong to the universality class (h, d) = (5/8, 5/4) (Dodds
and Rothman, 2000b).1 The exponent values are obtained from analytic results.
3.1.2 Directed random networks
In directed random networks, flow is constrained to certain directions, but all allowed
directions are equally probably (Figure 3.2). Though Scheidegger (1967) is usually credited
with introducing directed random networks (e.g., Dodds and Rothman, 2000b), and these
networks are often called Scheidegger networks or Scheidegger trees (e.g., Rinaldo et al.,
1998), the model was largely anticipated by Leopold and Langbein (1962). Directed random
networks are a form of directed percolation (Kondoh et al., 1987).
Scheidegger (1967) constructed his original networks on a triangular lattice, constraining
flow to go forward to the left or forward to the right, but never sideways or backward. On a
square lattice, this corresponds to constraining flow to directly forward or forward diagonally
(Dodds and Rothman, 2000b); if diagonals are not allowed, sideways directions would be
allowed instead (see Giacometti, 2000). Directed random networks may be constructed
using a random-walker process identical to that for undirected random networks, with the
exception that the random walkers are replaced by directed random walkers that only
move in allowed directions. Another method is to begin at the edge of the lattice toward
1Undirected random networks do not belong to (h, d) = (0.57, 1.4) and do not have the same scaling as
Eden networks, as Rinaldo et al. (1998) list in their review paper. Other papers following Rinaldo et al.
(1998) have the same incorrect values (e.g., Hergarten, 2002).
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Figure 3.3: Non-convergent flow on a square lattice.
which flow is allowed, and assign flow directions at random row by row (Niemann et al.,
2001); starting at the opposite lattice boundary would work equally well. Directed random
networks may also be constructed by taking a flat surface to which uncorrelated noise has
been added, tilting the surface until no local minima (lakes) remain, and then assigning
flow directions by steepest descent (Dodds and Rothman, 1999).
Directed random networks belong to the universality class (h, d) = (2/3, 1) (Dodds and
Rothman, 2000b). The exponent values are obtained from analytic results.
3.1.3 Non-convergent flow
Non-convergent flow, in which rivers travel in parallel without ever intersecting, may be
seen as a limiting case of directed random networks in which only a single flow direction is
allowed (Figure 3.3). In this case, l = L‖ and l ∝ A, so we obtain the trivial universality
class (h, d) = (1, 1) (Dodds and Rothman, 2000b).
Non-convergent flow as a limiting case of directed random networks raises the following
question: How does the scaling of undirected networks transition to that of directed net-
works and finally to that of non-convergent flow, as a function of directedness? Nagatani
(1993) studied the scaling crossover between directed random networks and non-convergent
flow, defining a crossover length scale lc between the two scaling regimes. The crossover
length scale was approximately inversely proportional to the strength of directedness. An
equivalent analysis of the crossover between undirected and directed networks has not been
performed, but the crossover must exist given that the models are equivalent except for the
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Figure 3.4: Isotropic invasion percolation. Lattice size is 512x256; only streams of Strahler
order 4 and above are shown. From Stark (1991). Reprinted by permission from Macmillan
Publishers Ltd: Nature 352 (6334), p. 424, copyright 1991, www.nature.com.
directedness, which can be varied continuously.
3.1.4 Invasion percolation
In invasion percolation, each bond in the lattice (link between nodes) is assigned a random
number within some range.2 When the model is applied to river networks, this number
may be interpreted as erodibility. The network is constructed from the boundaries of the
lattice inward by iteratively adding the weakest bond (link) on the network boundary to
the network (Cieplak et al., 1998) (Figure 3.4). This growth mechanism may be interpreted
as headward erosion in the presence of noise (Stark, 1991).
Invasion percolation is equivalent to the minimal spanning tree (MST) of a weighted
random graph (Aizenman et al., 1999; Baraba´si, 1996). The network is equivalent to “the
unique solution of the global optimization problem of finding the smallest energy branching
self-avoiding walk connecting all vertices of a finite lattice” (Baraba´si, 1996).
The scaling of invasion percolation has not been solved analytically, so we must rely on
numerical estimates. Cieplak et al. (1998) obtained (h, d) = (0.62± 0.02, 1.22± 0.04) from
simulations of invasion percolation, and (h, d) = (0.605 ± 0.01, 1.21 ± 0.02) from previous
2Bond invasion percolation has been applied to river networks. In bond invasion percolation, the links
between nodes are assigned a random strength. There is also site invasion percolation, in which the nodes
are assigned a random strength. Both variants belong to the same universality class (Cieplak et al., 1996).
In the river network context, however, the two models have different physical significance. Site and bond
are probably equally valid as an analog for erodibility. If the strength is ever used to represent elevation, as
suggested by Stark (1991), then only site percolation is valid. Rising water will invade a landscape based
on the absolute height (site) of each node, not on the relative height difference (bond) between nodes.
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work on paths in disordered media (Cieplak et al., 1994). Cieplak et al. (1998) note that
the homogeneous analog of invasion percolation is the random spanning tree (undirected
random network) with (5/8, 5/4); they believe that invasion percolation represents a dif-
ferent universality class, resulting from the weighting of bonds, but could not rule out the
possibility that invasion percolation crosses over to the random spanning tree universality
class. Niemann et al. (2001) obtained h = 0.61 (no uncertainty given) for invasion percola-
tion. Since invasion percolation is self-similar (D = 2) (Cieplak et al., 1998) and D = d/h
(Chapter 2.2.2), this yields (h, d) = (0.61, 1.22).
In the case of random networks, scaling transitions from non-convergent flow through
directed networks to undirected networks as more flow directions are allowed. Does invasion
percolation exhibit analogous behavior? There has been a limited amount of research on
directed invasion percolation (e.g., de Arcangelis and Herrmann, 1990), but there is no
equivalent of the random network research. I will now demonstrate that analogous behavior
exists, and derive some of the scaling relationships.
Consider first bond invasion percolation. If we restrict the allowed flow directions, or
equivalently let the bond strength in some directions go to infinity, we can produce a net-
work in which all growth occurs with a forward component, rather than with the sinuosity
typical of standard invasion percolation. This network would visually resemble a directed
random network due to the limited directionality. Because each link will have a forward
component, l ∼ L‖ and d = 1, just as in the case of directed random networks (Dodds
and Rothman, 2000b). We cannot analytically derive the scaling of l vs. A, and thus h.3
So we have the universality class of directed bond invasion percolation as (h, d) = (?, 1)
on analytic grounds, which differs from the standard invasion percolation universality class
(d ≈ 1.22). If the allowed bond directions are further constrained so that only a single
direction is possible, we obtain non-convergent flow with (h, d) = (1, 1). Thus, bond inva-
3Since the network will resemble a directed random network, at least visually, it is tempting to think
that both will have the same scaling, not only for d but also for h. In the case of the directed random
network, it is equally probable for a link to flow left or right when it is incorporated into the network. In the
directed bond invasion percolation case, some sections of the network will advance far ahead of others due
to the bond weights. Since these have greater access to internal nodes, they may grow disproportionately
and cause basin boundaries to deviate from simple random walks, and thus from directed random network
scaling (cf. competition between growing strands in the Eden model in Cieplak et al., 1998).
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sion percolation exhibits analogous universality classes to those of random networks (undi-
rected/directed/unidirectional). The exact nature of crossovers between these universality
classes would require numerical calculations.
Consider next the case of site invasion percolation, in which the nodes themselves rather
than the links between nodes are assigned a random strength. For bond invasion percolation,
I introduced directedness through the prohibition of certain flow directions, or equivalently
through giving bonds in certain directions infinite weight. For site invasion percolation,
I introduce directedness through a gradient in site strengths. If the gradient is sufficient,
the lattice will be invaded row by row. Since the network is directed, each link will have
a forward component and we obtain l ∼ L‖ and d = 1. Since links are equally likely to
have left or right components, river paths are directed random walks, and thus will have
l ∼ A2/3 and h = 2/3 just as in directed random networks (Dodds and Rothman, 2000b).
So the scaling is that of directed random networks, with (h, d) = (2/3, 1). This may also be
seen as follows. If we think of the site strengths as elevation, and connect new nodes to the
lowest neighboring node, then the algorithm is equivalent to the tilted surface algorithm
for directed random networks (Dodds and Rothman, 1999) described in Section 3.1.2. If
the gradient in site strength is increased sufficiently, with a properly oriented lattice, we
will obtain non-convergent flow, with (h, d) = (1, 1). Thus, we again see universality classes
analogous to those of random networks.
The strength gradient in the directed site invasion percolation model suggests a refine-
ment of the directed bond invasion percolation model, in which only flow with a forward
component is allowed, and there is a gradient in bond strength such that only one row
at a time is invaded. In this case, we also obtain the directed random network scaling
(h, d) = (2/3, 1).
3.1.5 Eden growth
In Eden growth, the network grows by incorporating a random node on the network bound-
ary (Figure 3.5). It may be thought of as a homogeneous case of invasion percolation, in
which all sites or bonds have equal weights and thus the network expands by incorporating
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Figure 3.5: Eden network. From Rigon et al. (1998).
a random node rather than a weakest node (Cieplak et al., 1994). Since invasion percolation
may be interpreted as headward growth in the presence of noise (Stark, 1991), Eden growth
may be interpreted as random headward growth in a homogeneous environment.
Though my focus here is on Eden growth as applied to river networks, the model has
also been used in a number of other contexts. Eden’s (1961) original interest was in the
growth of cell colonies. The model has been mapped onto directed polymers in random
media (Roux et al., 1991). A connection between Eden growth and random walks was
made by Cieplak et al. (1996): “Physically the growing Eden cluster can be thought of as
interacting random walks not only growing at the tip, but sprouting out from possibly all
of the previously occupied sites. The blocking of the possible new growth sites from the
already occupied sites effectively creates a quenched random environment leading to the
remarkable coincidence of the geometry with that of the directed polymer in a quenched
random environment.”
Eden growth belongs to the universality class (h, d) = (3/5, 1) (Cieplak et al., 1998).
The exponent values are from analytic results.
If only one growth direction is allowed in the Eden model, we obtain non-convergent flow
with (h, d) = (1, 1). Some strands will grow faster than others, but since only one growth
direction is allowed, there is no competition between strands that would affect the scaling.
Biased Eden growth will exhibit a crossover, but the crossover behavior will be different
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from that of random networks and invasion percolation. Since standard Eden growth has
d = 1, there will not be a crossover from an undirected case with d > 1 to a directed case
with d = 1 to non-convergent flow. There will only be a crossover between the standard
scaling and non-convergent flow.
3.1.6 Critique of growth models
The growth models discussed above all exhibit scaling laws, but at best at least one exponent
for each model is at the edge of the natural range (cf. Chapter 2.2.2). More significantly,
the models are limited by the lack of an elevation field (Niemann et al., 2001). For models
that do not incorporate elevation, there is no guarantee that the network configurations are
consistent with a slope-area relationship (Chapter 2.1). If an elevation field were created
from the model output using a slope-area relationship, we would generally find that flow
does not follow the steepest descent. Even the models that may be conceptualized such
that they do include elevation, such as the directed random network from the sloped-
surface algorithm, will not yield a consistent slope-area relationship. This is because a
given elevation field is used to determine flow directions, rather than flow determining
slope and thereby the elevation field.
Growth models are also limited by a lack of dynamics. Some models may be conceptu-
alized in a form that evolves (grows) over time; for example, invasion percolation may be
thought of as random headward erosion. But none of the models allow for dynamics that
would result in network reorganization; once a flow direction is set, it cannot change.
3.2 Optimality models
Optimality models create (usually) static networks based on an optimization process. The
attraction of optimality theories lies in their claim to explain network phenomena with a
simple optimization principle. But the existence and origin of optimality remain a topic
of debate (Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997; Hergarten, 2002; Paik and Kumar, 2008).
In Part II, I present an extensive review and critique of optimality theories, and argue
that network phenomena may be better explained by considering factors such as initial
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conditions and perturbations over time.
Several optimality models have been proposed, many of which are discussed in detail in
Chapter 5. Here, I briefly summarize the optimal channel network model, which is perhaps
the most prominent.
3.2.1 Optimal channel networks
Optimal channel networks (OCNs) are constructed by minimizing stream power (Figure
3.6). In a steady-state landscape where a slope-discharge relationship holds, the stream
power in a network link i of length Li with discharge Qi may be calculated as Pi ∝ Q0.5i Li.
OCNs are created by taking an initial network configuration on a lattice, and perturbing
the network to minimize the total energy expenditure P =
∑
Pi of the entire lattice.
The basic OCN algorithm begins with some spanning network configuration. The flow
direction of a random link is perturbed, and the new direction is kept if it lowers the total
energy expenditure. This cycle continues until no improvement is found after a number of
iterations. The entire process, beginning with the same initial configuration, is repeated
multiple times to find nonlocal minima. The resulting network with the smallest total
energy expenditure is selected as the OCN. Though the network is effectively grown in a
plane, the elevation field may be reconstructed using a slope-area relationship S(A) ∝ Aγ
(Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997).
The standard OCN algorithm yields area exceedance exponent β = 0.43 ± 0.02, Hurst
exponent H = 0.75 ± 0.01, Hack exponent h = 0.57 ± 0.02, and sinuosity exponent d =
1.1 ± 0.01 (Rinaldo et al., 1998). These are all in good agreement with natural values
(Chapter 2.2.2).
Though the standard OCN algorithm yields realistic scaling, scaling does depend on
the optimization algorithm. Algorithms that find the global minimum of total energy
expenditure yield unrealistic scaling, with (h, d) = (0.5, 1) (Maritan et al., 1996a; Rodr´ıguez-
Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997; Rigon et al., 1998). Other algorithms, such as algorithms in which
increases in energy expenditure are allowed with some probability, can yield other scaling
(Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997).
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Figure 3.6: Optimal channel network from the standard OCN algorithm. From Rigon et al.
(1998).
3.3 Self-consistent steady-state models
As discussed in Chapter 2.1, natural landscapes exhibit a slope-discharge relationship
S ∝ Qγ , which can also be expressed as a slope-area relationship S ∝ Aγ . Self-consistent
steady-state models use an algorithm to create surfaces (and associated networks) with a
slope-area relationship. The resulting surfaces are steady-state solutions to dynamic models
(Section 3.4), but are not obtained by iterating a partial differential equation. Networks
created by self-consistent models have a similar appearance to those created by dynamic
models.
Self-consistent models begin with a random surface. In principle a flat or sloped surface
with noise could be used. In practice, it is common to construct an initial surface from
an undirected or directed random network, using the slope-area relationship along network
links to construct an elevation field. This approach prevents lakes in the initial condition,
which would slow the solution process, though it also means that the initial elevation field
will have discontinuities (cliffs). The direction of steepest descent is calculated for the
initial elevation field, which gives a spanning graph, and drainage areas are calculated.
Then the elevation field is adjusted so that the slope-area relationship is fulfilled for the
new flow directions. The calculation of drainage directions and corresponding adjustment of
elevations is continued until drainage directions become static (Giacometti, 2000; Banavar
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et al., 2001).
Giacometti (2000) used initial conditions from both undirected and directed random net-
works. Lattices had two periodic boundaries, one infinite boundary, and one open boundary.
Lattice size ranged from 32 to 512 nodes square with statistics from 500 to 100 runs, respec-
tively. For undirected initial conditions, he obtained h = 0.56 ± 0.01, D = 2.2 ± 0.1, and
d = 1.1 ± 0.1. For directed initial conditions, he obtained h = 0.55 ± 0.02, D = 1.8 ± 0.1,
and d = 0.9 ± 0.1. He also investigated the dependence of scaling on the exponent in the
slope-area relationship, and found a very weak dependence.
Banavar et al. (2001) used initial conditions from undirected random networks. They
performed 100 runs each for 32x32, 64x64, 128x128, and 256x256 square lattices, with
periodic boundary conditions in one direction and open boundary conditions in the other.
This yielded β = 0.45± 0.02, D = 1.98± 0.04, d = 1.10± 0.04, and h = 0.55± 0.02.
Banavar et al. (2001) also investigated the effect of an alternate solution algorithm based
on simulated annealing. At each iteration they calculated the new elevation field using a
slope-area relationship incorporating a noise term in the coefficient, and slowly reduced the
magnitude of the noise term. This yielded β = 0.50±0.03, D = 1.98±0.05, d = 1.00±0.05,
and h−1 = 2.00 ± 0.05. These scaling values are consistent with analytic calculations for
the scaling of the energetic ground state (Maritan et al., 1996a).
Thus, self-consistent models are capable of producing realistic scaling exponents. Dy-
namics are absent, however, and as the results of Banavar et al. (2001) show, scaling is
algorithm-dependent.
3.4 Dynamic models
Dynamic models form networks by iterating an erosion law on a surface. The erosion law
is often of the form
∂z
∂t
= −KAm |∇z|n + U (3.4.1)
where z is elevation, K is a constant (related to rock hardness, rainfall rate, etc.), A is
drainage area, U is tectonic uplift rate, and m and n are constant exponents. Erosion
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Figure 3.7: Steady-state network created using a dynamic model. Initial conditions con-
sisted of a flat surface with uncorrelated random noise in elevation. The model is described
in detail in Chapter 4; model parameters as in Chapter 7.3.1.
laws of this form may be derived in a variety of ways: from hydrodynamic principles plus
the assumption that erosion rate is a power law of stream properties (Sinclair and Ball,
1996), as a modified Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation (Somfai and Sander, 1997), or from the
assumption that erosion rate is a power law of shear stress or stream power (Whipple and
Tucker, 1999). A detailed derivation from physical principles is provided in Chapter 4,
where I discuss the numeric implementation of a dynamic model.
In a typical dynamic model, the erosion law is simulated on a square lattice. All nodes
of the lattice receive uniform precipitation. Water from each node flows to the neighboring
node with the steepest downslope gradient. Since it is possible to have nodes with no lower
neighbors, lakes can form and a lake algorithm is needed to locate the lowest outlet, where
the lake overflows. The system evolves from a random initial surface to a static steady-state
network.
Sinclair and Ball (1996) obtained β ≈ 0.43 for three simulations which started as flat
blocks with uniform random noise in elevation. They also reported good agreement with
natural Hack exponents and Horton’s laws, but gave no values. One simulation with sloped
initial conditions appears in a figure, but scaling was not reported, which suggests that
scaling may have been unrealistic. Sinclair and Ball note that changing the values of the
exponents in the erosion law causes the network to adjust from unnaturally straight to
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unnaturally sinuous for flat block initial conditions, and hypothesize that there exist values
of the exponents that will reproduce natural scaling exponents. They used 250x250 square
lattices (orthogonal directions only) with three closed boundaries and one open boundary
(constant elevation), m = 0.8 and n = 2, and no tectonic uplift term (i.e., U = 0).
Somfai and Sander (1997) found β = 0.45 ± 0.02, Rn = 4.0 ± 0.2 and Rl = 2.3 ± 0.1,
and d = 1.05. Their erosion law had m = 1 and n = 2, and no uplift term. Scaling
was obtained from 20 runs at a resolution of 256x256, except for d, which was obtained
using resolutions of 64x64, 128x128, and 256x256. They used a triangular lattice, with a
sufficiently sloped initial condition that uniform random noise in elevation did not create
lakes. Two boundaries were periodic, one infinite, and one open (constant slope).
Hergarten (2002) used n = 2 and m ∈ {0.5, 1, 2}. The initial condition was a flat surface
with random uncorrelated noise. A single outlet was chosen at random (infinite boundaries)
and given a fixed rate of erosion. Running to steady state, and using ensemble averages over
1500 128x128 simulations, he obtained h = 0.52 (m = 0.5), h = 0.58 (m = 1), and h = 0.64
(m = 2) (n = 2 for all cases). He found d = 1.00–1.01.4 The area exceedance distribution
exhibited β = 0.39 for m = 2. For m = 0.5 and m = 1, the distribution exhibited convex
curvature at intermediate scales. Hergarten was unable to determine if this was a finite-size
effect or a deviation from power law behavior.
To improve on typical dynamic models, which run to static steady states, Hergarten
(2002) also investigated the effect of variable boundary conditions, with m = 1 and n = 2.
Once the model reaches a steady state, a new random outlet is opened, with the same erosion
rate as the original outlet, and erosion at the old outlet ceases. Results were obtained from
an ensemble average over 5000 networks at 128x128. This yielded cleaner area exceedance
scaling (less curvature in log-log space), with β = 0.46. It gave h = 0.56, also with cleaner
scaling, and d = 1.06, with less clean scaling.
Thus, dynamic models can exhibit realistic scaling. These models generally depend on
noise in initial conditions to prevent non-convergent flow and produce network structures
instead, but given the noisiness of nature, this is not unreasonable.
4This was almost certainly the result of his lake algorithm; rather than filling lakes, he had flow vanish
at local minima of elevation. See the discussion of lake algorithms in Chapter 4.3.
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3.5 Summary
River network scaling may be fully specified by the pair of scaling exponents (h, d). Thus,
universality classes for river networks may be defined by the pair (h, d) in models that
exhibit universality. Like other systems exhibiting scaling, river networks may exhibit
scaling crossovers. In networks, crossovers may take the form of one set of scaling exponents
holding at small scales while another holds at large scales.
Network models may be divided into four categories. Growth models are based on a
growth algorithm. At best their scaling behavior is at the edge of the natural range. They do
not incorporate an elevation field, which is necessary for a consistent slope-area relationship
in which flow follows gradient. Optimality models create networks using an optimization
process. They can produce realistic scaling, but the existence and origin of optimality
remain controversial. Self-consistent steady-state models create static surfaces consistent
with a slope-area relationship. They can exhibit good scaling, but scaling is algorithm-
dependent and dynamics are absent. Dynamic models create networks by iterating an
erosion law. They can exhibit realistic scaling, and since they are based on physically
reasonable dynamics represent the best option for river network modeling.
Several parts of my research have required a river network model. I have chosen a
dynamic model for the reasons given above. In Chapter 4, I discuss the derivation and
numeric implementation of this model. Growth models and self-consistent steady-state
models will reappear throughout the dissertation in discussions of scaling. And optimality
models return in Part II, where I present a thorough analysis of optimality models and
argue that they do not contribute to our understanding of river network scaling.
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Chapter 4
Numeric implementation of a
dynamic river network model
Several parts of my research have required a river network model. In Chapter 6, I use
a degenerate network model, in which all steady-state networks have the same energy
expenditure, to argue that initial conditions and perturbations over time are the relevant
factors in understanding network scaling, not some type of optimality. In Chapter 7, I
investigate the effect of initial landscape slope, a type of anisotropy, on the scaling of a
network model. Flat initial conditions yield networks that exhibit simple power-law scaling,
while sloped initial conditions exhibit crossover behavior. Finally, in Chapter 8, I show that
this crossover behavior also appears in natural river networks, and demonstrate how this
offers an explanation of the exponent drift observed in some natural river networks.
In this chapter, I discuss the numeric implementation of the dynamic river network
model used in Chapters 6–8. I begin by summarizing the derivation of the model from
physical principles (Section 4.1). This is followed by a discussion of the numeric imple-
mentation of the erosion law using a finite-difference scheme (Section 4.2), the associated
flow-routing and lake algorithms (Section 4.3), and the boundary conditions (Section 4.4). I
present a detailed discussion of initial conditions (Section 4.5), and then conclude with some
remarks regarding the measurement of length and area in a lattice-based model (Section
4.6).
Several new results are presented in this chapter. In Section 4.3, I present a new
algorithm for finding lake outlets in numeric models. This algorithm is superior to some
early lake algorithms, and is simpler to implement than typical recent algorithms. In Section
4.5, I introduce a dimensionless ratio for quantifying the relative dominance of slope vs.
noise in the initial conditions of numeric models. The range of possible values for this initial
slope-to-noise ratio depends on the lattice. I derive the range for several common lattices.
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4.1 The stream power law model
The dynamic river network model discussed in Chapter 3.4 is known as a stream power
law in the geology literature. For this model, the erosion rate  is a power law of stream
properties:
 = KAmSn (4.1.1)
where K is a dimensional coefficient (related to climate, erodibility, etc.), A is the drainage
area (proxy for discharge or flow rate), S is channel slope in the downstream direction, and
m and n are constant exponents (Whipple and Tucker, 1999). The stream power law has
been widely used in the geology literature (Whipple and Tucker, 1999), and most numeric
investigations of river network scaling in the physics literature have used this model or very
similar ones (see Chapter 3.4).
The stream power law applies to detachment-limited erosion. In detachment-limited
erosion, transport capacity always exceeds the supply of sediment. The limiting factor
in erosion rate is the speed at which the river bed can be eroded, so there is no depo-
sition. Detachment-limited models apply to bedrock channels, since continued erosion in
the absence of deposition will result in a bedrock channel (Dietrich et al., 2003; Willgoose,
2005). Erosion may also be detachment-limited in the presence of vegetation, cohesive re-
goliths, rock pavements, and other coarse or cohesive sediments; this is frequently the case
in low-order rills and channels (Howard, 1994; Tucker and Bras, 1998). The opposite of
detachment-limited erosion is transport-limited erosion, in which the limiting factor is the
ability of the stream to transport available material. Since the stream is not always capable
of carrying all available material, deposition will occur (Dietrich et al., 2003).
It is important to realize that though detachment-limited erosion does not allow de-
position, this does not mean that the channel bed need be bare bedrock. The bed may
be covered with sediment, so long as the sediment is transported as bed load rather than
lying stationary as a deposit (Willgoose, 2005). It is also possible to take a less strict defi-
nition of detachment-limited erosion, in which deposition occurs, but deposited sediments
are removed over short enough timescales that the overall rate of erosion is not significantly
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affected.
Erosion laws of the form of Equation 4.1.1 may be derived in several ways. Sinclair
and Ball (1996) derived a law of this form based on the assumption that erosion rate is
proportional to a power law of slope, width, depth, velocity, discharge, and shear stress,
combined with the hydraulic geometry relations discussed in Chapter 2.1. Somfai and
Sander (1997) developed a Landau theory of erosion, and derived Equation 4.1.1 with
m = 1 and n = 2 as a modified Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation. Here, I follow Whipple and
Tucker (1999) to provide a more process-based derivation.
The stream power law may be derived from the assumption that the erosion rate is a
power law of the channel bed shear stress τb or of the unit stream power (stream power
per area of channel bed) τbV , where V is average flow velocity.
1 Here, I follow the stream
power derivation. This gives
 = kb(τbV )
a (4.1.2)
where kb and a are positive constants. The coefficient kb depends on rock properties,
sediment load, and erosion processes; the exponent a also depends on processes and may
be in the range of 1–7/2 (Whipple and Tucker, 1999). An erosion threshold is sometimes
included in Equation 4.1.2, but is often neglected (Whipple and Tucker, 1999). Physically,
this corresponds to assuming that the relevant floods greatly exceed the threshold (Baldwin
et al., 2003) (but see also Snyder et al., 2003).
Equation 4.1.2 may be converted to the form of Equation 4.1.1 using empirical hydraulic
geometry relationships and conservation equations. By conservation of water, discharge
Q = DWV , where D is depth and W is width. Conservation of momentum (steady and
uniform flow) in a wide channel gives τb = ρgDS = ρCfV
2, where ρ is the density of
water, g is the gravitational acceleration, Cf is a dimensionless friction factor, and using
a small-angle approximation.2 From empirical hydraulic geometry relations (Chapter 2.1),
1Since shear stress is tangential force per area, and power is force times velocity, then τbV is simply
force times velocity divided by area, or power per area.
2This may be derived from the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations. Qualitatively, it follows from
the relationship between depth and pressure, P = ρgD. The shear stress is the component of pressure
tangential to the bottom, τb = P sin θ = ρgD sin θ, where θ is the angle between the bottom and horizontal.
Velocity does not appear since it must be zero at the bottom. Using the small-angle approximation, τb ≈
ρgD tan θ ≈ ρgDS.
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W = kwQ
b, where kw and b are constants, and b ≈ 1/2 from the literature. A similar
relation connects discharge to drainage area, Q = kqA
c, where kq and c are constants, and
typically 0.7 ≤ c ≤ 1 (Whipple and Tucker, 1999).
Combining Equation 4.1.2 with the conservation equations and hydraulic geometry re-
lationships yields
 = kb(τbV )
a = KAac(1−b)Sa = KAmSn (4.1.3)
with m = ac(1 − b) and n = a, and K = kbρagaka(1−b)q k−aw . Using known values for c and
b, this predicts that m/n ≈ 0.5, which is consistent with field measurements (Whipple and
Tucker, 1999). I choose to work with the case a = 1, yielding
 = KA0.5S. (4.1.4)
Since a is unknown, a = 1 is a common and logical choice (see Pelletier, 2004; Perron, 2006).
This yields an erosion equation that is linear in slope, making numerical implementation
and analysis simpler.
Note that the degenerate network model I employ in Chapter 6.3.2 has m = n = 1. As I
discuss there, this model should not strictly be considered an erosion law, since m/n 6≈ 0.5.
The remainder of this chapter is written with the erosion law (m = 0.5, n = 1) in mind,
but everything is equally applicable to the degenerate model (m = n = 1) so long as the
value of m is substituted.
4.2 Numeric implementation of the erosion law
Recasting Equation 4.1.4 in differential equation form, and adding a term for tectonic uplift
(so that material can both enter and leave the system), yields
∂z
∂t
= −KA0.5 |∇z|+ U (4.2.1)
where z is the elevation of the topography and U is tectonic uplift rate. This equation
was implemented numerically on a square lattice using an Euler explicit method (Tannehill
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et al., 1997):
zt+1i = z
t
i −KA0.5i
∣∣∣∣zti − zti−1r∆x
∣∣∣∣∆t+ U∆t (4.2.2)
where zti is the elevation of node i at time t, Ai is the drainage area of node i, ∆x is
the lattice spacing, ∆t is the time step size, and r is a weighting factor equal to 1 or
√
2,
depending on whether the spatial derivative is taken in an orthogonal or diagonal direction
with respect to the lattice. Node numbers are defined such that the index increases going
upstream; the slope is taken in the downstream direction. The scheme may be further
simplified by defining Ai = ai(∆x)
2. That is, the drainage area is equal to the number
of nodes draining through i, ai, times the area of each node, (∆x)
2. Substituting this
relationship yields
zt+1i = z
t
i −Ka0.5i
∣∣∣∣zti − zti−1r
∣∣∣∣∆t+ U∆t. (4.2.3)
Note that the scheme is scale-independent. It depends on lattice resolution through ai, but
not on the actual spatial scale ∆x. This is not a special feature of this erosion law. It is a
general result for any stream power law using the common relationship m/n = 1/2.
The numerical scheme (Equation 4.2.2) is accurate to first order in space and time. It
is stable for 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1, where ν = c∆t/∆x and c = KA0.5. The modified equation for
a numerical scheme is the equation that is actually solved by the scheme, and is useful in
determining accuracy. The modified equation for this scheme (first-order upwind) is
zt + czx =
c∆x
2
(1− ν)zxx − c(∆x)
2
6
(2ν2 − 3ν + 1)zxxx
+O[(∆x)3, (∆x)2∆t,∆x(∆t)2, (∆t)3] (4.2.4)
where the subscripts x and t denote derivatives with respect to those variables. The first
error term contains the second derivative zxx, so errors are primarily dissipative (diffu-
sive) (Tannehill et al., 1997). While any error is undesirable, diffusive error is preferable
for river erosion. Hillslope processes, which are neglected in the model because of their
small scale relative to river networks (Dietrich et al., 2003), are often modeled as diffusive
(Bloom, 1998; Dietrich et al., 2003). Thus, although the errors are undesirable, they do
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mimic a physically realistic process to at least some extent. In contrast, a second-order
scheme would introduce primarily dispersive error. This could result in the formation of
unphysical pits in the landscape, which would have to be resolved by artificial diffusion or
flux-limiting schemes (Tannehill et al., 1997), or alternatively by the addition of explicit
hillslope processes (which would be diffusive). In addition, higher-order spatial derivatives
are problematic. First-order spatial derivatives are taken in the downstream direction,
which gives a good approximation of the river slope. A standard second-order derivative
would not take into account the direction of flow but rather average slope over all directions,
and thus would be unphysical. A second-order derivative composed of some combination
of slopes in the upstream and downstream directions would be better. It is not obvious
how upstream and downstream directions of flow should be weighted to obtain the best
higher-order derivative, however, especially in the case of large river junctions.
Equation 4.2.4 shows that minimizing the error of the scheme requires that ∆x be
minimized while ν is maximized. This corresponds to using the largest possible resolution
with the largest stable time step. I used time steps that are 90% the size of the maximum
allowed by stability, which is determined by the largest c for the largest river. Note that the
range of scales involved makes interpretation of Equation 4.2.4 difficult. For large rivers, c
is large, but (1 − ν) is small and zxx is small. For small rivers, (1 − ν) is large and zxx is
large, but c is small.
In the literature numerical schemes are often unspecified. Takayasu and Inaoka (1992),
Inaoka and Takayasu (1993), and Inaoka (2001) used a first-order explicit scheme. Sinclair
and Ball (1996) and Somfai and Sander (1997) do not discuss their schemes, but they cite
Takayasu and Inaoka, so presumably their schemes were also first-order explicit. Hergarten
(2002) used a first-order scheme, implicit for z but explicit for A. Thus, my use of a
first-order scheme is typical of the literature.
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4.3 Flow-routing and lake algorithms
4.3.1 Flow routing algorithm
The drainage areas Ai appearing in the discrete model (Equation 4.2.2) must be calculated
with a flow-routing algorithm. I chose the steepest-descent, or D8, algorithm to calculate
drainage areas, due to its simplicity (Tarboton, 1997; Codilean et al., 2006). In D8, flow from
a node is routed to the one of the eight neighboring nodes along the steepest downward
slope (O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984). To calculate the drainage areas, sort all nodes by
elevation and calculate drainage directions.3 Beginning with the highest node, increment
the drainage area of each node by 1 (its own normalized area ai), and then increment the
area of the current node’s downstream neighbor by the drainage area of the current node.
The D8 algorithm does have some disadvantages. By limiting the possible directions
of flow to the number of neighboring nodes (eight for a square lattice), this method can
produce lattice artifacts or an unnatural appearance, especially in the context of real-world
flow accumulation maps (Willgoose, 2005; Codilean et al., 2006). It also introduces an
artificial threshold to flow changing direction, since a discrete amount of erosion must occur
before flow direction can change (Willgoose, 2005). Alternative algorithms that spread flow
among downslope nodes have their own disadvantages, however, including complexity and
unphysical dispersion of flow (Tarboton, 1997). Since flow follows the steepest descent in
rivers, algorithms that send flow along non-steepest descent paths are problematic. Another
issue, which has not been addressed in the literature, is the nonlinear nature of the erosion
equations. In my model, ∂z/∂t = −KA0.5 |∇z| + U , the drainage area A is nonlinear.
If a given flow A is divided among multiple directions, the net erosion will be smaller.
Finally, models incorporating multiple flow directions may never reach a static steady state
(Pelletier, 2004). It is unclear whether this behavior is physically reasonable or merely a
numeric artifact of the flow routing.
3The CASCADE algorithm (Braun and Sambridge, 1997) could be used to provide an equivalent list of
nodes. CASCADE is fully parallelizable and only involves integer arithmetic. Given the speed of the C++
Standard Library sort function, and the serial nature of my code, CASCADE offered no real advantages in
my case. Furthermore, since CASCADE yields a list that is suitable for calculating drainage area but is not
strictly ordered by elevation, it would not have been suitable for use with my lake algorithm, which requires
a list ordered by elevation.
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Another way to avoid some of D8’s disadvantages is to use steepest-descent routing on
an irregular lattice, which eliminates some directional bias (Braun and Sambridge, 1997).
But this results in a smaller minimum lattice spacing ∆x, which severely limits time step
size since ∆t ∝ ∆x. An irregular lattice also introduces additional spatial noise, which could
cause rivers to be unnaturally sinuous. For example, the limiting case of non-convergent flow
(Chapter 3.1.3) is impossible on an irregular lattice. A smooth, sloped surface discretized
with an irregular lattice would instead exhibit a directed random network (Chapter 3.1.2).
Even crossover scaling between non-convergent flow and an undirected random network
would be impossible so long as the lattice irregularity is isotropic.
4.3.2 Lake algorithm
The flow-routing algorithm must be coupled with an algorithm for resolving lakes, groups of
nodes that do not have a steepest-descent path to the lattice boundaries (“ocean”). Several
approaches to lakes appear in the literature. The simplest option is to avoid them altogether
by using initial conditions consisting of a sloped surface combined with low-magnitude noise
in elevation. If the noise is of sufficiently small magnitude, lakes cannot form (e.g., Somfai
and Sander, 1997; Passalacqua et al., 2006). It is also possible to avoid a proper lake
algorithm by assuming that water vanishes at local minima of elevation. Hergarten (2002)
took this approach, reasoning that since lakes eventually erode away if they are allowed,
their presence is unnecessary. Physically, such an approach corresponds to a locale such as
an arid climate, in which depressions collect insufficient water to overflow and the collected
water evaporates. We would expect such an approach to affect network evolution; networks
draining into the ocean do not span the entire lattice from the beginning (or from the time
when lakes fill), but rather begin at the lattice boundaries and extend through headward
erosion to capture isolated networks that drain to closed depressions. Hergarten obtained
a sinuosity exponent d = 1.00–1.01, which is at the very bottom of the natural range. This
is likely due to his lake algorithm, since I obtained d ≈ 1.07 using similar initial conditions
with a regular lake algorithm (Chapter 7.3.3).
In a proper lake algorithm, the lowest outlet to the ocean must be located for each
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lake. Takayasu and Inaoka (1992) and Inaoka and Takayasu (1993) located an outlet by
introducing a water depth for nodes in lakes. At each time step, the water depth at each
local minimum is increased so that it is slightly higher than the elevation (plus water
depth, if applicable) of the lowest neighboring node. In this way, lakes are slowly filled and
eventually an outlet is found. This approach has a number of problems. It may take a very
long time for the lake to fill, depending on how fast the water depth is increased and on the
size of the lattice. Also, it is possible for part of the lake to begin overflowing before the rest
of the lake is filled, if the height of some nodes near the edge is increased sufficiently before
all local minima are filled. In addition to being unphysical, this means that the algorithm
is not guaranteed to find the lowest outlet. There is no guarantee that the first location
on the edge of the lake to overflow is indeed the outlet if parts of the lake have not been
completely filled. It is possible that even in this case the true lowest outlet will be found
as the remainder of the lake fills, but if the false outlet erodes fast enough, the rest of the
lake will not fill before the true outlet is located.
Tucker et al. (2001) provide a better approach that guarantees the lowest outlet:
During the process of identifying flow directions, any node lacking a downhill
pathway is flagged as a pit. Once all pits have been identified, the Lake Fill
algorithm . . . is invoked for each one. The algorithm begins by creating a list of
flooded nodes, which initially contains only the starting pit. The lowest node on
the perimeter of the flooded area (“lake”) is identified, and is tested to determine
whether it can drain downslope toward a node that is not already on the list.
If there is no drainage outlet, this “low node” is added to the list of flooded
nodes and the process repeats, continuing until an outlet is found. If a node is
encountered that is part of separate lake (i.e., one identified during a previous
iteration), it is also added to the list (in other words, initially separate lakes can
merge).
Once an outlet has been identified, all of the nodes on the list are flagged as
lake nodes, indicating, for example, that they should be handled separately in
computing runoff and sediment routing. . . .
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I developed a new lake algorithm that routes lake flow through the lowest outlet, but is
significantly simpler to implement than that of Tucker et al. (2001). The algorithm involves
two parts. In the first part, all flow is routed to either the lattice boundaries or to a pit,
defined as a node with no lower neighbors:
1. Calculate the drainage direction for all nodes, except pits.
2. Make a list of all nodes, and sort the list by elevation.
3. Going through the list from highest to lowest nodes, increment the drainage area of
each node by 1 (to account for its own area). If the node is not a pit, increment the
receiver node’s drainage area by the contributing node’s area.
Since the first part of the algorithm would be necessary to calculate drainage areas even
in the absence of lakes, it should not be counted toward the algorithm’s run time. One of
the advantages of my approach is that it reuses the sorted list of elevations that would be
necessary in any case.
In the second part of the algorithm, lake flow is resolved.
1. Associate each node with the pit to which it drains, or with the “ocean.” This may
be done by assigning each pit a number (the “ocean” may be assigned 0), and going
through the elevation list from lowest to highest, assigning each non-pit node the pit
number of the node to which it drains.
2. Go through the list of nodes, ordered by elevation, from lowest to highest. To optimize,
begin with the elevation of the lowest pit, since no lakes can be lower than that
elevation. Also, keep track of which pits have had their drainage resolved, so that the
algorithm may be terminated as soon as the last pit is resolved rather than when the
maximum elevation is reached.
(a) If a node is associated with a pit whose drainage has not yet been resolved, do
the following:
i. If all of the node’s lower neighbors are associated with the same pit, do
nothing.
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ii. If one of the node’s lower neighbors belongs to a separate pit, but that pit has
not been resolved, set the pits as “linked.” When a pit’s drainage is resolved,
so are the drainages of all linked pits. (Essentially, the water is deep enough
that the two pits form one lake and overflow at a single location.)
iii. If one of the node’s lower neighbors drains to the ocean, or drains to a pit that
has been resolved, set the current pit to drain through that node (outlet).
(If more than one neighbor fulfills these criteria, choose the one with the
steepest slope.) Also, set any linked pits to drain through the outlet. Mark
all resolved pits as resolved. Set the lake surface in the pits to the elevation
of the outlet node.
(b) If a node’s drainage has been resolved (belongs to a resolved pit or the “ocean”),
and a lower neighbor belongs to a pit that has not been resolved, set that neighbor
to flow through the node and resolve the pit as above. This step is necessary to
resolve cases where a node belonging to a pit overflows through a higher node
that is resolved, rather than through a lower node.
The main advantage of my algorithm, compared with that of Tucker et al. (2001), is that
it resolves lake flow simply by going through the elevation list and examining the neighbors
of each node. It is not necessary to recursively search for the lowest neighbor on the lake’s
boundary and add it to the lake until the outlet is found. In practice, I would expect my
algorithm to be faster when a large proportion of the lattice is covered by lakes, and the
Tucker et al. (2001) algorithm to be faster in the case of few lakes. This suggests a hybrid
algorithm as a possible direction for future research.
In my model, nodes that are covered by a lake are not eroded, except the outlet node.
Nodes that drain into a lake have the same drainage directions that they would if the lake
were not present (i.e., still down the steepest slope). The rate at which they erode (slope
in Equation 4.2.2) is modified to use the lake surface as the downstream elevation, rather
than the downstream node’s elevation. Otherwise, nodes could erode lower than the lake
surface. Since the simulation uses a detachment-limited model, sediment is not tracked,
and there is no deposition in lakes. This also means that flow directions within lakes are
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⇓ open, z = 0 ⇓
periodic ⇒ ⇐ periodic
⇑ open, z = 0 ⇑
Figure 4.1: Simulated network illustrating boundary conditions. Two boundaries are peri-
odic (left and right), and two are open with the condition z = 0 (top and bottom).
not needed; only the locations of outlets must be determined.
4.4 Boundary conditions
Simulations were performed on a rectangular domain with two periodic boundaries and two
open boundaries with a Dirichlet z = 0 condition (Figure 4.1). Boundary conditions were
chosen to minimize edge effects. Basin boundaries form spontaneously and basin outlets are
free to move. There are no infinite boundaries that might distort scaling, and the location
of basin outlets is not forced since two sides are open.
The use of a Dirichlet z = 0 condition on the open sides corresponds physically to an
island experiencing tectonic uplift, with the edges at sea level. It may also be interpreted as
an upthrown fault block, under the assumption that the downthrown blocks along the edges
have no significant variation in elevation compared to that of the upthrown block. Some
type of Dirichlet condition is the only physically reasonable condition for open boundaries.
A Neumann condition under which the slope ∇z is specified is unphysical, since it prevents
rivers from changing the gradient at the boundaries and enforces the same exit gradient for
all rivers leaving the domain, regardless of size.
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4.5 Initial conditions
Several types of generic random initial conditions are currently in use. These initial con-
ditions typically combine simple geometry with some type of randomness. Most initial
conditions fall into two categories:
• A sloping surface with noise in the elevation. The noise is uniformly distributed, and
may or may not be of sufficient magnitude to create lakes (Sinclair and Ball, 1996;
Braun and Sambridge, 1997; Somfai and Sander, 1997; Passalacqua et al., 2006).
• A flat surface with uniformly distributed noise in the elevation (Takayasu and Inaoka,
1992; Inaoka and Takayasu, 1993; Sinclair and Ball, 1996; Inaoka, 2001; Hergarten
and Neugebauer, 2001; Hergarten, 2002).
Uniformly distributed, uncorrelated noise is predominant in the literature, but other types
have been used. For example, Perron (2006) used the inverse Fourier transform of a two-
dimensional, red noise power spectrum, because it is similar to the power spectrum observed
in natural landscapes.
I used sloped surfaces with uniformly distributed noise in elevation. As discussed in
Section 4.4, two boundaries are periodic and two are Dirichlet with zboundary = 0. The
initial condition is roof-shaped, consisting of two sloped surfaces that start at z = 0 at the
open boundaries and meet in the center at some given elevation. To this is added noise
from a uniform distribution. In the limit that the center elevation goes to zero, the initial
condition becomes a flat surface with noise. This set of initial conditions encompasses most
of those used in the literature.
4.5.1 The initial slope-to-noise ratio
In Chapter 6.3.2 and especially in Chapter 7.3.3, I will be interested in how the scaling
properties of simulated networks depend on initial conditions. To quantify initial conditions,
I introduce a dimensionless number, the initial slope-to-noise ratio λ, to describe the relative
dominance of slope vs. noise in initial conditions.
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Some previous research has considered whether a given initial condition will produce
lakes (e.g., Somfai and Sander, 1997; Passalacqua et al., 2006), but this has generally been
for the purpose of avoiding a lake algorithm rather than quantifying varieties of initial con-
ditions. Simpson and Schlunegger (2003) introduced a dimensionless roughness parameter
λ = hr/H, where hr is the maximum value of initial random noise and H is the surface
height at the ridge axis. This is not a truly nondimensional approach, since by relying on
the ridge height it depends on system size; initial slope determines ridge height for a given
system size, and is the more relevant parameter. My initial slope-to-noise ratio is most
similar to the approach of Castelltort and Simpson (2006). They introduced a relative
roughness parameter, defined as the ratio of local slope to regional slope. The parameter
was defined for characterizing the angle between flow and regional slope, which is only pos-
sible when regional slope is dominant (no lakes). The relative roughness parameter was not
developed for characterizing initial conditions typical of numerical models.
I define the initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = |s|∆x/N , where s is the slope of the ini-
tial condition in the absence of noise, ∆x is the lattice spacing, and N is the maximum
magnitude of the noise in elevation. That is, λ is the change in elevation over one node
due to slope divided by the maximum change possible due to noise. λ = 0 indicates a
flat surface with noise, or alternatively the unphysical limit where N → ∞ for a finite
slope. The initial network for a λ = 0 surface will depend on how flow through lakes is
defined. If flow roughly follows underlying topography to the outlet, then no direction will
be favored and the overall scaling will be similar to that of an undirected random network,
which has (h, d) = (5/8, 5/4) (Chapter 3.1.1; Dodds and Rothman, 2000b), or site invasion
percolation, which has (h, d) ≈ (0.61, 1.22) (Chapter 3.1.4). If flow takes a more direct
path to the outlet, different scaling would result. For example, Tucker et al. (2001) give an
algorithm for resolving lake flow that is similar to Eden growth originating at the outlet.
Eden growth has (h, d) = (3/5, 1) (Chapter 3.1.5; Cieplak et al., 1998). For λ ≥ 1 the
slope is strong enough to prevent lakes. Initial scaling will be that of a directed random
network (Scheidegger network) with (h, d) = (2/3, 1) for lower slopes. As slope increases,
the initial network will exhibit a crossover to non-convergent flow with the trivial exponents
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Figure 4.2: Node configuration for calculating limits on the slope-to-noise ratio λ due to
the lattice in the general case.
(h, d) = (1, 1) (Nagatani, 1993; Dodds and Rothman, 1999). For 0 < λ < 1, some lakes will
be present, and initial scaling will exist in a crossover between lake scaling and directed
random networks.
4.5.2 Lattice-induced limits on the initial slope-to-noise ratio
The choice of lattice imposes limitations on the meaningful range of the initial slope-to-noise
ratio. This has not been discussed in the literature. Here, I develop a general method for
calculating the lattice-induced limitations, and then consider the limitations for common
lattice configurations.
Consider a node on a sloping surface, which may drain to one of two nodes (Figure 4.2).
Label the source node 0 and the two possible receiver nodes 1 and 2. Each receiver node
i is a distance ∆xi from the source, at an angle θi from the direction of the initial slope
s. In the absence of noise, the slope from the source to each receiver is si = dyi/dxi =
s(∆xi cos θi)/∆xi = s cos θi. When noise is present, the slopes must be corrected to account
for the magnitude of noise added to the source n0 and receiver ni. So we have si =
s cos θi + (ni − n0)/∆xi.
Without noise, the source 0 would flow to receiver 1, since the slope to 1 would be
steeper than that to 2 because θ1 < θ2. If flow to receiver 2 is ever to occur, the noise
added to 1 must be large enough to divert flow such that s2 < s1. Beginning with this
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inequality, and redefining the distances ∆xi in terms of a characteristic lattice distance ∆x
as ∆xi = ri∆x, we find
s2 < s1
s cos θ2 + (n2 − n0)/∆x2 < s cos θ1 + (n1 − n0)/∆x1
s(cos θ2 − cos θ1) < (n1 − n0)/∆x1 − (n2 − n0)/∆x2
s(cos θ2 − cos θ1) < (n1 − n0)/r1∆x− (n2 − n0)/r2∆x
s∆xr1r2(cos θ2 − cos θ1) < r2(n1 − n0)− r1(n2 − n0)
For flow to go to node 2 rather than node 1, we maximize the noise at 1 and minimize it at
2, that is, n1 = N and n2 = 0. Then, remembering that λ = |s|∆x/N , and s < 0, we solve
for λ.
s∆xr1r2(cos θ2 − cos θ1) < r2(N − n0)− r1(0− n0)
−|s|∆xr1r2(cos θ2 − cos θ1) < r2N + (r1 − r2)n0
−λr1r2(cos θ2 − cos θ1) < r2 + (r1 − r2)n0/N
λ <
r2(1− n0/N) + r1n0/N
r1r2(cos θ1 − cos θ2) (4.5.1)
This final equation expresses a limit on the relative strength of slope vs. noise that
is possible if flow is ever to go to the node with the larger θi. If λ is greater than this
quantity, flow direction will be determined by initial slope s alone and the presence of noise
is irrelevant. Thus, we may express the result as λmax; any larger λ would be meaningless,
since it would give the same flow.
λmax =
r2(1− n0/N) + r1n0/N
r1r2(cos θ1 − cos θ2) (4.5.2)
Note that for the case θ1 = θ2, we obtain λmax = ∞ and noise is always relevant. While
this might seem desirable, we will find that it is actually a disadvantage in some situations.
I will now calculate λmax for regular square and hexagonal lattices, and briefly consider
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implications for irregular lattices.
Square lattices
In the general case considered above, flow was only possible between the source and two
receiver nodes. On a square lattice, there are eight potential receiver nodes (four if diagonals
are not allowed). Align an orthogonal axis of the lattice with the initial slope, so that one
potential receiver node is directly downslope of the source. Now a λmax may be calculated
for each of the potential receiver nodes (Figure 4.3).
Since the downslope node we are now using as node 1 is along an orthogonal lattice
axis, r1 = 1 and θ1 = 0
◦. The distance between nodes on the lattice is a multiple of 1 or
√
2
depending on whether the distance is orthogonal or diagonal, so r2 ∈ {1,
√
2}. Likewise, θ2
is a multiple of 45◦. This gives
λmax =
r2(1− n0/N) + n0/N
r2(1− cos θ2) .
Since r2 ≥ 1, and we want λmax to indeed be the largest λ, we should also set n0 = 0 to
allow the numerator to be as large as possible. Then we have, as the final condition for a
square lattice,
λmax =
1
1− cos θ2 . (4.5.3)
Values of λmax calculated in this manner are given for each lattice direction in Figure 4.3.
I now introduce a new, lattice-specific initial slope-to-noise ratio, defined as Λlattice =
max({λmax,lattice}). Λlattice is the largest value λ may have for a given lattice configuration
such that flow is not restricted to a single direction (non-convergent flow). For a square
lattice on which diagonal flow is allowed, we find (Figure 4.3) Λsq,diag =
√
2/(
√
2 − 1) ≈
3.414. For a square lattice on which only orthogonal flow is allowed, Λsq,orthog = 1, which
is significantly more restrictive.
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r = 1
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√
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θ = 135◦
r = 1
θ = 180◦
λmax = 1/2
λmax =
√
2√
2 + 1
≈ 0.586
λmax = 1
λmax =
√
2√
2− 1 ≈ 3.414
Figure 4.3: The maximum meaningful initial slope-to-noise ratios λmax on a square lattice,
based on direction.
Hexagonal lattices
On a hexagonal lattice, there are six potential receiver nodes. I consider two lattice orien-
tations: initial slope parallel to a lattice axis, and initial slope halfway between two lattice
axes. For both cases, I calculate λmax and Λlattice (Figures 4.4–4.5).
Since a regular hexagonal lattice is isotropic, we may set r1 = r2 = 1. For the parallel
lattice orientation, θ1 = 0
◦ and θ2 will be a multiple of 60◦. For the halfway orientation,
θ1 = 30
◦ and θ2 will be a multiple of 60◦ to which 30◦ has been added. This gives
λmax =
1
cos θ1 − cos θ2 . (4.5.4)
as the general equation for both cases. We may further refine it for the specific parallel
(λmax,‖) and halfway (λmax,∠) orientations:
λmax,‖ =
1
1− cos θ2 λmax,∠ =
2√
3− 2 cos θ2
.
Values of λmax are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
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r = 1
θ = 60◦
r = 1
θ = 120◦
r = 1
θ = 180◦
λmax = 1/2
λmax = 2/3
λmax = 2
initial
slope s
Figure 4.4: The maximum meaningful initial slope-to-noise ratios λmax on a hexagonal
lattice, oriented with one axis parallel to initial slope.
r = 1
θ = 30◦
r = 1
θ = 90◦
r = 1
θ = 150◦
λmax = 1/
√
3 ≈ 0.577
λmax = 2/
√
3 ≈ 1.155
λmax =∞
initial
slope s
Figure 4.5: The maximum meaningful initial slope-to-noise ratios λmax on a hexagonal
lattice, oriented with initial slope halfway between two lattice axes.
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For the parallel lattice orientation, we obtain Λhex,‖ = 2. While this is essentially
analogous to the square lattice, the lattice with halfway orientation exhibits very different
behavior: Λhex,∠ =∞. In this case, noise will always affect flow. It is impossible for initial
slope to restrict flow to a single direction.
A lattice with Λ = ∞ might seem advantageous. On a sloped continuum (rather than
discrete) surface, noise of an infinitesimal magnitude would be sufficient to divert flow from
the non-convergent case. Since noise would always affect flow on a continuum surface,
wouldn’t the same property be desirable in a lattice? The problem is that when noise
magnitude is reduced, a lattice with Λ = ∞ does not exhibit the same scaling crossover
behavior as a continuum surface. A continuum surface would exhibit a crossover from
a directed random network to non-convergent flow as noise is added to fewer and fewer
locations. An analogous crossover from directed random networks to non-convergent flow
(Chapter 3.1.2–3.1.3) is observed as λ is increased in regular lattices with Λ = finite. A
lattice with Λ = ∞, however, cannot exhibit non-convergent flow; the closest it can come
is a directed random network.
This means that using a hexagonal lattice, oriented halfway between two lattice axes,
excludes the class of initial conditions in the crossover between directed random networks
and non-convergent flow. Thus, I recommend that when hexagonal lattices are used in the
context of larger slopes, the initial slope be oriented parallel to a lattice axis.
Irregular lattices
Irregular lattices have been used to avoid some of the artifacts associated with regular
lattices (Braun and Sambridge, 1997). They have the same problem as the hexagonal lattice
oriented with initial slope halfway between two axes: on an irregular lattice, non-convergent
flow is impossible. A sloped surface without noise in elevation will yield a directed random
network (Chapter 3.1.2). While this may not be an issue for initial conditions with low
slope (λ ≈ 0), it does suggest that irregular lattices are not appropriate in the context of
larger slopes. Thus, it seems that whether we use regular or irregular lattices, we cannot
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Segment leaving the node not
counted toward length
• At lowest node: A = 3 l = 2
• For non-convergent flow:
l 6= const×A1
• Power law approached only
asymptotically
Segment leaving the node is
counted toward length
• At lowest node: A = 3 l = 3
• For non-convergent flow:
l = const×A1
• Power law exact at all scales
Figure 4.6: Methods for calculating lengths associated with drainage areas. It is ambiguous
whether the stream segment leaving a node should be counted toward the stream lengths
for that node. I have counted this stream segment, because doing so gives the exact analytic
scaling for non-convergent flow.
escape lattice artifacts of some type.4
4.6 Measuring length and area on a lattice
Calculating lengths and areas on a lattice has potential ambiguities that could affect scaling.
Here, I explain my approach.
Recall from Chapter 2.2.2 the river network scaling relationships involving lengths and
areas. The Hack exponent relates the average main stream length 〈l〉 to the drainage area
A through the relationship 〈l〉 ∼ Ah. The basin shape exponent relates the drainage area to
the longitudinal main stream length L‖ (straight-line length from source to a given point)
through A ∼ LD‖ . In lattice-based simulations, a given node has a well-defined drainage
area; A is the area of all nodes that drain to the node, plus the area of the node itself. The
lengths l and L‖ are ambiguous, though. Should the stream segment leaving a given node
be counted toward the node’s stream lengths (Figure 4.6)?
The question could be addressed in a variety of ways, depending on how the discretiza-
tion is conceptualized and whether we wish to consider factors such as subgrid-scale lengths.
4Irregular lattices such as that used by Braun and Sambridge (1997) are isotropic. It is possible that
an anisotropic, adaptive lattice could produce the correct scaling crossover behavior. For example, if the
relative density of nodes in the direction of the slope were decreased with increasing slope, with the limiting
case of only nodes at the top and bottom of the slope, then the correct crossover behavior should result.
An adaptive mesh algorithm that would preserve scaling crossovers could be a promising albeit daunting
direction for future research.
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Figure 4.7: Example of the inaccuracy resulting from an error of 1 in the stream length l, for
a typical Hack exponent h = 0.6. This illustrates the importance of choosing a consistent
definition for length (Figure 4.6).
I have counted the stream segment leaving a node toward the node’s length, because such
an approach gives the exact scaling exponents for non-convergent flow (Figure 4.6). Some
other approaches, such as not counting the segment, only approach the exact values asymp-
totically.
To illustrate the importance of using the correct lengths, consider the simplified Hack
scaling relationship l = Ah. Suppose, through our choice of length measurement, that we
measure some length l˜, rather than the true length l = l˜+. Then we have l˜ = Ah−. If we
take the logarithm in an attempt to obtain the scaling exponent, we get log l˜ = log(Ah−) ≈
h logA−2/(2Ah−)+ ... , which approaches h logA as A→∞. A sample of the difference
produced by  = 1 (the characteristic length of the segment leaving a node on a square
lattice, in lattice units) is shown in Figure 4.7. The error results in unnecessary inaccuracy
at lower orders of magnitude. Whether this would affect the measured exponent depends
on measurement methods as well as on system size.
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4.7 Summary
A numeric implementation of a dynamic river network model was necessary for the research
in Chapters 6-8. The erosion law for the model may be derived from the assumption that
erosion is a power law of shear stress or of unit stream power. The model was implemented
on a square lattice using an explicit first-order finite-difference method. Flow directions
were determined based on steepest descent. Lake drainage was determined using a new
lake algorithm that finds the lowest outlet and is simpler to implement than alternatives.
In the process of specifying initial conditions for the model, I introduced the dimension-
less initial slope-to-noise ratio λ, which specifies the relative dominance of slope vs. noise
in initial conditions. This ratio is useful for determining whether initial conditions will
contain lakes, and for understanding how lattices constrain flow directions. The meaningful
range of λ depends on the lattice. For many common lattices, flow will be non-convergent
for all values of λ above some value Λlattice. When λ may take any value without yielding
non-convergent flow, this indicates that the lattice is limited to exhibiting directed random
networks, and crossovers to non-convergent flow are impossible.
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Part II
Optimality
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Introduction to Part II
In Part I, I discussed river network scaling laws, drainage patterns, and models. I also
explained the implementation of a numeric network model. In this part, I draw on that
background to critique optimality theories of river networks. Optimality theories posit some
optimization process to explain river network form. Such an approach is attractive because
it offers a single principle for explaining river networks, and in many cases other networks
as well (e.g., Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997; Bejan, 2000). But the existence and
origin of optimality remain a topic of debate. A common criticism is that optimality is
an unnecessary and unproven principle introducing additional physics without providing a
mechanism (Hergarten, 2002; Paik and Kumar, 2008).
In Chapter 5, I review optimality theories and distinguish between two types: theories
based on local optimality constraints and theories based on global constraints. Only global
theories should be controversial; local theories simply offer another perspective on dynamics.
In Chapter 6, I clarify a common misunderstanding regarding optimality and dynamics.
Then I present arguments against global constraint optimality. I conclude by considering
a degenerate network model in which all steady-state networks are equally efficient. This
model suggests that to understand network scaling, we should focus on factors such as
initial conditions and perturbations over time, not on some type of optimality. In Part III,
I will pursue this connection between scaling and initial conditions.
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Chapter 5
Optimality theories of river
networks
In this chapter, I present a survey of optimality theories of river networks, distinguishing
between optimality based on local constraints and optimality based on global constraints.
In optimality theories based on local constraints, the optimality of the overall network
is a byproduct of local optimality. For example, if local changes are made to a network that
locally increase optimality, the optimality of the overall network will generally increase as
well.
In optimality theories based on global constraints, the optimality of the overall network
is the result of direct optimization. For example, if local changes are made to a network
that increase global optimality, the optimality of the overall network must increase, and
thus the optimality of local regions increases as well (at least on average).1
Of the two types of optimality, it is global constraint optimality that is the more con-
troversial. Global constraint optimality has been criticized as an unnecessary and unproven
principle introducing additional physics without providing a mechanism (Hergarten, 2002;
Paik and Kumar, 2008). Local constraint optimality is at least possible, if system dynamics
result in increasing local optimality.
In this chapter, I show that much of the optimality literature is based on local con-
straints. Several theories may be correct, but since they require dynamics that produce
local optimality, these theories simply provide another perspective on the dynamics. The
type of optimality represented by these theories is exactly analogous to the optimality of
Lagrangian mechanics, which provides an alternate formulation of mechanics but adds no
additional information. Optimal channel network theory is the dominant global constraint
1A global constraint theory could also use an algorithm incorporating global changes to network structure
to find optimal networks; indeed, such an approach is mentioned in Chapter 6.2.2. The models discussed in
this chapter, however, only use algorithms employing local changes.
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theory. Much of Chapter 6 is devoted to its critique.
5.1 The beginning
Much of the later work on optimality was inspired by Leopold and Langbein’s Geological
Survey Professional Paper, “The concept of entropy in landscape evolution” (1962). Leopold
and Langbein introduced an entropy concept into hydrology and geomorphology, arguing
that “the distribution of energy in a river system tends toward the most probable state.”
Their hope was that thermodynamics could further constrain the underdetermined fluvial
system. To this end, they employed a combination of three principles:
• Prigogine’s principle of minimum entropy production—the entropy production in a
nonequilibrium steady state goes to a minimum, subject to constraints.
• The principle of “maximum probability”—a system tends to be in a state with max-
imum entropy.
• The principle of least work from engineering (statics)—in a static system, the stresses
(forces per area) are distributed so that strain energies (energies associated with
deformation) are minimized.
A considerable portion of Leopold and Langbein’s argument was based on analogy.
Elevation is analogous to temperature, and the mechanical energy of water flow to thermal
energy. A river channel is like a chain of heat engines. On the basis of this analogy, they
derived an entropy production equation for the thermal case, and then substituted the
analogous variables, obtaining
dφ′/dt
Q
=
dH/dx
H
,
where φ′ is “the entropy in the special sense of the river system,” H is elevation, and Q
is discharge. Using this equation and the Boltzmann distribution, they showed that the
longitudinal profile of a river should be exponential, which agrees with observations. They
also argued that the range of possible slopes in a landscape decreases as elevation decreases.
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While the analogy may have provided a certain amount of qualitative insight, no attempt
was made to rigorously justify it, define it precisely, or consider its limitations.
Using their principles, Leopold and Langbein also derived hydraulic geometry exponents
(Chapter 2.1) for velocity, depth, width, slope, and friction. The derived exponents were
reasonable compared with field data. To further investigate the role of probabilities, they
developed a random-walk river network model and showed that it gave reasonable Horton
ratios and Hack exponents.2
Leopold and Langbein’s conclusion was that “several geomorphic forms appear to be
explained in a general way as conditions of most probable distribution of energy, the basic
concept in the term ‘entropy.’ ” Geomorphic forms may be understood as steady states that
are maximally probable subject to the constraints of history and geology.
Leopold and Langbein’s thermal-fluvial analogy is problematic, and some of the physics,
mathematics, and logic are less than rigorous. But in proposing that geomorphic forms rep-
resent extremal states, subject to historic and geologic constraints, Leopold and Langbein
captured the essence of subsequent forms of the optimality hypothesis.
5.2 From optimal channel junctions to optimal networks
Leopold and Langbein’s use of the optimality hypothesis was largely qualitative and ana-
logical. Other work followed in a similar vein (see Yang, 1971). A more rigorous optimality
approach to fluvial networks came about through studies, not of the networks themselves,
but of channel junction angles.
The angle at which two rivers will join was first modeled using the geometry of the river
gradients. This approach was problematic, however, because it ignored most properties of
the joining flows. By 1990, the best alternative to geometric junction models was optimality
models (Howard, 1990).
In optimality models of channel junctions, an objective, or “cost,” function is minimized.
The total cost Ω is a sum over the three channel segments forming the junction, with the
2The first variant of the model anticipated Scheidegger’s (1967) model, the directed random network
(Chapter 3.1.2). The second variant is equivalent to the undirected random network (Chapter 3.1.1).
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Figure 5.1: Howard’s network model. A network is grown using a headward growth model,
(a), and then modified by systematic capture of neighboring networks, (b). The final
network, (c), is the result of minimizing stream power by allowing the network to move
off-lattice while optimizing junctions. Only one individual network from a 100x100 lattice
is shown. From Howard (1990).
segments having costs per length Ci and lengths Li: Ω =
∑3
i=1CiLi. Numerous cost
functions were proposed, including minimum stream power (or minimum rate of work),
minimum total flow resistance, minimum channel volume, and minimum shear stress. Of
these, only minimum power (and possibly two related functions) agree with natural junction
angles. In the minimum power model, Ci = ρgQiSi, where Qi is the discharge flowing
through channel segment i with gradient Si, ρ is the fluid density, and g is gravitational
acceleration (Howard, 1990).3
Howard (1990) realized that “[c]hanges in [junction] angles at an individual junction
cannot be independent of concurrent adjustments at adjacent junctions.” Individual junc-
tions would adjust toward optimality, but the optimality of individual junctions might be
limited by the optimality of neighboring junctions, and by the constraint that the network
be space-filling. Howard developed a new fluvial network model to investigate the effect of
junction optimality on network form (Figure 5.1). In his model, a preliminary network is
3The quantity Ci = ρgQiSi may be thought of as the rate of loss of gravitational potential energy per
unit of channel length. If we multiply it by a segment length Li, we obtain ρgQi∆zi, where ∆zi is the
change in elevation over segment i. This is simply a rate of loss of gravitational potential energy.
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grown on a square lattice using a headward growth model.4 Then the network is modified
by systematic capture; segments are rearranged to increase the downstream gradient, as
calculated with a slope-area relationship. Finally, stream power is minimized by allow-
ing internal nodes to move off the lattice so as to optimize junctions (sources and outlet
are fixed). The resulting river networks were in good qualitative agreement with natural
networks and also yielded reasonable topological and shape parameters.
Howard’s optimal network model has a local optimality constraint, since network opti-
mality results from local optimization of junctions. It remains to be shown that physically
based dynamics do optimize junctions, but this is certainly conceivable, and the agreement
between the optimal junction model and nature is suggestive.
5.3 Optimal channel networks
While Howard (1990) saw network optimality as an emergent property of local junction op-
timality, optimal channel network (OCN) theory proposed optimality as a global constraint.
The developers of OCN theory saw the tree-like structure of fluvial networks as the result
of a need for effective connectivity between runoff- and sediment-producing hillslopes and
the river basin outlet. This need for effective connectivity seemed to be a global property,
so they developed a model based on both local and global minimum energy expenditure
(Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe et al., 1992; Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997).
5.3.1 The OCN model
In the OCN model, a set of three principles is postulated to explain the tree-like structure
and properties of fluvial networks:
• the principle of minimum energy expenditure in any link of the network for the trans-
portation of a given discharge
• the principle of equal energy expenditure per unit area of channel anywhere in the
network
4In the headward growth model, networks are grown randomly from the edge of the lattice (Howard,
1971). It is very similar to the Eden model (Chapter 3.1.5).
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• the principle of minimum energy expenditure in the network as a whole
The first principle imposes local optimality for any link in the network, while the second
ensures that all channels are equally efficient when normalized by channel area. The third
principle governs the optimality of the network as a whole. All three principles were sim-
ply postulated. Plausibility was established by comparison with, for example, minimum
work principles in physiology (Murray’s law for blood vessel junctions), optimal channel
junction angles (see Section 5.2), and minimum dissipation theories of ramified patterns in
electromechanical systems (Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997).
OCNs are constructed by minimizing a cost function of stream power. The local cost
function for OCNs is Pi = kQ
0.5
i Li, where Pi is the power expenditure in link i of the
network, Qi is the discharge, Li is the length of the link, and k is a constant. This re-
lationship may be derived using equations for incompressible turbulent flow and bed load
transport, constrained by the local OCN principles. However, the same result may be ob-
tained more simply by other means. From potential energy, the power expenditure in a link
is Pi ∝ QiSiLi (this is the same rate of loss of gravitational potential energy that was used
in optimal junctions).5 Then, using an empirical slope-area relationship 〈S(A)〉 ∝ A−0.5
(Chapter 2.1), where S is slope and A is drainage area, and assuming Q ∝ A (which is good
for mean annual discharge), we obtain Pi = kQ
0.5
i Li. The global optimality principle then
requires that the total power expenditure P =
∑
Pi = min (Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo,
1997).
OCNs are constructed on a two-dimensional lattice with some initial, spanning network
configuration. In the basic algorithm, the flow direction of a node is randomly perturbed,
and the perturbation is kept only if it lowers the total rate of energy expenditure and does
5By neglecting kinetic energy, we implicitly assume that average velocity remains constant so that we
are minimizing total mechanical energy through minimizing potential energy. When constrained by the
local OCN principles, the flow equations explicitly yield a constant average velocity. This means that in
OCN theory, the hydraulic geometry exponent m = 0 (recall from Chapter 2.1 that v ∝ Qm). Ibbitt
(1997) compared data from four New Zealand basins with theoretical OCN hydraulic geometry exponents
for depth, velocity, and slope, and found significant differences. He suggested that the OCN constant-velocity
assumption be reassessed, but was not able to rule out the possibility that the differences were due to the
geology, heterogeneity, or tectonics of his field area. A value of m = 0 is also inconsistent with reports of
m = 0.1–0.155 (Bloom, 1998). Even if exponent values are problematic for standard OCN theory, this may
be resolvable by weakening the second principle. In a steady-state landscape, erosion rate must be constant
everywhere even if energy expenditure is not, and erosion rate can be expressed as a power law of unit
stream power or of shear stress (Whipple and Tucker, 1999).
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Figure 5.2: Optimal channel network created using the basic OCN algorithm. From Rigon
et al. (1998).
not form loops. This cycle is continued until no improvement is found after a number of
iterations. The entire process, beginning with the same initial configuration, is repeated
multiple times to find nonlocal minima. The resulting network with the smallest total
power expenditure P is selected as the OCN (Figure 5.2). Though the network is effectively
grown in a plane, the elevation field may be reconstructed using a slope-area relationship
S(A) ∝ A−0.5 (Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997).
A number of geomorphologic properties and fractal characteristics have been measured
in OCNs, including the following (Rinaldo et al., 1998):
• Area exceedance exponent β = 0.43± 0.02
• Hurst exponent H = 0.75± 0.01
• Hack exponent h = 0.57± 0.02
• Sinuosity exponent d = 1.1± 0.01
All values are reasonable compared with nature (Chapter 2.2.2). Ijja´sz-Va´squez et al.
(1993) offer further support for OCNs. They found that the OCN energy of several real
river networks was very similar to that of OCNs simulated within the boundaries of the
real basins.
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5.3.2 Global optimality and feasible optimality
Though OCNs are based on a principle of minimum energy expenditure in the network as a
whole, they only agree well with natural networks when a suboptimal state (local minimum
of energy expenditure) is found. Maritan et al. (1996a) showed analytically that the global
minimum for OCNs has the following scaling:
• Hurst exponent H = 1
• Area exceedance exponent β = 1/2
• Hack exponent h = 1/2
These values are at the very edge of the natural range (Chapter 2.2.2), and are quite different
from the values discussed above.
Which OCN scaling is obtained depends on the optimization algorithm employed. In
the basic algorithm, the network is perturbed at a point and the perturbation is kept only
if it lowers the energy expenditure of the overall network. This yields the more natural
scaling. If instead a simulated annealing algorithm is used, in which perturbations that
raise the energy expenditure are accepted with some probability, global minimum scaling
is obtained (Figure 5.3). In Metropolis simulated annealing, the network is perturbed, and
perturbations that raise the overall energy are allowed with a probability proportional to
e−(P ′−P )/T , where P is the energy expenditure of the prior configuration, P ′ that of the
perturbed configuration, and T a parameter. The parameter T is gradually decreased from
a large value, often according to an exponential scheme (Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo,
1997).6
Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo (1997) have explained the discrepancy of the global min-
imum in terms of a concept of “feasible optimality”: optimality may only be pursued
through changes that in and of themselves, and not only cumulatively, increase optimality.
“Feasibility implies that channel networks cannot change freely, regardless of their initial or
6In a thermodynamic system, T corresponds to temperature and the T reduction scheme is known as
a “cooling schedule” (Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997). In OCNs, T is simply a parameter, and the
algorithm provides a path to the global minimum. The basic OCN algorithm corresponds to the case T = 0.
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Figure 5.3: Ground state optimal channel network created using a simulated annealing
algorithm. From Rigon et al. (1998).
boundary conditions, because these conditions evidently leave long-lived geomorphic signa-
tures.” Rather, networks proceed to minima that are accessible to their dynamics, subject
to geologic and climactic constraints.
In support of feasible optimality, Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo (1997) reference other
systems in which a global minimum is never reached, including protein folding and domain
walls in random ferromagnets. Similar issues regarding global and local minima have been
encountered in ramified patterns in electromechanical systems; in those systems, dynamics
and initial conditions were shown to severely restrict accessible regions of phase space (Jun,
2004).
Since the OCN algorithm directly minimizes energy expenditure in the network as a
whole, OCN theory has a global optimality constraint.7 Though the basic algorithm yields
good agreement with natural scaling, the dependence of scaling on the optimization al-
gorithm is problematic (I return to this issue in Chapter 6.2.2). The feasible optimality
concept is plausible, but there is no reason to anticipate that the minima accessible to
erosional dynamics are the same minima accessible to the basic OCN algorithm.
7It might be objected that only the algorithm has a global constraint, and that the three principles are
independent of the algorithm. That is true, and a local optimality theory based on the principles alone
could be formulated. But in OCN theory the principles and the basic algorithm have become inextricably
entwined. See Section 5.5.1 and especially Chapter 6.2.2.
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5.4 Minimum resistance (or dissipation) networks
Bejan (2000) approached river networks from a background in engineering, in cooling system
optimization and entropy generation minimization techniques. His work with optimization
in engineered networks led him to believe that network patterns in nature are the result
of a similar optimization. He proposed that the geometric form of natural flow systems,
including rivers, may be deduced from the “constructal law”: heterogeneous systems adjust
their external shape and internal structure to reduce resistance to internal currents, subject
to global and local constraints.
Bejan conceptualized network systems as being composed of a high-conductivity and
a low-conductivity component, with a minimum characteristic length scale for the high-
conductivity component. He divided the river-hillslope system into volumetric flow (hill-
slope) and duct flow (river)—hence, the system is composed of two conductivities, whose
arrangement may be optimized. The minimum characteristic length scale would be set by
the typical size of eroded sediment.
To illustrate the constructal law’s ability to explain river network structure, Bejan
constructed a simple two-dimensional model. The river-hillslope system is modeled as a
thin, flat layer of permeable blocks of permeability K. The permeable blocks are surrounded
by an impermeable boundary, which contains a fixed outlet. An incompressible Newtonian
fluid is pumped into each block at a uniform rate, exiting the system through the outlet.
Flow is modeled by Darcy’s law, v = −K∇P/µ, where v is the volume-averaged velocity,
P pressure, and µ viscosity. When a critical pressure gradient is surpassed at a given block,
the permeability of that block increases to Kp  K. As the pumping rate is increased,
more blocks transition to a higher permeability, and a high-permeability network (the river)
grows. As the network forms, the resistance (the ratio between the maximum pressure and
the total flow rate) decreases.
This model produces axially symmetric networks, in contrast with the irregularity of
natural networks. To produce non-symmetric networks, Bejan replaced the homogeneous
critical pressure gradient with a heterogeneous one.
Bejan interpreted the decrease in resistance with network growth as showing that den-
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dritic patterns of low-resistance channels result from a single principle being invoked at
every step: minimization of global resistance. He did not calculate network statistics or
make any other attempts to quantitatively compare the model to natural networks; he
saw the qualitative results as vindicating his principle. He also did not consider in detail
whether his two-dimensional model is a good analogue of the river-hillslope system, merely
stating that the “pressure field accounts for the effect of slope and gravity in a real drainage
basin, and the uniform flow rate [of fluid] accounts for the rainfall.”
In Bejan’s model, the minimization occurs through local dynamics. Global resistance—
the resistance of the system as a whole—is minimized, but in general a local minimum of
the global resistance will result. In the case of this particular model, the network forms
completely on the basis of known physical dynamics. Thus, at least so far as the model
is concerned, the constructal law does not provide additional information not contained in
the dynamics, but rather an interpretation of what the dynamics describe.
Thus, Bejan’s model falls under the category of optimality theories based on local con-
straints. Dynamics result in optimality because flows follow gradients, and gradients drive
network formation. The optimality exhibited by this model is very similar to that of inva-
sion percolation, which is the minimal spanning tree of a weighted random graph (Chapter
3.1.4).
5.5 Variational principles for steady-state landscapes
In Chapter 2.1, I discussed the slope-discharge (slope-area) relationship found in natural
landscapes. This relationship may be reformulated as a variational principle, indicating
that stream power is minimized in networks exhibiting a slope-discharge relationship. It is
important to realize that this minimization represents a local optimality constraint; the fact
that flow follows gradient means that flow locally takes an efficient path, and thus the overall
flow configuration exhibits a certain optimality. Both network patterns and non-convergent
flow exhibit this type of optimality, so long as flow follows gradient and exhibits a slope-
discharge relationship. This does not support the global optimality constraint advocated
by OCN theory, since non-convergent flow would not be considered optimal in the OCN
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sense (Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997).
5.5.1 Sinclair and Ball (1996)
Sinclair and Ball (1996) showed that local erosion can minimize a global landscape quantity.
Beginning with standard hydrodynamic relationships, they derived the erosion equation
dh/dt ∝ s2γQγ+, where dh/dt is the time rate of change of elevation, s is slope and
Q discharge, and γ and  are constant exponents (this equation has the same form as
the dynamic models discussed in Chapter 3.4, with zero tectonic uplift). They simulated
this erosion equation with random initial conditions. After sufficient time, the simulated
drainage network became static while elevations continued to decrease.
Inspired by this result, Sinclair and Ball sought a separation of variables solution
h(~x, t) = g(t)η(~x) for their erosion equation. This yields h ∝ t1/(1−2γ) and sh−1/2γ ∝
Q−(γ+)/2γ . Rewriting the spatial spatial solution in vector form gives
~∇(h1−1/2γ) ∝ Q−(γ+)/2γQˆ (5.5.1)
where Q is the magnitude of ~Q, and Qˆ is a unit vector. They proceeded to show that
Equation 5.5.1 corresponds to an extremum of
L =
∫
~x
Q(γ−)/2γ d~x (5.5.2)
subject to the constraint that discharge is conserved (all rainfall leaves the landscape
through the channel network), ~∇ · ~Q(~x) = R(~x), where R(~x) is the precipitation rate
at ~x. After introducing a Lagrange multiplier field λ(~x), and performing the variation
δ
δQ
∫
~x{Q(γ−)/2γ + λ[~∇ · ~Q(~x) − R(~x)]} d~x = 0, they obtained the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tion ∇λ − [(γ − )/2γ]Q−(γ+)/2γQˆ = 0. This is identical in form to Equation 5.5.1, with
λ(~x) ∝ h(~x)1−1/2γ .
In the case that γ  1 and γ   (shear stress dominant in erosion), Equation 5.5.1
becomes ~∇h ∝ Q−0.5Qˆ (a slope-discharge relationship). In this case, L = ∫~xQ0.5 d~x,
which is the continuous version of the OCN energy expenditure (Section 5.3.1). Thus, a
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landscape with a slope-discharge (slope-area) relationship represents an extremum of energy
expenditure. Sinclair and Ball note, however, that the quantity being minimized, L, is only
proportional to an energy dissipation when a slope-discharge relationship holds. This is
very important, because it means that even when L decreases as a system evolves (and
Sinclair and Ball observed that it always did decrease, usually monotonically), that does
not mean that the energy dissipation is necessarily decreasing.
Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo (1997) downplay the importance of Sinclair and Ball’s
approach. They interpret the slope-area relationship as “a necessary, not sufficient, condi-
tion for a globally optimal pattern to occur.” They continue, “Thus one cannot say that
any landscape that obeys the slope-area law must have a minimum value of E [energy
expenditure]. Indeed, in the global optimal state the local optimal condition is met, but,
in general, not vice versa.” Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo are correct that Sinclair and
Ball’s results do not imply that slope-discharge networks represent global minima of energy
expenditure; the variational principle only implies that they are local minima. Given that
OCN theory itself focuses on local minima in the form of feasible optimality, and that global
minima are in general unnatural (Section 5.3.2), Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo’s objection
seems inconsistent.8
Sinclair and Ball may be criticized for their interpretation of the network’s “steady state”
(e.g., Hergarten, 2002). Given reasonable values of γ and  (see Whipple and Tucker, 1999),
a true slope-discharge relationship (as opposed to a relationship involving slope, discharge,
and elevation) is not possible; γ  1 does not seem physically reasonable. But this does
not affect the connection between a slope-area relationship and optimality. Furthermore,
a true slope-area relationship does occur in steady states of dynamic models with nonzero
tectonic uplift.
5.5.2 Peckham (2003b)
Peckham (2003b) also formulated a variational principle, but with a more direct approach
8In Chapter 6.2.2, I explain this by showing how OCN theory involves an optimality requirement stricter
than the slope-area relationship, but not as strict as that required for the global minimum of energy expen-
diture.
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not encumbered by interpretations of erosion law dynamics. He began with a steady-state
version of a typical fluvial model, composed of three parts:
1. Steady-state mass conservation for water, ∇ · q = R, where q is the 2D vector field
giving unit-width discharge of water and R is the excess rain rate (effective rainfall
beyond infiltration capacity)
2. q ‖ −∇f , where f = f(x, y) is the water surface height (i.e., flow takes the steepest
route downslope)
3. A slope-discharge relationship q ∝ Sγ , where S = S(x, y) = |∇f | is the water surface
slope and γ is a constant exponent (γ ≈ −1 for rivers, but the equation could also be
used for convex hillslopes by setting γ > 0)9
Combining these parts, and rescaling R→ R′ to include a constant from the slope-discharge
relation, yields ∇ · (Sγ−1∇f) = −R′. By applying the Euler-Lagrange Theorem to this
equation, Peckham obtained a nondimensional integral that the landscape either maximizes
or minimizes, subject to boundary conditions on the domain Ω:
J(f) =
∫∫
Ω
[
Sγ+1
γ + 1
− fR′
]
dx dy (γ 6= −1)
J(f) =
∫∫
Ω
[
log(S)− fR′] dx dy (γ = −1). (5.5.3)
Equation 5.5.3 allows physically based models to be connected to the optimality concept.
For γ 6= −1, the first term in the integrand is proportional to unit stream power (q ∝ Sγ , and
unit stream power P = ρgqS); it is basically the rate at which kinetic energy is dissipated
by the network. The second term is the rate at which the system gains potential energy
through rainfall at different elevations. Thus, the integral gives the difference between
global kinetic energy dissipation and potential energy input. Peckham claimed that it may
be interpreted as a “continuous-system case” of Hamilton’s Principle. He also suggested that
this approach to optimality is superior because it deduces optimality from first principles
9Since q is a 2D vector field giving unit-width discharge, and flow along a lattice link in a lattice model
gives total discharge, Peckham’s γ is a factor of 1 less than the corresponding value for a typical lattice
model.
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using an Euler-Lagrange theorem, and thus the quantity to be optimized is deduced, rather
than guessed and then “validated” through simulation.
5.6 Channel optimality
Optimality concepts have also been applied to channel form. Channel form and network
structure are related, but the connection is not necessarily straightforward. For example,
sufficiently meandering channels will affect network scaling, and it seems possible that a
network might not have optimal channels but would minimize overall energy expenditure
given this constraint. In addition, channel optimality theories are generally local, in contrast
to network optimality theories such as OCN theory that posit a global optimality constraint.
Huang et al. (2004) provide an overview of theoretical approaches to channel optimality.
Here, I briefly summarize three field studies that have applied optimality concepts to river
channels. These provide some support for network optimality based on local constraints.
Simon (1992) investigated the evolution of fluvial dissipation over time. While previous
channel optimality studies had focused on dissipation in steady states, he was interested
in dissipation in disequilibrium states as they evolve to equilibrium. His working hypoth-
esis was that catastrophic increases in total mechanical energy lead to maximum rates of
dissipation, which result in channel processes and forms that cause dissipation to decrease
nonlinearly as a function of time. Simon studied the Toutle River system in Washington
(mountainous environment), which had been altered by the eruption of Mount St. Helens,
and the Obion-Forked Deer River system in West Tennessee (coastal plain environment),
which had been modified by dredging, straightening, and the removal of vegetation. He
measured parameters such as gradient, width and depth, stream power (i.e., energy dis-
sipation rate), and total mechanical energy (i.e., head). In both systems, he found that
the response to the increase in mechanical energy was the initiation of processes to reduce
gradients and dissipation. Stream power and boundary shear decreased nonlinearly with
time in both rivers.
Molna´r and Ramı´rez (1998) were interested in the potential of a local optimality hy-
pothesis to describe network stability and channel adjustment, theorizing that networks
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tend to adjust their average properties toward local optimality (i.e., toward uniform energy
dissipation per unit channel area). They studied energy expenditure in Goodwin Creek,
Mississippi. Molna´r and Ramı´rez compared energy dissipation in the real network with
energy dissipation in a network with the same form, but with optimized channel charac-
teristics. This allowed the identification of sites whose dissipation was furthest from the
optimal value. On theoretical grounds, these sites might be considered the most unstable
sites in the network. Observations showed that these sites were indeed active, undergoing
channel widening.
Molna´r and Ramı´rez (2002) also investigated local optimality, again in the form of energy
dissipation per channel area, using data from the Ashley and Taieri basins on the South
Island of New Zealand. They compared optimal hydraulic geometry exponents for width
and depth with observed exponents, and measured variations in energy expenditure. The
higher-order network was found to conform relatively well to local optimality; deviations in
headwater basins were attributed to heterogeneity.
5.7 Conclusion
Optimality theories of river networks may be divided into those based on local optimality
constraints and those based on global optimality constraints. Theories based on local
constraints, such as the models of Howard (1990) and Bejan (2000), are correct if dynamics
yield the required local optimality. In this case, networks are optimal, but optimality
is simply one way of understanding the dynamics; it provides no additional information.
Variational principles based on slope-discharge (slope-area) relationships also reflect local
constraint optimality. Since flow follows gradient, it takes a locally efficient path, and this
efficiency is reflected in a certain optimality of the overall network.
Theories based on global constraints, such as optimal channel network theory, are the
truly controversial optimality theories. OCN theory models river networks with an opti-
mization algorithm that produces overall network optimality directly, rather than producing
overall optimality through local optimizations. If OCN theory is correct, what is the natural
mechanism for the global constraint? If the theory is flawed, why is the basic optimization
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algorithm so successful in reproducing natural scaling exponents? I address these and other
issues in my critique of optimality in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Critique of optimality
In this chapter, I offer a critique of optimality theories of river networks. First, I clarify
the relationship between optimality and dynamics (Section 6.1). Strictly speaking, most
optimality theories propose only that steady states are optimal. These theories are some-
times misunderstood as making statements about transitory dynamic behavior. Second, I
consider the consistency of lattice-based models with a global optimality constraint, specif-
ically of optimal channel networks (OCNs). I prove that these models require isotropic
regular lattices (Section 6.2.1). Most OCN research has not used such a lattice. I also show
that these models introduce an additional constraint on networks through the optimization
algorithm (Section 6.2.2). The global optimality constraint is problematic in several re-
gards and lacks justification. The success of these models seems to depend on nature being
noisy, not optimal. Finally, I consider a degenerate network model in which all steady-state
networks have the same energy expenditure (Section 6.3). This model provides insight into
the meaning of network variational principles. Simulations of this model reveal that scaling
behavior depends on initial conditions. Based on these results, I argue that to understand
river network scaling we should focus on initial conditions and perturbations over time, not
on a global optimality constraint.
6.1 Clarifying optimality and dynamics
The relationship between optimality theories and dynamics has sometimes been misinter-
preted. Standard OCN theory says that steady-state networks represent a local minimum
of energy expenditure (Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997). Since the OCN optimization
algorithm does not incorporate physical dynamics, intermediate network configurations be-
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fore steady state cannot be used to make statements about the time evolution of energy
expenditure. The steady-state network represents a local minimum of energy expenditure
compared to other possible steady states, but this provides no information about network
energy expenditure during formation. Similarly, variational principles based on a slope-
discharge (slope-area) relationship indicate that stream power is minimized in steady state
where that relationship holds (Sinclair and Ball, 1996; Peckham, 2003b), but do not ad-
dress the prior evolution of stream power. Optimality theories, especially OCN theory,
have sometimes been misinterpreted as claiming that energy expenditure must decrease
over time.
In the literature, it is not uncommon to find measurements of OCN energy expenditure
in evolving dynamic systems, and interpretation of decrease in OCN energy expenditure as
a confirmation of an optimality theory.
• Go´mez et al. (2003) found that OCN energy expenditure decreased over time in rill
experiments in a flume when the flume was more steeply tilted so that rilling, rather
than diffusive, processes were dominant. They interpreted this is as indicating a global
principle of energy optimization in rill networks.
• Paik and Kumar (2008) modeled the erosion of an island with heterogeneous resis-
tance, using a numerical model that allowed deposition. In the presence of tectonic
uplift, they found that OCN energy expenditure decreased over time. In the absence
of tectonic uplift, OCN energy expenditure first decreased but then increased some-
what as relief in the coastal zone became very low and deposition occurred, causing
divergence in flow paths. Paik and Kumar referred to OCN energy expenditure as
“energy dissipation” and “total energy expenditure” in non-equilibrium states. Mini-
mum energy expenditure in the steady state was interpreted as requiring decrease in
energy expenditure during transient evolution.
OCN energy expenditure is only an actual energy expenditure in the steady state,
since only there does a slope-discharge (slope-area) relationship hold. The stream power
Pi ∝ QiSiLi ∝ AiSiLi along a stream segment i with discharge Q, slope S, length L, and
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drainage area A. In an evolving system without a slope-area relationship (S ∝ A−0.5 in
standard OCN theory), we cannot substitute for slope S to obtain Pi ∝ Q0.5i Li ∝ A0.5i Li,
which is the OCN energy expenditure. Thus, OCN energy expenditure is not proportional to
stream power (an actual energy expenditure) except in a steady state with a slope-discharge
relationship.1
Sinclair and Ball (1996) recognized that OCN energy expenditure only corresponds
to energy dissipation when a slope-area relationship holds. Banavar et al. (2001) also
recognized that OCN energy expenditure is not actually energy expenditure except in the
steady state. They referred to OCN energy expenditure as a “topological energy.”
In a typical dynamic model (Chapter 4), the evolution of stream power and OCN energy
expenditure exhibit very different behavior (Figure 6.1). OCN energy expenditure generally
decreases over time. Stream power may increase or decrease, depending on initial conditions.
If the initial system contains less volume than the steady state, then the energy expenditure
must increase as tectonic uplift introduces additional material and thereby increases the
gravitational potential energy of streams. If the initial system has more volume than the
steady state, material must be eroded and thus gravitational potential energy will decrease.
In either case, stream power generally decreases as the model finally approaches steady
state, as streams undergo final rearrangement. When the system reaches steady-state,
a slope-area relationship holds and OCN energy expenditure and stream power become
identical. Though this dynamic behavior is straightforward, it has not been discussed in
the optimality literature.
Why does OCN energy expenditure tend to decrease during system evolution? What is
OCN energy expenditure in evolving systems? There are two ways to decrease the quantity
EOCN ∝
∑
Q0.5i Li: decrease the total length by making streams more direct, and combine
streams since a single large stream is more efficient than multiple smaller streams. Thus,
in dynamic systems OCN energy expenditure is a combined measure of stream convergence
and sinuosity. During system evolution, larger streams will carve deeper valleys, causing
1Technically, only a slope-discharge (slope-area) relationship is required for OCN energy expenditure to
be proportional to stream power. In dynamic models (Chapter 3.4), a slope-area relationship occurs only
with nonzero tectonic uplift in steady state (see Chapter 5.5.1).
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(a) Start at sea level.
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(b) Start as block or plateau.
Figure 6.1: Time evolution of stream power and OCN energy expenditure for two simulated
river networks. Initial and steady-state networks for the two configurations are shown in
Figure 6.2. The entire time evolution to steady-state is shown in the plots at left; detail of
the earliest times is shown in the plots at right. Both networks began as identical sloped
surfaces combined with small-amplitude noise from a uniform distribution. In network (a),
the sloped surfaces started at sea level; in network (b), the surfaces started on top of a block
or plateau. The initial conditions determine whether stream power primarily increases (sea
level) or decreases (plateau of sufficient height) as the system evolves to steady state. OCN
energy expenditure decreases for both networks. Dynamic model, initial conditions (except
for plateau), and boundary conditions as described in Chapter 4, with initial slope-to-noise
ratio λ = 1 and constants as in Chapter 7.3.1.
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(a) Initial network, left, and steady-state network, right for the sea level initial condition (Figure 6.1a).
(b) Initial network, left, and steady-state network, right for the plateau initial condition (Figure 6.1b).
Figure 6.2: Initial and steady-state networks for the data shown in Figure 6.1. Though one
network started at sea level while the other started on top of a plateau, the final networks
are almost identical since both networks began with the same slopes combined with the
same small-amplitude noise.
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smaller neighboring streams to redirect down valley sides and thereby increasing conver-
gence. Larger streams will also perform stream capture, taking tributaries of adjoining but
smaller basins. The net result will generally be an increase in convergence (see Figure 6.2),
and thus a corresponding decrease in OCN energy expenditure. Sinuosity may also decrease
during system evolution, as meanders are cut off.
If stream power need not decrease over time, in what sense are steady states a minimum
of energy expenditure? Steady states represent a minimum in the variational sense described
by Sinclair and Ball (1996) and Peckham (2003b) (Chapter 5.5); steepest-descent flow with
a slope-area relationship may be expressed in a variational form. Steady states need not
be a minimum in the OCN sense (steady-state energy expenditure cannot be lowered by
changing the flow direction of a single link) (Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997); as I will
show in Section 6.2.2, this amounts to an additional constraint, which must be justified.
Is there any sense in which network formation over time can be thought of as optimal?
In dynamic models (Chapter 3.4), flow takes the steepest descent, and erosion rate depends
on slope in the direction of flow. This means that at any given time, the erosion rate is
maximized locally, and thus the overall erosion rate is maximized in some sense. But this
provides no additional information beyond that contained in the erosion dynamics.
6.2 Global optimality constraints and the lattice
In this section, I explore the relationship between optimality models with a global optimality
constraint and the lattice on which they are simulated, focusing on OCNs. As discussed
in Chapter 5.3.1, basic OCNs are constructed by perturbing a network configuration on
a lattice, and keeping perturbations if they lower the energy expenditure of the overall
network. Since the overall energy expenditure of the network is optimized directly, OCNs
have a global optimality constraint. In Section 6.2.1, I show that OCNs require isotropic
regular lattices to ensure that networks are optimal while flow follows the steepest slope.
In Section 6.2.2, I show that on regular isotropic lattice, the OCN optimization process
excludes certain types of solutions. This provides insight into the meaning of the global
optimality constraint.
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6.2.1 OCNs require isotropic regular lattices
Almost all OCN research was performed using “isotropic” square lattices (Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe
and Rinaldo, 1997).2 In the “isotropic” square lattice, each node has eight neighbors, all
of which are assumed to be a unit distance away. Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo (1997)
did consider an anisotropic square lattice, in which diagonal neighbors are at a distance
of
√
2 units while orthogonal neighbors are at a distance of 1 unit. They claimed that
for larger areas, the differences between “isotropic” and anisotropic tend to disappear and
the statistics are the same. This might be debatable, however, since the “isotropic” and
anisotropic networks they compared were grown in a rectangular area with aspect ratio 1:2,
with a single outlet in one corner. Thus, merely from imposed geometry, there would be a
tendency toward more diagonal links, which could hide a large-scale “isotropic” preference
for diagonal links. Indeed, Ibbitt et al. (1999) found that “isotropic” OCNs are dominated
by diagonal links, since diagonals allow a shorter path when the
√
2 factor is neglected.
OCNs on an anisotropic lattice have higher energy expenditures due to the
√
2 factor, and
agreed better with the OCN energy expenditure of Ibbitt et al.’s field site.3
Thus, if the diagonal weighting is neglected, then diagonals will be favored since they
provide greater actual geometric distance at the same cost as orthogonal links. Neglecting
diagonal weights treats space inconsistently, and should be rejected.
I will now prove that when the
√
2 weighting factor is used (anisotropic square lattice),
it is impossible for a network to be optimal in the OCN sense while yielding a consistent
elevation field (i.e., flow follows steepest descent). Figure 6.3 shows two network configu-
rations and the OCN energy expenditure EOCN for each, calculated using both “isotropic”
and anisotropic square lattices. For the anisotropic case, it is more efficient for the config-
uration to have no diagonal links. However, by being more efficient, flow no longer follows
the steepest descent.
2Only the work of Sun et al. used a regular hexagonal lattice (Sun et al., 1994a,b,c, 1995).
3Ibbitt et al. (1999) also reported that when reconstructing the elevation field of OCNs, the OCN flow
direction did not always agree with the direction of steepest descent. This resulted in part from using one
slope-area exponent in optimization and another in elevation reconstruction. Such inconsistency would not
be expected to yield a consistent elevation field. Ibbitt et al.’s use of an anisotropic lattice also would have
resulted in an inconsistent elevation field, as I show later in this section. Banavar et al. (2001) prove that
OCNs yield consistent elevation fields on isotropic regular lattices.
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A = 1
A = 2A = 1
Anisotropic lattice:
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√
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√
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√
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√
2
≈ 3.83
Isotropic lattice:
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√
1 +
√
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√
2)× 1
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√
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√
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√
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√
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√
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√
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Figure 6.3: Two network configurations illustrating that OCNs on anisotropic square lat-
tices will not always yield flow down the steepest slope. The bottom configuration has a
lower EOCN when diagonals are weighted with the
√
2 factor. However, flow does not follow
the steepest slope, as it does in the higher-energy network at top. Elevations z and slopes
S are measured using the diagonal weighting, with a slope-area relationship |S| = 1/√A.
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The violations of steepest descent in Figure 6.3 occur at very small areas, at the edge
of the network. I will now show that such violations occur at all scales. Define Ed as the
OCN energy expenditure of a network junction containing a diagonal link, and Eo as that
of an orthogonal junction (Figure 6.4). For a violation of steepest descent, we require that
the orthogonal configuration have the lowest energy,
Eo < Ed. (6.2.1)
Also, in the orthogonal junction, the magnitude of the slope along the actual orthogonal
link must be less than that along a hypothetical diagonal link,
|So| < |S′o|. (6.2.2)
Calculating EOCN using the relationship EOCN =
∑
A0.5i Li (Chapter 5.3.1) and using a
slope-area relationship |S| = 1/A0.5 allows these inequalities to be expressed in terms of
drainage areas:
Eo < Ed |So| < |S′o|√
A1 +
√
A1 +A2 <
√
A1
√
2 +
√
A2
1√
A1
<
1√
2
(
1√
A1
+
1√
A1 +A2
)
A2 > A1 A2 < 2(1 +
√
2)A1 ≈ 4.83A1. (6.2.3)
The resulting inequalities are plotted in Figure 6.5. Given the correct ratio of areas,
violations are possible at all scales.4
Though I have derived these results to show that OCNs on an anisotropic square lattice
yield inconsistent elevation fields, the results may be generalized to triangular irregular
lattices. Consider the irregular lattice shown in Figure 6.6. For the indirect network
4It is necessary to consider only the energy expenditure of a junction, rather than that of the two
complete networks draining to the junction, because the upstream energy expenditure is not affected by
changes at the junction.
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A1 A2
A1
A2 +A1
EOCN = Ed EOCN = Eo
Figure 6.4: A diagonal junction with energy expenditure Ed and an orthogonal junction
with energy expenditure Eo. The dashed line indicates the slope along a hypothetical path.
If the orthogonal configuration has a lower energy, but the hypothetical path follows a
steeper slope than the actual orthogonal path (using the elevations calculated from the
orthogonal configuration), then optimality violates the steepest-descent requirement.
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Figure 6.5: Plot of A2 vs. A1 (see Figure 6.4), showing the region where A1 is orthogonal
rather than diagonal while flow does not follow the steepest slope. Violations of steepest-
descent are possible at all scales (all areas).
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configuration to be chosen, its energy must be less,
Eo < Ed. (6.2.4)
For a violation of steepest-descent flow, the magnitude of the slope along the actual indirect
direction must be less than that along the hypothetical direct direction,
|So| < |Sd|. (6.2.5)
Calculating the EOCN’s and elevations allows these inequalities to be expressed in terms of
drainage areas and normalized lengths:
Eo < Ed |So| < |Sd|√
A1ro +
√
A1 +A2 <
√
A1rd +
√
A2
1√
A1
<
1
rd
(
ro√
A1
+
1√
A1 +A2
)
. (6.2.6)
In this case, we find an inequality in four unknowns (ro, rd, A1, A2), and so cannot simply
plot the region in which the inequality is fulfilled. Since the two distances ro and rd are sides
of a triangle, they may be related to the angle θ through the law of cosines. Though this does
not reduce the number of unknowns, it does reduce the range of rd to |1−ro| ≤ rd ≤ |1+ro|.
If we are not concerned with the actual magnitudes of the areas, we can use a ratio of areas
a˜ = A1/A2, which reduces the problem to three unknowns (ro, rd, a˜):
√
a˜ro +
√
a˜+ 1 <
√
a˜rd + 1
1√
a˜
<
1
rd
(
ro√
a˜
+
1√
a˜+ 1
)
. (6.2.7)
The three-dimensional region fulfilling this inequality, and the law of cosines, is shown in
Figure 6.7. It demonstrates that with reasonable values of (ro, rd, a˜), violations of steepest
descent are to be expected on an irregular lattice.
To summarize, anisotropic regular lattices may be rejected because they do not in general
allow for both energy minimization and steepest-descent flow at the same time. Irregular
lattices have the same flaw. “Isotropic” regular lattices in which diagonals are allowed
(but without a weighting factor) should also rejected because they do not properly preserve
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A2
A1
A2 +A1
EOCN = Ed EOCN = Eo
θ
∆x = 1∆x = rd
∆x = ro
∆x = 1
Figure 6.6: A junction on a triangular irregular lattice. The direct configuration has energy
expenditure Ed and the indirect configuration has energy expenditure Eo. The dashed line
indicates the slope along a hypothetical path. Distances ∆x between nodes are normalized
to 1 without loss of generality, so that rd and ro are ratios.
Figure 6.7: The region of (ro, rd, a˜) space in which a junction on an irregular triangular
lattice will meet the minimum energy expenditure requirement while violating the steepest-
descent requirement.
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distances. This leaves us with only true isotropic lattices in 2D as options. That is, we must
use either a regular hexagonal lattice or a regular square lattice (in which only orthogonal
directions are allowed). That the regular hexagonal lattice never violates steepest descent
may be seen by considering the energy part of Equation 6.2.7 and setting rd = ro = 1. The
regular square lattice cannot exhibit the type of steepest-descent violation I have discussed
here, since it is impossible for a node to join a given neighboring link at more than one
point; Banavar et al. (2001) have proved that isotropic square lattices are consistent in the
general case.
While my findings regarding the lattice do not necessarily invalidate the scaling results
of OCN theory, they do raise doubts since the majority of OCN work used “isotropic”
lattices. A more serious issue is the implications for natural networks. Nature is much
closer to an irregular lattice than a perfect isotropic regular lattice, so at best only imperfect
approximations of OCN optimality should be expected. Nature will choose steepest-descent
flow rather than OCN optimality when the two conflict, since flow will follow the gradient.
And if OCN optimality can be violated in this situation, why not in others as well? What
do we gain from a global optimality constraint that likely cannot be realized in nature?5
6.2.2 OCNs exclude some solutions
In the previous section (6.2.1), I showed that OCNs are only optimal while yielding steepest-
descent flow if a regular isotropic lattice is used. I will now show that the OCN global
optimality constraint imposes an additional requirement upon solutions beyond that of
steepest-descent flow (as we might expect from a global constraint theory), and explore the
implications of this requirement.
Consider the network configuration shown in Figure 6.8. Two streams of drainage areas
A1 and A2 merge at a junction. A third stream of area a may join either of these streams, so
that the total flow exiting the junction is A1+A2+a. The only requirement for this to be the
steady state of a dynamic erosion model, such as that discussed in Chapter 3.4, is that flow
5A modified form of OCN theory, in which energy expenditure is minimized subject to the constraint of
steepest-descent flow, could be proposed. Such a theory would avoid this objection (albeit at the expense
of weakening the global constraint), but as Section 6.2.2 demonstrates, there are more serious issues with
OCN theory.
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A1 +A2 + a
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Figure 6.8: Network configuration illustrating two possible flow paths for the stream with
drainage area a. If stream a flows left, it will join a stream of drainage area A2 at elevation
z2; if a flows down, it will join a stream of drainage area A1 at elevation z1. S1 and S2 are
the slopes between z1 and z2 and the junction of A1 and A2.
a take the steepest descent. If a flows to A1 rather than to A2, then we have for elevations
that z1 < z2 and thus for the magnitudes of slope that |S1| = |S(A1 + a)| < |S2| = |S(A2)|.
Since in the steady state we have a slope-area relationship of the form |S| ∝ A−0.5 for
OCNs, the slope relationship may be recast as 1/
√
A1 + a < 1/
√
A2, or
√
A1 + a >
√
A2.
Since all quantities are positive,
A1 + a > A2. (6.2.8)
Now consider the stability of this configuration to the basic OCN perturbation algo-
rithm, in which the orientation of a single link is flipped and the new configuration is
retained if it lowers total energy expenditure. This requires that a flow in such a direction
that the total energy expenditure of the flows into the junction is minimized. Since the
energy expenditure for OCNs on a regular isotropic lattice is EOCN ∝
∑
A0.5i , if a flows to
A1 we have
Ea→A1 < Ea→A2
√
a+
√
A1 + a+
√
A2 <
√
a+
√
A2 + a+
√
A1
A2 < A1. (6.2.9)
Thus, flip stability (the OCN algorithm) is a more strict requirement upon steady-state
networks than is the steepest-descent condition (Equation 6.2.8). Though I have derived
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these results on an isotropic square lattice, they also hold on an isotropic hexagonal lattice,
since the square in Figure 6.8 may be deformed into a rhombus without affecting the
mathematics. Banavar et al. (2001) found these same inequalities in the context of proving
that OCNs on an isotropic square lattice fulfill the steepest-descent requirement. They did
not consider, however, the implications of the OCN condition being more restrictive.
What then is gained by the more restrictive flip-stability condition? According to
Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo (1997), self-consistent steady-state models (Chapter 3.3) can
yield OCNs, but only when random initial conditions devoid of patterns are used. OCNs,
with the flip-stability requirement, need no such constraint on initial conditions. Thus, the
OCN model is superior due to its simplicity.
However, Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo (1997) assumed that self-consistent models
yield OCNs because the OCN energy expenditure of self-consistent models (with random
initial conditions) is approximately the same as that of OCNs. Given that the single-
flip constraint is more restrictive than the steepest-descent constraint, and that the self-
consistent models only have the steepest-descent constraint, self-consistent models will not
in general yield OCNs.6 The fact that OCN energies and self-consistent network energies
are similar must have another source. Since the energies are similar only when the self-
consistent model’s initial conditions are random and devoid of patterns, the similar OCN
energy expenditures must be linked to noise. In OCNs, noise is introduced through the
link-flipping algorithm; in self-consistent models, through the initial conditions. The OCN
model’s success in reproducing natural network scaling may be due to the noise inherent in
its algorithm rather than the optimality of the networks produced, which would render the
single-flip condition irrelevant.
The single-flip condition also seems to have little inherent value if we consider alternative
OCN algorithms in which more than one link is flipped simultaneously. Consider a network
on a lattice of n nodes, operated on by an optimization algorithm that perturbs the flow
6Some self-consistent models incorporating perturbations will yield OCNs. When a simulated annealing
procedure is used to reach the global minimum of energy expenditure (see Banavar et al., 2001), the resulting
network must be an OCN because it is impossible to have a lower-energy configuration. But in standard
self-consistent models such as that referred to by Rodr´ıguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo (1997), the network ceases to
rearrange as soon as it corresponds to steepest-descent flow. Except in special cases, self-consistent networks
will not be OCNs because they lack the global constraint.
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direction of p nodes per iteration and keeps the perturbation if the new configuration has
a lower energy expenditure. The case p = 1 corresponds to the basic OCN algorithm, in
which a single flow direction is perturbed and the perturbation kept if it lowers overall
energy expenditure. As p increases, more and more configurations will be accessible to a
given initial condition, and thus steady-state solutions to the optimization algorithm will
become more and more optimal. At the same time, solutions will meet an increasing number
of constraints beyond steepest-descent flow and even single-flip stability (p = 1). By the
time p = n, the optimization algorithm will explore all possible network configurations,
and will find the global minimum of energy expenditure. Thus, a hierarchy of constraints
beyond steepest-descent flow exists, depending on the optimization algorithm. The choice
to use only the single-flip constraint seems ad hoc in this context.7
It is important to realize that the type of optimality imposed by the single-flip con-
straint (or any other global optimization algorithm) is separate from the variational prin-
ciple optimality discussed in Chapter 5.5. The variational principle optimality comes from
flow following the gradient of the landscape. In the variational principle sense, even non-
convergent flow is optimal, because even though flow is in a high-energy configuration it
follows steepest descent. In the OCN sense, however, non-convergent flow is not optimal
because a lower-energy configuration is accessible through single-flip perturbations.
The single-flip condition is also problematic from a dynamics perspective. The OCN
algorithm allows transitions between network configurations that would be impossible in a
dynamic model without perturbations of sufficient magnitude. In a dynamic model (Chap-
ter 3.4), flow must always follow the instantaneous steepest descent, not the path that would
eventually result in steepest-descent flow accompanied by a more optimal overall network.
Non-convergent flow is a high-energy configuration, but it is a valid solution. In a dynamics
context, the strength, frequency, and nature of perturbations becomes extremely important
in regard to what is observed. If non-convergent flow is rare at large scales in nature, there
7Optimization algorithms in which sufficiently many nodes are flipped simultaneously will approach the
ground state energy expenditure, which yields unnatural scaling (Chapter 5.3.2). This might be used as
a justification for the single-flip condition, or other conditions based on a small number of flips, since it
yields realistic scaling. But that would still fail to address the issue of why we should have a more restrictive
condition that steepest-descent in the first place, and amount to proposing an optimization algorithm simply
because it yields reasonable results.
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may be ties to energy, but the dominant factors seem to be perturbations and noise that
prevent the required regularity.
In summary, the OCN optimization algorithm imposes an additional constraint on
steady-state networks beyond the steepest-descent constraint. The optimality required
by this additional constraint goes beyond the variational principle optimality that results
from steepest-descent flow. The choice of this particular optimality constraint, rather than
other constraints that would result from other optimization algorithms, lacks justification.
While OCN optimality can explain why high-energy non-convergent flow is uncommon at
larger scales, this is already explained by the dynamic instability of non-convergent flow to
noise and perturbations. The noise introduced by the OCN optimization algorithm, rather
than optimality, is likely the dominant factor in OCNs yielding reasonable scaling.
6.3 The degenerate network model
In the last section (6.2.2), I suggested that since self-consistent models (Chapter 3.3) with
noisy initial conditions have similar energy expenditures to OCNs, the success of OCNs
is due to the noise introduced by the optimization algorithm rather than to the actual
minimization of energy expenditure. Non-convergent flow may be uncommon not because
it represents a high-energy state (which it does), but rather because it is dynamically
unstable to perturbations. In this section, I explore the connection between noise and
network structure, using a network model in which all steady-state configurations have
the same energy expenditure. Since the steady states are degenerate, questions of energy
optimality are irrelevant for this model.
The degenerate network model obeys a differential equation of the form
∂z
∂t
= −KAα |∇z|α + U. (6.3.1)
If it were an erosion law, z would be elevation, K a constant, A drainage area, U tectonic
uplift rate, and α a constant exponent. It has the same form as the dynamic river network
models discussed in Chapter 3.4, except that the exponents for A and |∇z| are identical.
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For realistic erosion laws the exponents for A and |∇z| should differ by a multiple of
approximately 2 (Whipple and Tucker, 1999), so Equation 6.3.1 should not strictly be
considered a model of erosion.
Since both A and |∇z| have the same exponent, the slope-area relationship for steady
state is S ∝ 1/A. This means that the stream power P ∝ ASL becomes P ∝ L in steady
state. On an isotropic regular lattice, all lengths are identical, so the total length of any
spanning network configuration is constant. Since stream power is proportional to length,
this means that all steady-state network configurations have the same total stream power.
6.3.1 Cost function for the degenerate model
I will now show that even though steady states of the degenerate model all have the same
energy expenditure, a non-energy quantity is still optimized in steady state. I will derive the
optimized quantity in the form of a cost function, in a manner similar to Sinclair and Ball’s
(1996) derivation of the OCN energy. Peckham (2003b) previously derived an optimized
quantity for this case in the form of a variational equation.
We wish to find a function of discharge f(Q(x)) which represents an extremum when
integrated over the entire system,
∫
f(Q(x)) dx = extremum (6.3.2)
subject to the constraint that flow is conserved,
∇ ·Q(x) = R. (6.3.3)
Introducing a Lagrange multiplier field λ(x), we obtain the variational problem
δ
δQ
∫
{f(Q) + λ(x)[∇ ·Q−R]} dx = 0. (6.3.4)
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Perfoming the functional derivative and integrating by parts yields
∂f(Q)
∂Q
Qˆ−∇λ(x) = 0, (6.3.5)
so long as the boundary terms from the integration by parts are zero. This requires that on
the boundary Ω either Q(Ω) = 0 or λ(Ω) = 0. We will later identify λ with the elevation
field z to within a constant, so this simply amounts to the requirement that wherever flow
leaves the system (Q(Ω) 6= 0) the elevation z(Ω) = const, which we will always have at a
coastline boundary fixed at sea level.
Since the vectors in Equation 6.3.5 are parallel, Q ‖ ∇λ(x), we may take the magnitudes
of the previous equation to obtain
∣∣∣∣∂f(Q)∂Q
∣∣∣∣− |∇λ| = 0. (6.3.6)
We have a relationship between the derivative of a function of discharge Q and the gradient
of a scalar field λ. Since elevation is the only scalar field in the problem,8 we identify λ with
the elevation field z to within a constant, λ = ±z + C. Then |∇λ| = |∇z|, and defining
|∇z| as slope S, we find ∣∣∣∣∂f(Q)∂Q
∣∣∣∣− S = 0. (6.3.7)
The slope-discharge relationship in a steady-state landscape is ∇z ∝ −QγQˆ, where γ is a
constant exponent and the vector form is necessary to indicate that the relationship holds
along the gradient. Substituting the scalar form of this relationship, S ∝ Qγ , into the
previous equation, and assuming without loss of generality that ∂f/∂Q > 0, yields
∂f(Q)
∂Q
∝ Qγ . (6.3.8)
8Technically, we could have a separate scalar field for water surface, and use this instead, as Peckham
(2003b) does. In a steady-state landscape without lakes, the difference will generally be negligible, since it
depends on the difference between elevation-based slope and water surface-based slope.
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This gives two forms for f(Q):
f(Q) ∝ Qγ+1 if γ 6= −1
f(Q) ∝ logQ if γ = −1 (6.3.9)
where the possible constant from integration has been set to zero since it is irrelevant for
extrema. Thus,
∫
Qγ+1 dx = extremum if γ 6= −1∫
logQdx = extremum if γ = −1. (6.3.10)
Since stream power P ∝ QSL, and the slope-discharge relationship S ∝ Qγ , this result
may also be expressed as
∫
P (x) dx = extremum if γ 6= −1∫
logS dx = extremum if γ = −1. (6.3.11)
The degenerate network model has the slope-area relationship S ∝ 1/A, so γ = −1 for
this case. Thus the summed quantity logQ ∝ logA ∝ − logS is optimized in steady states
of a lattice model (remember that Q ∝ A from Chapter 2.1). This optimization results
from flow conservation and a slope-discharge relationship along the gradient. These two
conditions must result in some type of optimality, even when that optimality is not energetic.
As I have already shown, all steady-state network configurations for the degenerate model
have the same energy expenditure.
The meaning of this optimization may be elucidated by considering Figure 6.9. Both
network configurations shown have the same energy expenditure, since a slope-discharge
relationship holds along the flow paths. The snake configuration does not allow flow to follow
steepest descent. Thus, it violates the vector (though not scalar) form of the slope-discharge
relationship, and has a higher value of
∑
logQi than the parallel network configuration.
The optimality of the degenerate model results from flow following gradient.
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Q = 1
Q = 9
⇓ STEEPEST DESCENT ⇓
∑
log10Qi = 5.56
(a) Snake configuration.
Q = 1
Q = 3
⇓ STEEPEST DESCENT ⇓
∑
log10Qi = 2.33
Q = 2
(b) Parallel configuration.
Figure 6.9: Two network configurations for the degenerate network model. A slope-
discharge relationship S ∝ Qγ holds for both configurations. Since flow does not follow
the steepest descent in the snake configuration, (a), the vector form of the slope-discharge
relationship, ∇z ∝ −QγQˆ, is violated. Flow does not follow the gradient. Thus, for
the snake configuration, the quantity
∑
logQi is not optimized. In contrast, the paral-
lel network configuration, (b), obeys both scalar and vector forms of the slope-discharge
relationship, and thus optimizes
∑
logQi.
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6.3.2 Scaling behavior of the degenerate model
To investigate the dependence of the degenerate model’s scaling behavior on noise, I simu-
lated Equation 6.3.1 on an isotropic square lattice (no diagonals). The isotropic lattice is
necessary so that all lengths are equal and thus all steady-state solutions will have the same
energy expenditure. I used a non-dimensional form of Equation 6.3.1, setting K = U = 1
and α = 1, and measuring A in units of nodes.
The equation was implemented numerically according to the procedure described in
Chapter 4. All nodes of the lattice receive uniform precipitation. Water from each node
flows to the neighboring node with the steepest downslope gradient. Since it is possible to
have nodes with no lower neighbors, lakes can form and a lake algorithm is needed. My
lake algorithm fills closed depressions and finds the lowest outlet, where the lake overflows.
The algorithm also prevents erosion of nodes below the lake surface. The system evolves
from a random initial surface to a static steady-state network.
Simulations were performed on lattices with two periodic boundaries and two open
boundaries with z = 0. Two types of initial conditions were used: a flat surface at z = 0, and
two sloping surfaces that begin at the open boundaries and meet in the center (roof shaped).
Both initial conditions included random noise in elevation from a uniform distribution.
Maximum noise magnitude N and lattice spacing ∆x were both set to unity. The slope
of the sloped initial conditions was chosen so that lakes were not present.9 These initial
conditions provide an example of a noise-dominated system (flat) and an example of a
system in which noise and anisotropy (slope) compete.
Fifty simulations with a flat initial condition were run at a resolution of 800x200.
Twenty-five were run with a sloped initial condition at a resolution of 400x800.
Initial conditions have a strong influence on network appearance. The flat initial con-
ditions yield very sinuous and irregular steady-state networks (Figure 6.10). Visually, the
networks resemble undirected random networks (Chapter 3.1.1). In contrast, the sloped ini-
tial conditions yield much more linear steady-state networks (Figure 6.11). The appearance
of these networks is similar to that of directed random networks (Chapter 3.1.2).
9The flat initial condition corresponds to initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = 0, while the sloped initial
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Figure 6.10: Steady-state degenerate network from flat initial conditions. Resolution is
800x200. Only network segments with A ≥ 50 nodes are shown.
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Figure 6.11: Steady-state degenerate network from sloped initial conditions. Resolution is
400x800. Only network segments with A ≥ 200 nodes are shown.
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I considered two scaling exponents for the simulated networks:
• The Hack exponent h, defined by 〈l〉 ∼ Ah
• The sinuosity exponent d, defined by 〈l〉 ∼ Ld‖
where l is main stream length, L‖ is longitudinal main stream length, and A is drainage
area, as defined in Chapter 2.2. These exponents were chosen since they fully describe
network scaling (Dodds and Rothman, 1999). Exponents were measured in log-log space
with linear regression over the most linear region. The very smallest scales (A < 10 nodes,
L‖ < 3 nodes) were not used to avoid lattice effects.
The flat initial condition yields (h, d) = (0.64, 1.25) (Figure 6.12). The Hack distribution
shows moderate finite-size effects at large scales, while the sinuosity distribution shows
strong finite-size effects. The scaling exponents are very close to those of undirected random
networks, which have (h, d) = (5/8, 5/4) = (0.625, 1.25) (Chapter 3.1.1); as already noted,
the appearance is also similar. This suggests that flat initial conditions yield undirected
random networks.
The sloped initial condition yields (h, d) = (0.76, 1.00) (Figure 6.13). The Hack distri-
bution shows strong finite-size effects at large scales, while the sinuosity distribution shows
no obvious finite-size effects. Since the network is directed, we would expect that d = 1 (see
Dodds and Rothman, 2000b), which is indeed the case. Since h 6= 2/3, the steady-state
network is not a directed random network (Chapter 3.1.2). The appearance is similar to
that of a directed random network, but this is primarily due to the fact that both networks
are directed and have narrow basins. We would not expect the steady-state network to be
a directed random network, because the initial network is a directed random network due
to the sloped initial conditions (see Chapter 3.1.2 and Dodds and Rothman, 1999). Since
the network evolves from the initial configuration to steady state, it would be surprising if
it retained the initial scaling.
As the scaling results demonstrate, network appearance is closely related to scaling in
the degenerate model. This suggests connections between river network drainage patterns
condition corresponds to λ = 0.5 (Chapter 4.5.2).
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Figure 6.12: Hack and sinuosity scaling for degenerate model with a flat initial condition.
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(b) Sinuosity distribution
Figure 6.13: Hack and sinuosity scaling for the degenerate model with a sloped initial
condition.
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(Chapter 2.4) and river network scaling. Investigating these connections will serve as a
major component of Part III.
The degenerate model provides a counterexample to the idea that network structures in
nature represent a global optimality constraint. In the degenerate model, non-convergent
flow is just as efficient as various network structures. This efficiency is obtained through
dynamics, without any global constraint. In my simulations, which pattern is observed
depends on initial conditions. Though I did not simulate perturbations over time, these
would also affect scaling, for example by preventing non-convergent flow. In natural re-
alizations of the degenerate model, we would generally expect to observe networks rather
than non-convergent flow due to noise.
In Section 6.2.2, I suggested that since self-consistent models (Chapter 3.3) with noisy
initial conditions have similar energy expenditures to OCNs, the success of OCNs is due
to the noise introduced by the network perturbation algorithm rather than to the actual
minimization of energy expenditure. My findings with the degenerate model support this
reasoning. A range of scaling behavior is possible, from what is apparently an undirected
random network to a type of directed network to non-convergent flow. The determining
factors in which type of scaling results are noise and anisotropy. Noise in the initial elevation
causes the formation of network patterns rather than non-convergent flow. Anisotropy in
the form of initial slope provides a preferential flow direction and results in directed rather
than undirected networks.
This suggests that in non-degenerate systems, nature’s predominance of networks rather
than non-convergent flow may also depend on initial conditions and perturbations, rather
than on a global optimality constraint. We know that natural river networks do not rep-
resent a global minimum of energy expenditure, because they exhibit the wrong scaling
(Chapter 5.3.2). In Section 6.2.2, I showed that OCN theory imposes a global optimality
constraint beyond the local optimality required by steepest descent, and that this stricter
optimality belongs to a hierarchy of possible optimalities, any of which will require justi-
fication. Rather than attempting to explain networks with a global optimality constraint,
it is simpler to propose that networks represent stable structures in the presence of noise
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and perturbations. Noise and perturbations result in local convergences of flow, which re-
sult in greater gradients, which result in a feedback of increasing convergence. Any overall
efficiency resulting from this convergence is merely a byproduct of the local optimality of
flow following gradient.
6.4 Conclusion
Optimality models of river networks, whether based on local or global constraints, do not
provide information about the evolution of stream power prior to steady state. The evo-
lution of stream power depends on dynamics and especially on initial conditions. If initial
conditions contain less volume than the steady state, stream power must on average in-
crease over time as average elevation and thus gravitational potential energy increases. If
initial conditions contain more volume than the steady state, stream power must on average
decrease over time. This means that the time evolution of stream power cannot be used to
argue for optimality, as has sometimes been done. Optimal channel network energy expen-
diture does generally decrease during system evolution. But OCN energy expenditure is
not a true energy expenditure except in steady states; in evolving systems, it is a measure
of sinuosity and convergence.
Optimality theories based on a global optimality constraint, such as OCN theory, in-
troduce an additional constraint on networks beyond the requirement that flow follow the
gradient. A hierarchy of possible additional constraints exists. The choice of any single
constraint or set of constraints will require justification that is currently lacking. Any
additional constraint is problematic from a dynamics perspective. The success of global
constraint theories seems to result from the noise introduced by the optimization algo-
rithm, rather than from the global constraint itself, since self-consistent models without a
global constraint can produce equally efficient networks so long as their initial conditions
are noisy.
The degenerate network model, in which all steady state networks have the same ef-
ficiency, provides an interesting counterexample to global constraint theories. In the de-
generate model, non-convergent flow and various network patterns are all equally efficient.
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What determines scaling behavior is initial conditions and perturbations over time. This
suggests that these same factors, and not a problematic global optimality constraint, are
responsible for scaling in non-degenerate networks as well.
The degenerate network model discussed in this chapter is not a good model for real
rivers, since the differential equation has the wrong ratio of exponents. I have considered
it here because it allows scaling and energy optimality to be decoupled. In Chapter 7, I
investigate the effect of noise and anisotropy in greater detail, using an erosion model with
realistic exponents.
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Part III
Anisotropy
110
Introduction to Part III
In Part II, I presented several arguments against optimality theories of river networks that
are based on global optimality constraints. Using a degenerate network model in which
all steady-state networks are equally efficient, I suggested that network scaling depends on
initial conditions and perturbations, not on a global optimality constraint. In this part,
I investigate the dependence of river network scaling on initial landscape slope. Slope
represents a type of anisotropy since it provides a preferential direction for flow.
In Chapter 7, I use a dynamic river network model to investigate the dependence of
scaling on the relative dominance of slope vs. noise in initial conditions. I find that slope
produces a crossover between network patterns at small scales and more linear features at
large scales. This offers an explanation for the exponent drift observed in some natural
river networks (Dodds and Rothman, 2000a).
In Chapter 8, I measure the scaling of twelve parallel river networks in nature. The
drainage patterns of these networks reflect the influence of slope. These networks exhibit
three types of scaling, including the crossover behavior observed in simulations. Results
support the explanation of exponent drift offered in Chapter 7, and also help explain corre-
lations between basin aspect ratio and scaling in nature (Dodds and Rothman, 2000a). The
scaling behavior of natural parallel networks confirms the importance of initial conditions
in understanding river network scaling.
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Chapter 7
Dependence of river networks on
anisotropy in initial conditions
In Chapter 6, I raised several objections to optimality-based explanations of river network
scaling. My investigation of the degenerate network model (Chapter 6.3), in which all steady
states have the same energy expenditure, suggests that initial conditions and perturbations
over time are the important factors in determining network structure, not some type of
optimality. The degenerate model is not a good model for river networks, however, since it
has the wrong exponents in its differential equation (see Whipple and Tucker, 1999).
In this chapter, I use a dynamic river network model (Chapter 3.4) to investigate the
effect of initial conditions on river network scaling. Though a range of initial conditions
have been used in dynamic river network models (Chapter 4.5), the effect of different
types of initial conditions on scaling has not been considered previously. I focus on the
relative dominance of slope vs. noise in initial conditions. This may be thought of as a
type of anisotropy, since slope in initial conditions provides a preferential direction for
flow. Noise-dominated networks exhibit dendritic drainage patterns and simple power-law
scaling. As slope becomes more dominant, networks transition to parallel patterns and
exhibit deviations from scaling. These deviations may be understood as a scaling crossover
between network structures at smaller scales and more linear features at larger scales.
Results support the hypothesis that initial conditions play an important role in network
scaling. Results also offer an explanation for deviations from scaling observed in some
natural river networks, and suggest that parallel river networks in nature exhibit crossover
scaling.
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7.1 Previous research on initial conditions
Initial conditions have been observed to affect river networks in nature, in analog experi-
ments, and in numerical simulations. Connections between initial conditions and scaling,
however, have been almost completely ignored.
7.1.1 Nature
Drainage patterns, the designs formed by groups of interconnected streams, suggest depen-
dence on initial conditions in nature. It has long been recognized that structure, material,
and geometry are associated with particular network appearances. In this chapter, two
particular patterns will be of interest. Dendritic networks have a tree-like pattern, with
irregular stream courses, flow in many directions, and frequent large junctions. They in-
dicate gentle slopes. Parallel networks have straighter streams that more rarely intersect
and flow in a preferential direction. They indicate moderate to steep slopes (Zernitz, 1932;
Howard, 1967). In the absence of structure, the key distinction is the extent to which flow
is controlled by gradient (Twidale, 2004). Links between these drainage patterns and initial
conditions were made as early as Zernitz (1932): “It is evident that drainage patterns may
reflect original slope and original structure or the successive episodes by which the surface
has been modified.” A more in-depth discussion of drainage patterns, focusing on dendritic
and parallel patterns, is provided in Chapter 2.4.
Drainage patterns also appear in a planetary science context. Ansan and Mangold
(2006) found that valleys on Mars have parallel patterns in areas with higher slopes and
dendritic patterns in flatter regions. Similarities with terrestrial fluvial valleys were used as
an argument for liquid water precipitation in Mars’ history. If Ansan and Mangold’s liquid-
water hypothesis is correct, we see the same effect of slope on pattern as in the terrestrial
context. If Martian valleys have another origin, we still have compelling evidence for the
importance of slope in network formation.
Possible connections between drainage patterns and scaling behavior have been ignored
except for a single study. Mej´ıa and Niemann (2008) have hypothesized that dendritic pat-
terns are self-similar, while parallel and other patterns represent various deviations from
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self-similarity. Measurements of a Hurst exponent in ten natural networks for each of five
patterns were consistent with this hypothesis. These measurements allowed the formula-
tion of a drainage pattern classification scheme based on similarity measures that could
distinguish patterns with an 88% success rate. Dendritic networks yielded Hurst exponents
H ≈ 1 (self-similar), while parallel networks had H < 1 (self-affine).
7.1.2 Analog models
Dependence on initial conditions has also been observed in analog models. Phillips and
Schumm (1987) investigated the effect of initial slope on drainage patterns and on channel
junction angles. They used a tilting flume, and graded their experimental material (sand,
silt, clay) smooth at the beginning of each experiment. They found that increasing slope
causes the final drainage pattern to transition from dendritic through intermediaries to
parallel. Channel junction angles decrease with increasing slope.
Pelletier (2003) investigated basin evolution in a large flume with similar experimental
material, using four different initial conditions composed of flat and sloped smooth surfaces.
He found that network development, drainage patterns, denudation, and response to base-
level lowering were strongly affected by initial conditions.
7.1.3 Numerical models
Numerical studies have shown dependence on initial conditions as well. Using a coupled
channel-hillslope model, Willgoose et al. (1991) found that Horton’s laws1 show significant
variability due to statistically equivalent initial conditions. Horton’s bifurcation, length,
slope, and area ratios were measured for four runs with statistically equivalent initial con-
ditions, and their evolution over time was considered. Variability due to initial conditions
was considerable, with the range of values as large as one third of the magnitude in some
cases. More physically-based properties such as hypsometry and drainage density show
little variability, however, especially when these properties are the result of some type of
integration over the catchment.
1Willgoose et al. (1991) refer to these as Strahler’s ratios. They were developed by Horton (1945) and
later Strahler (1964), and so are variously referred to as Horton, Strahler, or Horton-Strahler laws or ratios.
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Ijja´sz-Va´squez et al. (1992) considered sensitivity to small perturbations in a river-
hillslope model. Two simulations starting with identical flat initial conditions, except for
different small perturbations in elevation, exhibited power-law growth in the difference
between their elevations as the network grew through the domain. While geometrical net-
work form varied with statistically equivalent initial conditions, geomorphological statistics
showed little variation. Simulations with identical initial conditions, except for a single
perturbed node, yielded networks with significantly different appearance when the network
grew into the perturbed region early in system evolution.
Howard (1994) observed in a river-hillslope model that initial conditions have a strong
influence on the overall layout of channels and divides, but only a small influence on averaged
morphometric properties such as hypsometry and drainage density. He found that a wide
range of steady-state solutions are possible, depending on initial conditions. Initial slope
affects the steady state by determining whether the networks are irregular and wandering
(gradual slopes) or elongated and aligned in the direction of the slope (steeper slopes).
Though he did not use the language of dendritic and parallel patterns, this is essentially
what he observed.
Simpson and Schlunegger (2003) investigated the effect of initial surface roughness in
the context of a coupled fluvial-hillslope model. Initial roughness was defined as the ratio
of maximum noise magnitude to maximum elevation. Less rough initial conditions led
to parallel drainage patterns, whereas rougher initial conditions produced more dendritic
patterns. Root-mean-square elevation fluctuations (reflecting surface roughness and relief)
and the scaling of these fluctuations were sensitive to initial roughness, since noisier initial
conditions resulted in rougher surfaces. Channel sinuosity decreased with decreasing initial
roughness, dropping rapidly from around 1.5 to around 1.15 over an order of magnitude of
initial roughness and then remaining approximately constant.
In summary, it is clear from the literature that initial conditions, including initial slope,
have a significant effect on river networks. But the effect on river network scaling is essen-
tially unknown, except for the work of Mej´ıa and Niemann (2008).
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7.2 Anisotropy in other networks
In river networks, initial landscape slope provides a preferential direction for initial flow,
and thus may be thought of as a type of anisotropy. Though the effect of anisotropy on
river network scaling has not been investigated, the effect of anisotropy on scaling has
been considered in other types of networks. In these static network models, networks
may grow but do not rearrange after formation. Static networks provide insight into the
relationship between anisotropy and network scaling. While these results are suggestive for
river networks, it is important to remember that river networks are dynamic. If they reach
a static configuration it is only after significant rearrangement from the initial state.
Random networks (random spanning trees) exhibit three universality classes, depending
on whether they are undirected, directed, or uni-directional (Dodds and Rothman, 2000b).
Scaling crossovers occur between universality classes (Nagatani, 1993). (For a more detailed
discussion, see Chapter 3.1.1, 3.1.2, and 3.1.3.)
Similar scaling behavior may be produced in invasion percolation by introducing a gra-
dient in thresholds or directedness in bonds (Chapter 3.1.4). In the literature, de Arcangelis
and Herrmann (1990) have investigated the effect of a radial gradient in site thresholds.
They found that a uniform distribution of thresholds yields a single fractal dimension,
while a gradient results in multiscaling, in which an infinite number of fractal dimensions
are necessary to characterize the geometry.
Ordinary percolation clusters are also sensitive to anisotropy. Clusters are self-similar
if isotropic and self-affine if directed. Biased clusters, in which a direction is favored with
some probability, exhibit a crossover between the two (Frey et al., 1994).
In anisotropic diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA), growth depends on an angular prob-
ability distribution with one or more peaks of tunable strength. The effective fractal di-
mension of clusters decreases with increasing anisotropy strength, resulting in a continuous
transition from isotropic DLA clusters to anisotropic clusters (Popescu et al., 2004).
In summary, static network models frequently display multiple universality classes with
scaling crossovers between universality classes as a result of anisotropy, though other be-
haviors are possible.
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7.3 Dependence of networks on initial slope-to-noise ratio
7.3.1 Model summary
To investigate the dependence of river network scaling on the relative dominance of slope
vs. noise in initial conditions, I used a dynamic river network model. The model and its
numerical implementation are discussed in depth in Chapter 4. Here, I briefly summarize
the model.
I simulated an erosion law of the form
∂z
∂t
= −KAm |∇z|n + U (7.3.1)
where z is elevation, K is an erodibility coefficient (related to rock hardness, rainfall rate,
etc.), m and n are constant exponents, and U is tectonic uplift rate. This erosion law
may be derived from the assumption that erosion is proportional to a power of shear stress
or of unit stream power (Whipple and Tucker, 1999), and has been used previously in
investigations of river network scaling (Chapter 3.4).
The erosion law was simulated on a square lattice. All nodes of the lattice receive
uniform precipitation. Water from each node flows to the neighboring node with the steepest
downslope gradient; diagonal flow is allowed. Since it is possible to have nodes with no
lower neighbors, lakes can form and a lake algorithm is needed to route lake flow. My lake
algorithm fills depressions with water and finds the lowest outlet, where the lake overflows.
The algorithm also prevents erosion of nodes below the lake surface. The system evolves
from a random initial surface to a static steady-state network.
I used typical literature values for the constants and exponents in Equation 7.3.1:
• Exponents m = 0.5 and n = 1, consistent with the empirical observation that often
m/n ≈ 1/2 (Whipple and Tucker, 1999)
• Erodibility-to-uplift ratio K/U = 10−2 m−1 (Whipple and Tucker, 1999)
The values of the individual coefficients K and U (K = 10−5 yr−1 and U = 10−3 m/yr were
used) are not important in determining model behavior, because it is the erodibility-to-
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uplift ratio K/U that appears in the nondimensional form of Equation 7.3.1 (Perron et al.,
2008).
Simulations were performed on a rectangular domain with two periodic boundaries
and two open boundaries with the condition z = 0. Boundary conditions were chosen to
minimize edge effects; basin boundaries form spontaneously. Initial conditions were roof-
shaped, consisting of two sloping surfaces that start at z = 0 at the open boundaries and
meet in the center. Random noise in elevation from a uniform distribution was added to
these sloping surfaces. All simulations were run to steady state, defined as no change from
one time step to the next within the limits of numeric precision.
Initial conditions are characterized with the initial slope-to-noise ratio introduced in
Chapter 4.5.1. The initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = |s|∆x/N , where s is the slope of the
initial condition in the absence of noise, ∆x is the lattice spacing, and N is the maximum
magnitude of the noise in elevation. λ is the ratio of elevation change over one node from
slope to the maximum possible change from noise. λ = 0 indicates a flat surface with noise,
or alternatively the unphysical limit where N → ∞ for a finite slope. For λ ≥ 1 the slope
is strong enough to prevent lakes. As I derived in Chapter 4.5.2, on a square lattice with
sloped initial conditions, the only meaningful range of λ is 0 ≤ λ < √2/(√2− 1) ≈ 3.4. If
λ > 3.4, and the system does not experience perturbations, slope is so dominant that flow
will always be non-convergent. All simulations used N = 1 m and ∆x = 103 m, but only
the ratio N/∆x is important since this determines |∇z|.
A sensitivity analysis for the model is provided in Appendix A. This considers depen-
dence on resolution, on erodibility-to-uplift ratio K/U , and on the ratio of noise magnitude
to lattice spacing N/∆x.
7.3.2 Dependence of drainage patterns on initial slope-to-noise ratio
Steady-state simulated networks show a transition from dendritic drainage patterns to par-
allel drainage patterns as the initial slope-to-noise ratio λ is increased (Figure 7.1). Den-
dritic networks have a tree-like pattern. Stream courses are more irregular, large junctions
are more frequent, and streams flow in many directions. Parallel networks have straighter
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streams that more rarely intersect and have a preferential direction. Dendritic and parallel
patterns are primarily differentiated by landscape slope during formation (Zernitz, 1932;
Howard, 1967; Twidale, 2004). Thus, drainage patterns in the simulations are consistent
with the role of gradient in nature. (A more detailed discussion of dendritic and parallel
patterns is provided in Chapter 2.4.)
The mechanism of growth for the patterns in the model is also similar to that in nature.
More dendritic patterns form when the initial slope-to-noise ratio is small (λ ≈ 0), that
is, when the initial surface is essentially flat. As the surface is uplifted, drainage develops
from the open boundaries through headward erosion. This case is exactly analogous to
the case of dendritic networks in uplifted plateaus in nature. Because the ratio of slope
to noise is small, growth proceeds in essentially random directions. Locations of growth
are determined by the uncorrelated noise in the initial elevations. More parallel patterns
form when the initial slope-to-noise ratio is large (λ ∼ 1), that is, when the initial surface
has a significant slope. As the surface is uplifted, drainage still develops through headward
erosion, but the presence of a significant slope causes erosion to proceed preferentially in
the upslope direction.
Networks rapidly become parallel with increasing λ. By λ = 1, many networks are
dominated by a single large stream along most of their extent. Such networks are not
unnatural (cf. sections of the parallel networks in Phillips and Schumm, 1987; Mej´ıa and
Niemann, 2008). These networks do, however, represent the more regular end of the parallel
network spectrum. This is due, at least in part, to the regular geometry of the simulated
domain. Long-wavelength noise in initial conditions, or an irregular system boundary, could
easily produce additional convergence of main channels.
As discussed in Chapter 4.5.2, the initial slope-to-noise ratio is limited to the range
0 ≤ λ ≤ √2/(√2 − 1) ≈ 3.4 for a sloped initial surface with noise on a square lattice.
For λ above this range, noise is insufficient to prevent non-convergent flow. At λ = 3,
we still observe a network structure, but are close enough to the maximum λ that lattice
effects become substantial. Main streams are almost completely straight, and many large
streams along the ridge line are excessively diagonal. Thus, comparison with nature should
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(a) Initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = 0.
(b) Initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = 0.5.
(c) Initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = 1.
Figure 7.1: Drainage patterns of simulated networks as a function of initial slope-to-noise
ratio λ. Line widths are proportional to the square root of drainage area,
√
A. Only network
segments with A ≥ 10 nodes are shown. Simulation resolution is 800x400.
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(d) Initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = 1.5.
(e) Initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = 2.
(f) Initial slope-to-noise ratio λ=2.5.
Figure 7.1: Drainage patterns of simulated networks as a function of initial slope-to-noise
ratio λ. Line widths are proportional to the square root of drainage area,
√
A. Only network
segments with A ≥ 10 nodes are shown. Simulation resolution is 800x400.
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(g) Initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = 3.
Figure 7.1: Drainage patterns of simulated networks as a function of initial slope-to-noise
ratio λ. Line widths are proportional to the square root of drainage area,
√
A. Only network
segments with A ≥ 10 nodes are shown. Simulation resolution is 800x400.
be restricted to the approximate range 0 ≤ λ ≤ 2.
7.3.3 Dependence of scaling on initial slope-to-noise ratio
I considered the dependence of two scaling exponents on the initial slope-to-noise ratio:
• The Hack exponent h, defined by 〈l〉 ∼ Ah
• The sinuosity exponent d, defined by 〈l〉 ∼ Ld‖
where l is main stream length, L‖ is longitudinal main stream length, and A is drainage
area, as defined in Chapter 2.2. These exponents were chosen since they fully describe
network scaling (Dodds and Rothman, 1999).
Scaling behavior
To characterize the dependence of network scaling on initial slope-to-noise ratio λ over the
entire range of λ, I ran 50 simulations at a resolution of 800x400 for each λ ∈ [0, 3] in
increments of 0.5. Simulated networks with λ = 0 exhibit simple power-law scaling. As λ
is increased, however, simulated networks show increasing deviations from simple scaling
(Figure 7.2).
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(a) Hack distribution.
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(b) Sinuosity distribution.
Figure 7.2: Deviations from simple scaling for larger values of λ for the Hack and sinuosity
distributions. Fifty simulations with a resolution of 800x400 were performed for each value
of λ. Data are binned by 0.01 orders of magnitude on the independent axis. Lines indicate
linear regression for the indicated range of the λ = 0 data.
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To quantify the scaling behavior, I introduce the local exponents
h(A) =
d log〈l(A)〉
d logA
and d(L‖) =
d log〈l(L‖)〉
d logL‖
.
A local Hack exponent h(A) has been used previously to quantify deviations from simple
scaling in natural rivers (Dodds and Rothman, 2000a). Local exponents have been used to
measure exceedance exponents in simulated river networks (Cieplak et al., 1998; Giacometti,
2000); in this context, they were referred to as “effective” or “running” exponents. Local
exponents have also been used in cases where fractal properties are scale-dependent (Chen
and Bak, 2000; Kalda, 2003).
Local exponents were measured by calculating the averages 〈l(A)〉 and 〈l(L‖)〉 over
all runs for each value of λ, then performing linear regression in log-log space over a small
moving window. A window of 0.2 orders of magnitude was used for the local Hack exponent;
a window of 0.15 was used for sinuosity. Window size was increased at the smallest scales so
that most fits were over a minimum of four data points. Windows were moved in increments
of 0.01 orders of magnitude. To clarify trends in figures, local exponents were smoothed by
taking running averages over 0.05 orders of magnitude. When a region of simple scaling was
observed, the scaling for that region was determined by calculating the mean and standard
deviation of the unsmoothed local exponents over the region.
The local Hack exponent h(A) shows simple power-law scaling for λ = 0 (Figure 7.3a).
The region with h ≈ const gives h = 0.54± 0.02, where the error is the standard deviation
of h(A) within the region. This is in excellent agreement with the value of h obtained via
linear regression (Figure 7.4a). There are deviations in h(A) below A ≈ 10 nodes due to
grid effects (cf. Hergarten and Neugebauer, 2001). Deviations due to finite-size effects are
observed at large A.2 For larger values of λ, h(A) increases, decreases, and increases again
in the region between grid effects and finite-size effects. The magnitude of variation in h(A)
increases with increasing λ.
2Networks with A comparatively large relative to L2‖ will occur over a broad range of A. Networks with
A comparatively small relative to L2‖ will appear over a more limited range of A, since the domain size places
an upper limit on L‖. Thus, at the largest A, we only sample a subset of possible L‖ corresponding to this
A because of the finite domain size.
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The behavior of d(L‖) is similar (Figure 7.3b). For λ = 0, there is a region of simple
scaling with d = 1.06 ± 0.02. This is in excellent agreement with the value of d obtained
via linear regression (Figure 7.4b). Since length spans a much smaller range of scales than
does area for a given domain size, the region of scaling is comparatively smaller than that
for h(A). Grid effects are again observed at small scales, where discretization limits the
range of possible sinuosities. Finite-size effects occur at large scales.3
The similarity of the local exponents for λ ∈ [1, 3] (Figure 7.3), especially for h(A),
raises the question of how the transition from simple scaling to scaling deviations occurs.
To investigate this, I ran additional simulations using the same parameters as before, for
λ ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.1}. Over this range, drainage patterns transition from dendritic to in-
termediate forms between dendritic and parallel (Figure 7.5). These networks also exhibit
scaling deviations (Figures 7.6–7.7). But the deviations are not as significant at smaller
scales as they are for larger values of λ (see Figures 7.3 and 7.7). This indicates that as λ
increases from zero, deviations begin at the largest scales and then extend to smaller scales
with increasing λ.
In evaluating the local exponent results, it is important to realize that different standards
are needed than those that apply to log-log fits. The local exponent method underestimates
the extent of the region giving a good power law, since it begins to show deviations as soon
as the window overlaps data that does not scale well. Thus, at a minimum, the local
exponent method underestimates the extent of the power law region by the window width.
For example, when a window width of 1 order is used, two decades of good log-log fitting
correspond to 1 decade of approximately constant local exponents. This means that regions
of decent scaling smaller than or on the order of the window size will be missed by the local
exponent method. The local exponent approach has the distinct advantage that it does not
overestimate the region of good scaling. This can be an issue with log-log fits, especially
with log-log fits of sinuosity data in which all slopes are very near 1.
3The streams with the largest L‖ will be those that flow diagonally rather than orthogonally toward the
domain boundaries. These streams will tend to be more sinuous than streams flowing more directly toward
the boundary. Thus, at large L‖, more sinuous streams (streams with larger l) will be disproportionately
represented.
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(a) Local Hack exponent.
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(b) Local sinuosity exponent.
Figure 7.3: Local Hack and sinuosity exponents for integer values of λ. Only initial slope-
to-noise ratio λ = 0 exhibits simple power-law scaling over a significant range. For this case,
the scaling exponents are estimated by taking the average and standard deviation over the
range where the local exponent is approximately constant.
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(a) Hack distribution.
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(b) Sinuosity distribution.
Figure 7.4: Hack and sinuosity exponents for λ = 0 from linear regression. The values
obtained agree with those from averaging over local exponents (Figure 7.3) to within 0.01.
Data are binned by 0.01 orders of magnitude on the independent axis.
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(a) Initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = 0.
(b) Initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = 0.01.
Figure 7.5: Drainage patterns of simulated networks with initial slope-to-noise ratios λ near
zero. Drainage patterns are transitional between dendritic and parallel. Line widths are
proportional to the square root of drainage area,
√
A. Only network segments with A ≥ 10
nodes are shown. Simulation resolution is 800x400.
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(c) Initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = 0.05.
(d) Initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = 0.1.
Figure 7.5: Drainage patterns of simulated networks with initial slope-to-noise ratios λ near
zero. Drainage patterns are transitional between dendritic and parallel. Line widths are
proportional to the square root of drainage area,
√
A. Only network segments with A ≥ 10
nodes are shown. Simulation resolution is 800x400.
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(a) Hack distribution.
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(b) Sinuosity distribution.
Figure 7.6: Deviations from simple scaling for λ near zero for the Hack and sinuosity
distributions. Data are binned by 0.01 orders of magnitude on the independent axis. Lines
indicate linear regression for the indicated range of the λ = 0 data.
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(a) Local Hack exponent.
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(b) Local Hack exponent.
Figure 7.7: Local Hack and sinuosity exponents for λ near zero. Significant deviations from
scaling do not appear at smaller scales (A ≈ 102, L‖ ≈ 101), as they do in simulations with
larger λ (Figure 7.3).
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Discussion
The breakdown of simple scaling as λ increases may be traced to a scale-dependent effect
of initial slope on network structure. The largest rivers form on the initial slope and
evolve under its full effect. Their tributaries also initially flow down this slope, but as the
major rivers carve out valleys, their tributaries redirect to flow down the valley sides. This
rearrangement weakens the effect of initial anisotropy at smaller scales and produces more
irregular, convergent patterns. At larger scales, the network is less convergent and more
parallel. Major junctions are more rare, and between major junctions, length and area
increase roughly linearly (Dodds and Rothman, 2000a). As a result, these networks exhibit
scaling deviations at large scales. The deviations may be thought of as a crossover toward
more linear scaling. For networks with λ near zero, scaling deviations are weaker and may
take the form of gradual drift in local exponents. For networks with larger λ, deviations
are stronger and a cleaner crossover from network patterns toward more linear features is
possible.
This crossover scaling may be illustrated by considering single basins in high-resolution
simulations with λ = 1 (Figure 7.8). Some networks in these simulations exhibit two regions
of clean scaling (Figure 7.9): a region with h ≈ 0.55 at smaller scales, indicating network
structure; and a region with h ≈ 1 at larger scales, indicating linear structure. Though the
scaling of high-resolution networks is not always this clean, the trend toward more linear
behavior at the largest scales is universal (Figure 7.11). (See Chapter 8.4.2 for additional
figures of scaling in high-resolution simulations.)
The evolution of the more parallel networks suggests that perturbations over time are
important in producing simple power-law scaling. (Recall that the degenerate network
model in Chapter 6.3 also suggested that perturbations are important.) Scaling character-
istic of network patterns is found at smaller scales, where significant rearrangement occurs.
Though this rearrangement is due to dynamics in my simulations, rearrangement due to
perturbations would also result in more irregular, convergent networks. In addition, per-
turbations would weaken the effect of initial anisotropy at large scales. That would be
consistent with findings that dynamic river network models yield cleaner power laws when
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Figure 7.8: High-resolution (800x1600) simulation with λ = 1. Only network segments with
A ≥ 10 nodes are shown.
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Figure 7.9: Hack distribution for the largest network in a high-resolution (800x1600) sim-
ulation with λ = 1. After fluctuations at the smallest scale due to grid effects, there is a
region of good scaling with h ≈ 0.55. This scaling crosses over to nearly linear behavior,
with h ≈ 0.99, at the largest scales. The corresponding sinuosity distribution is shown in
Figure 7.10. Data were binned by 0.01 orders of magnitude on the A axis.
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Figure 7.10: Sinuosity distribution corresponding to Figure 7.9. There is a slight change in
scaling around 102 nodes, but no clear crossover.
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Figure 7.11: Hack distributions for two additional networks from high-resolution (800x1600)
simulations with λ = 1. These do not exhibit as clean a transition toward linear scaling
as the network in Figure 7.9, but still do become much more linear (h ∼ 1) at the largest
scales.
they are perturbed by variable boundary conditions (Hergarten and Neugebauer, 2001;
Hergarten, 2002).
Deviations from simple power-law scaling for Hack’s law have been observed in the
Kansas and Mississippi Rivers (Dodds and Rothman, 2000a). At intermediate scales h(A)
exhibits gradual drift rather than fluctuating about an average value. My results provide
an example of how such scaling deviations may be produced. Natural deviations cannot
be attributed solely to anisotropy in initial conditions, however, since large networks have
complex histories and are shaped by numerous processes.
In the literature, the Hack and sinuosity exponents have not been measured for different
drainage patterns as such. The only work relating drainage patterns and scaling is due to
Mej´ıa and Niemann (2008). They suggested that dendritic networks are self-similar while
parallel networks are self-affine, and found this hypothesis was consistent with measure-
ments of a Hurst exponent for ten natural networks of each type. In my simulations, the
basin shape exponent D = d/h ≈ 2 (self-similar; Chapter 2.2.2) for the dendritic network
(λ = 0). This suggests that self-similarity is inherited from the isotropic initial conditions.
For simulations with larger λ (more parallel), the basin shape exponent D cannot exhibit
simple scaling since d(L‖) and h(A) do not. Mej´ıa and Niemann measured average scaling
over entire networks and did not consider local exponents, so it is possible that their parallel
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networks exhibit scaling deviations or crossover behavior. (In Chapter 8, I find that some
of Mej´ıa and Niemann’s networks do indeed exhibit scaling deviations.) If some parallel
networks do exhibit simple self-affine scaling, it may indicate that the erosion model needs
additional sources of noise or perturbations over time.
Any scaling comparison with natural networks raises the question of whether the simple
erosion model is relevant to the natural networks under consideration. One way to address
this question is to consider the dynamics of the model. As discussed in more detail in
Chapter 4.1, the erosion model applies to detachment-limited erosion, in which transport
capacity exceeds the supply of sediment. It applies to low-order rills and channels and
to bedrock channels. The model does not apply to transport-limited erosion, in which the
limiting factor is the ability of the stream to transport available material and deposition may
occur. Thus, the erosion model does not apply to larger rivers with significant deposition,
such as the Mississippi and Kansas Rivers, and may not apply to at least some of the rivers
considered by Mej´ıa and Niemann (2008).
But simply focusing on the dynamics of the erosion model misses the universal aspect
of the model’s scaling behavior.4 The crossover scaling results from the network pattern:
parallel drainage, more convergent at small scales and more linear at large scales. Parallel
drainage patterns occur in nature, experiment, and simulations without a requirement
for detachment-limited erosion. Natural parallel drainage patterns only require landscape
slope (Zernitz, 1932; Howard, 1967; Twidale, 2004) and are found in a variety of locales
(Twidale, 2004; Mej´ıa and Niemann, 2008). They can form in sand and gravel deposits
(Weems and Edwards, 2007) and so do not require bedrock. Parallel patterns have been
observed in flume experiments using mixtures of sand, silt, and clay (Phillips and Schumm,
1987; Pelletier, 2003). In erosion models allowing deposition, parallel drainage is possible
as well (see drainage patterns below the zone of uplift in Tomkin and Braun, 1999).
4Other considerations could be raised in addition to dynamics. In the model, tectonic uplift rate and
boundary conditions are constant and cleanly separated. In nature, tectonics, boundary conditions, and
other factors interact to determine base level elevation and location. The model produces static steady-state
networks. Whether static steady-state networks occur in nature continues to be debated in the literature
(cf. Hovius et al., 1998; Hasbargen and Paola, 2000; Whipple, 2001). But like dynamics, none of these
determine whether parallel drainage patterns are possible, and sufficiently regular parallel drainage seems
to be all that is required for crossover behavior.
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Thus, while it remains to be shown that crossover behavior does exist in nature and
in other erosion models, since parallel drainage patterns are universal (in the sense of
not requiring a particular type of erosion) there is good reason to expect that crossovers
are as well.5 Between major network junctions, length and area increase roughly linearly
(Dodds and Rothman, 2000a); since major junctions are more rare in parallel networks, in
sufficiently regular networks scaling must reflect this linearity. In Chapter 8, I will show
that crossover behavior does indeed occur in nature.
Compared with network models in which no rearrangement is possible, such as those
discussed in Section 7.2, the dynamic river network model shows richer scaling behavior as
a function of anisotropy (Figure 7.12). Anisotropy in initial conditions determines initial
scaling. The initial scaling for λ = 0 depends on how flow through lakes is defined. Initial
scaling for λ ≥ 1 will be that of a directed random network with (h, d) = (2/3, 1) for
smaller λ, crossing over to non-convergent flow with (h, d) = (1, 1) as λ increases (Nagatani,
1993; Dodds and Rothman, 1999). For 0 < λ < 1, initial scaling will exist in a crossover
between lake scaling and directed random networks. Thus, steady-state scaling is affected
by anisotropy, but is significantly different from initial scaling. Because dynamics allow
network rearrangement in response to anisotropy, steady-state scaling exhibits a crossover
to more linear patterns at much lower values of λ than does initial scaling. Interestingly,
the crossover to non-convergent flow first appears at large scales in the steady state, while it
begins at small scales in the initial conditions (Nagatani, 1993). Valley formation promotes
convergence at small scales, while valley competition can promote linearity at large scales.
7.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, I showed for the first time that the scaling behavior of a dynamic river
network model depends on the type of initial conditions employed. Networks with noise-
dominated initial conditions exhibit dendritic drainage patterns and simple power-law scal-
5This is not to imply that specific erosion mechanisms or models are completely irrelevant. Some types
of erosion are likely more conducive to parallel drainage patterns than others. For example, frequent large
landslides that result in divide migration might promote dendritic rather than parallel patterns. But the
existence of parallel drainage patterns does not require detachment-limited rather than transport-limited
erosion.
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Figure 7.12: Phase diagram of the river network model’s scaling behavior as a function of
time t and initial slope-to-noise ratio λ.
ing. Networks with more sloped initial conditions exhibit more parallel drainage patterns
and deviations from simple scaling. The deviations from scaling may be understood as a
crossover from network patterns at smaller scales, where the network rearranges most in
response to the formation of major valleys, to more linear features at larger scales. The
crossover behavior suggests that perturbations over time are important in producing simple
power-law scaling. This behavior may also explain scaling deviations found in some nat-
ural river networks. The dynamic nature of the river network model allows richer scaling
behavior than is possible in other types of network models in which the network is not free
to rearrange after formation (e.g., growth models, Chapter 3.1).
My results suggest several avenues for future research on river network scaling, including
the effect of other geometries, of other sources of anisotropy and noise, and of perturba-
tions over time. These may allow us to begin to explain the natural variability in scaling
exponents as well as deviations from simple scaling. The dependence of scaling on initial
conditions also indicates that greater care should be taken in choosing initial conditions for
dynamic river network models. A number of initial conditions are currently in use (Chapter
4.5), but often without any special justification. Initial conditions should be chosen based
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on the desired drainage pattern and scaling behavior.
More broadly, my findings should motivate study of other dynamic networks. One
possible candidate is the vein network in leaves. This has recently been of interest in
the physics literature since the existence of loops may be due to redundancy and flow
fluctuations (Corson, 2010; Katifori et al., 2010). The vein structure of some leaves (Pelletier
and Turcotte, 2000) resembles parallel river networks, with a more ordered structure at large
scales transitioning to a more disordered structure at small scales. This suggests deviations
from simple power laws in other dynamic networks.
The primary finding of this chapter, crossover behavior in river network scaling, has
not been observed in nature, except possibly in the form of exponent drift in the Kansas
and Mississippi Rivers (Dodds and Rothman, 2000b). The scaling of parallel river networks
as such has only been considered once in the literature (Mej´ıa and Niemann, 2008), and
in that case only overall network scaling was measured so any scaling deviations would
have been missed. The existence of scaling deviations in the simulations seems reasonable
given the visual network appearance; especially in high-resolution simulations, it is clear
that network patterns transition to more linear features. Nevertheless, confirmation from
nature is needed. In Chapter 8, I investigate the scaling of natural parallel networks and
find that scaling deviations, including this crossover behavior, do indeed occur.
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Chapter 8
Scaling of parallel river networks
in nature
In Chapter 7, I showed that simulated river networks exhibit deviations from simple power-
law scaling when the initial conditions are sloped rather than flat. As slope becomes more
dominant in simulated networks, they exhibit a scaling crossover from network patterns at
small scales to more linear features at large scales. At the same time, drainage patterns
transition from dendritic to parallel.
The great advantage of simulations is that they allow a clean simplicity. Given a simple
erosion law, and a homogeneous medium, I have shown that slope results in deviations
from simple scaling. I have also presented arguments for why this behavior should be
universal. But do these deviations occur in nature, with more complex erosional processes,
inhomogeneous materials, and variable precipitation? Or does the additional noise of nature
erase the scaling signature of slope?
In this chapter, I examine the scaling of twelve parallel river networks in nature. As
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2.4.2, parallel network patterns are a signature of
significant slope during network formation (Zernitz, 1932; Howard, 1967; Twidale, 2004).
The scaling of parallel networks as such has been considered only once previously, by Mej´ıa
and Niemann (2008). They suggested that dendritic networks are self-similar while par-
allel networks are self-affine, and found this was consistent with measurements of a Hurst
exponent for ten networks of each type. Mej´ıa and Niemann measured the overall scaling
of networks and did not look for scaling deviations. My results indicate that some parallel
networks are indeed self-affine. Others, however, exhibit significant deviations from scal-
ing. And of these, some exhibit exactly the same crossover behavior that is observed in
simulations. Slope does have a scaling signature, and it appears in nature.
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Name Outlet longitude and latitude Area (km2)
Albert Creek, WY −110.61047, 41.50658 437
Bighole Gulch, CO −107.958, 40.97583 170
Black Sulphur Creek, CO −108.29373, 39.8684 267
Duck Creek, CO −108.38208, 39.97945 142
Fawn Creek, CO −108.3161, 39.851 58
Greasewood Creek, CO −108.41225, 40.13 60
Hill Creek, UT −109.734, 39.665 453
Indian Canyon, UT −110.455, 40.1123 221
Little Muddy Creek, WY −110.61542, 41.56455 500
Ryan Gulch, CO −108.39597, 39.88683 74
Willow Creek, UT −109.6292, 39.422 375
Yellow Creek, CO −108.38885, 39.96455 189
Table 8.1: Natural river networks studied, with outlet longitude and latitude and network
area.
8.1 Data set
I investigated the scaling of twelve natural parallel networks (Table 8.1; Figure 8.1). Nine
of these were considered in the scaling analysis of Mej´ıa and Niemann (2008), and were
previously identified as parallel by Zernitz (1932) and Phillips and Schumm (1987). I did
not use the “Picceance River” (actually Piceance Creek), tributary 2, CO network from
Mej´ıa and Niemann (2008), because it is just upstream from the Black Sulphur Creek, CO
network, and thus is almost identical. Of the remaining three networks, one, Fawn Creek,
is a tributary of Black Sulphur Creek, which was considered by Mej´ıa and Niemann (2008).
The other two parallel networks, Indian Canyon, UT and Bighole Gulch, CO were located
using Google Earth.
All networks were examined visually in Google Earth to ensure that the networks used
within each region were as large as possible and were the best examples of parallel drainage.
River names were determined from USGS topographic maps. In the case of unnamed rivers,
networks are referred to by their location (Bighole Gulch, Indian Canyon, Ryan Gulch).
For each network, a digital elevation model (DEM) was obtained from the Seamless Data
Distribution System (SDDS) of the United States Geological Survey.1 Since all networks
considered are within the United States, I used data from the National Elevation Dataset
1http://seamless.usgs.gov/
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Figure 8.1: Maps of parallel river networks.
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Figure 8.1: Maps of parallel river networks.
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Figure 8.1: Maps of parallel river networks.
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(NED).2 Data consists of elevations in meters in a raster geographic projection (longitude
and latitude). Data of resolution 1/3 arc second (about 10−4 degrees; approximately 10 m
cells) was used, which is the highest resolution available for most of the continental US.
The horizontal datum for this data is NAD 83, while the vertical datum is NAVD 88.3
8.2 Methods
Raw DEM data was preprocessed using ArcGIS and Matlab. Stream lengths and drainage
areas were calculated from the preprocessed data. Scaling exponents were then calculated
using linear regression in log-log space and using a local exponent method.
8.2.1 Preprocessing
The DEM data comes in a geographic projection (longitude and latitude) with resolution
1/3 arc second. Grid cells are isosceles trapezoids due to the curvature of the earth. This
complicates analysis. It could also affect scaling calculations because the grid spacings of
latitude and longitude are not the same. With increasing distance from the equator, the
distance corresponding to 1/3 arc second of longitude becomes significantly less than that
of 1/3 arc second of latitude. To avoid these issues, I projected the data from geographic
coordinates into Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates, using ArcGIS with
cubic convolution. In the UTM system, the earth is divided into zones of width 6◦ of
longitude, and each zone is projected onto a secant cylinder orthogonal to the polar axis.
Grid cells are square in UTM. The error in distances due to the projection (scale factor)
can be as large as 1 part in 2500 across an entire zone (Van Sickle, 2004), so distortion due
to projection is negligible over a few tens of kilometers, which is the scale of the networks
I considered.
After being projected into UTM coordinates, the elevation data were processed with the
ArcGIS hydrology fill tool. This fills sinks, or cells with no lower neighbors, so that flow
directions may be calculated. Flow directions and flow accumulation (drainage area) were
2http://ned.usgs.gov/
3The horizontal datum specifies the measurement of longitude and latitude, while the vertical datum
specifies measurement of elevation.
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then calculated using the respective ArcGIS hydrology tools. Flow directions in ArcGIS
are determined using the D8 algorithm (O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984; Tarboton, 1997),
in which flow goes to the neighboring cell along the steepest slope and the distance to
diagonals incorporates a
√
2 factor. The flow accumulation grid was used to locate the cell
corresponding to the outlet of each network.
The filled elevation data, flow directions, and flow accumulation were then exported in
ArcGIS ASCII grid format. A raster in which the outlet cell was marked was also exported.
All data was then imported into Matlab. Network boundaries were determined based on the
outlet cell, and main stream lengths and longitudinal main stream lengths were calculated
for each cell within the network. Main stream lengths and longitudinal stream lengths were
measured from the divide (basin boundary) (Chapter 2.2; Hack, 1957; Mueller, 1972). This
prevents a non-zero area from being associated with a length of zero.
Also within Matlab, elevation data was cropped to include only the network of interest,
saved in ASCII grid format, and imported into ArcGIS. This allowed the creation of maps
of individual networks (Figure 8.1). Maps were created by making a raster of all points with
drainage area above some threshold, converting the raster to a polyline, adding a compass
and scale bar, and printing to PDF. The area threshold for each network was chosen to
provide a clear image of the drainage pattern without extraneous small-scale detail. The
threshold was not chosen to show the complete river network, and only the river network.
That might have required field work to precisely locate stream sources and would have
necessitated decisions about the treatment of intermittent streams. In addition, especially
for small-scale networks such as Fawn Creek and Greasewood Creek, it would potentially
exclude features such as gullies that only carry ephemeral flow but should be shown to
illustrate the drainage context of the main stream.
8.2.2 Scaling analysis
I considered three scaling exponents for the parallel river networks:
• The Hack exponent h, defined by 〈l〉 ∼ Ah
• The sinuosity exponent d, defined by 〈l〉 ∼ Ld‖
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• The inverse basin shape exponent 1/D, defined by 〈L‖〉 ∼ A1/D
where l is main stream length, L‖ is longitudinal main stream length, and A is drainage area,
as defined in Chapter 2.2. Though only the Hack and sinuosity exponents are independent
(Dodds and Rothman, 1999), I measured a basin shape exponent directly since I wished
to compare my results with the Hurst exponent (H = D − 1) of Mej´ıa and Niemann
(2008). The inverse of the basin shape exponent, 1/D, was measured rather than the direct
exponent, D, because drainage area spans approximately twice as many orders of magnitude
as longitudinal main stream length. Thus, having drainage area as the independent axis
allows more precise determination of basin shape scaling.
Scaling exponents were measured using two methods: linear regression in log-log space,
and a local exponent method. This provides the average overall network scaling as well as
an estimate of the variability of scaling within the network. In both cases, data for the
independent variable was binned by 0.01 orders of magnitude.
Linear regression
Scaling of the overall networks was obtained with linear regression in log-log space (Figure
8.2). In the log-log fits involving drainage area (Hack and inverse shape exponents), only the
portion of the data exhibiting network scaling was used. Scaling exhibits a crossover from
non-convergent flow at the smallest scales (hillslope) to network patterns at larger scales.
Fits were taken only over portion of the data exhibiting network scaling (A ≥ 105 m2,
usually A ≥ 105.5 m2). Determining the crossover from the log-log plot is simpler than
channel-initiation threshold methods based on length, drainage area, or shear stress (slope-
area relationship) (e.g., Mej´ıa and Niemann, 2008). It should also be superior for scaling
analysis, since it is based directly on scaling rather than on an inferred relationship between
another quantity (slope, area, shear stress) and network structure. In the case of the
sinuosity exponent, the scaling between non-convergent flow and network patterns changes
by a few multiples of 0.01 at most, and so the transition is more difficult to determine.
The most linear region at large scales was used to measure sinuosity scaling. The range
of lengths used to measure the sinuosity exponent does not necessarily correspond to the
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range of lengths used for the other two exponents, since the large-scale sinuosity behavior
does not necessarily coincide with the transition to network patterns.
In cases where the network portion of the data exhibits large, obvious deviations from
simple power-law scaling, two approaches were used. When the data exhibit multiple ap-
proximately linear regions in log-log space, all regions were fit separately. Otherwise, devi-
ations were excluded from fits.
Local exponents
Variability of scaling within networks was obtained with a local exponent method, which
involves measuring the local slope of the log-log scaling distributions.4 Local exponents were
measured by performing linear regression in log-log space over a small moving window. A
window of 1 order of magnitude was used for the Hack and inverse basin shape exponents.
A window of 0.5 order was used for the sinuosity exponent, since length spans roughly
half as many orders as area. In both cases, windows were moved in increments of 0.01
orders. Window size was chosen to emphasize large-scale variations in exponent values
while averaging small fluctuations. For figures, local exponents were smoothed over 0.05
orders of magnitude using a running average.
Exponent values and variability were estimated from local exponent plots by identifying
regions in which the exponent is approximately constant, and calculating the average and
standard deviation of the exponent within those regions (using unsmoothed data). Multiple
exponents were estimated for plots with multiple regions of approximately constant scaling.
At least one local exponent was estimated for each plot; when clean scaling is absent, this
is reflected in the larger magnitude of the standard deviation.
In evaluating the local exponent results, it is important to realize that different standards
are needed than those that apply to log-log fits. The local exponent method underestimates
the extent of the region giving a good power law, since it begins to show deviations as soon
as the window overlaps data that does not scale well. Thus, at a minimum, the local
4This is essentially the same local exponent method used in Chapter 7. Local Hack exponents have
been previously applied to natural river networks by Dodds and Rothman (2000a); local exponents have
also been used in cases where fractal properties are scale-dependent (Chen and Bak, 2000; Kalda, 2003).
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Figure 8.2: Illustration of obtaining the Hack and sinuosity exponents with linear regression.
The Hack distribution, top, shows a crossover from non-convergent flow (h ≈ 1) at small
scales to network patterns (h  1) at larger scales. The crossover behavior is used to
determine the portion of the data corresponding to the drainage network, as opposed to
non-convergent flow on hillslopes and in the smallest channels. Only the network portion
of the data is used to measure the exponent. The inverse shape scaling (distribution not
shown) is measured exactly as the Hack scaling. The sinuosity distribution, bottom, also
shows a transition between small and large scales, but the change is much less apparent.
The sinuosity scaling is measured using the most linear region of the distribution at large
scales. Data shown are from Hill Creek, UT.
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exponent method underestimates the extent of the power law region by the window width.
For example, when a window width of 1 order is used, two decades of good log-log fitting
correspond to 1 decade of approximately constant local exponents. This means that regions
of decent scaling smaller than or on the order of the window size will be missed by the local
exponent method. The local exponent approach has the distinct advantage that it does not
overestimate the region of good scaling. This can be an issue with log-log fits, especially
with log-log fits of sinuosity data in which all slopes are very near 1.
8.3 Results
The scaling behavior of the twelve river networks (Figures 8.3–8.14) may be classified
into three types: approximate power-law scaling, scaling with significant deviations, and
crossover scaling.
Several networks exhibit approximate power-law scaling, with nearly constant scaling
over a significant range and only a few outlying data points at the largest scales. Albert
Creek, Little Muddy Creek, and Willow Creek have nearly constant Hack and inverse
shape exponents over around two decades (Figures 8.3, 8.11, and 8.13). Variability in
local exponents is on the order of 0.01–0.02. Sinuosity scaling is similar, though over fewer
decades since it involves a length rather than an area. Even in these best examples of
power-law scaling, the local exponent plots sometimes suggest a degree of exponent drift
(e.g., Willow Creek’s Hack and inverse shape exponents).
Albert Creek, Little Muddy Creek, and Willow Creek are three out of the four largest
networks considered. Their maps (Figures 8.1a, 8.1i, 8.1k) show that they are also more
irregular and less strongly parallel than some of the other networks considered. This sug-
gests that scaling quality improves with increasing network size (and thus sample size)
and with increasing network irregularity (and thus averaging of characteristic scales and
orientations).
A number of networks exhibit scaling with significant deviations. In some cases, the
local exponent may be interpreted as fluctuating about an average value, but the magnitude
of fluctuations is larger than in networks with approximate power-law scaling. For example,
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the Hack and inverse shape exponents for Hill Creek (Figure 8.9) may fluctuate around an
average, but the local exponents give standard deviations of 0.03 and 0.04 respectively.
(Note that Hill Creek is one of the four largest networks.) Somewhat similarly, the Hack
and inverse shape distributions for Fawn Creek and Greasewood Creek and the inverse
shape distribution for Yellow Creek are not very clean. Their scaling might be interpreted
as suffering from some combination of noise, fluctuations, and curvature.
Significant scaling deviations also take other forms. Some networks exhibit somewhat
noisy scaling at intermediate scales (∼ 106–107 m2), then transition at larger scales into a
region with significant curvature in log-log space. The Hack and inverse shape scaling of
Black Sulphur Creek, Duck Creek, and Ryan Gulch (Figures 8.5, 8.6, and 8.12) all exhibit
this behavior. The downward curvature at large scales in log-log space may be explained by
considering the maps of these networks (Figures 8.1c, 8.1d, and 8.1j). In all three networks,
parallel streams at small scales rapidly converge near the scale of the entire network. This
results in a large increase in drainage area without an associated increase in length (main
stream length or longitudinal main stream length), producing the curvature. Since this
convergence does not affect main stream length or longitudinal main stream length as
strongly as it does drainage area, sinuosity scaling may still be good (e.g., Ryan Gulch,
Figure 8.12b).
Two of the networks, Bighole Gulch and Indian Canyon, exhibit crossover scaling (Fig-
ures 8.4 and 8.10). Bighole Gulch exhibits approximately constant Hack and inverse basin
shape exponents (0.48 for both) at intermediate scales (∼ 105–107 m2). Over the final
decade of scaling, the log-log plots show abrupt transitions to much larger local values.
The Hack exponent is approximately 0.80 over the entire final decade. The scaling of the
final decade of the inverse shape exponent is not as clean. A fit of the most linear region
(0.6 orders) yields 0.99. The sinuosity exponent also seems to exhibit crossover behav-
ior, between approximately 1.03 at intermediate scales (∼ 103 m) and 0.92 at large scales
(∼ 104 m). In all cases, the crossover behavior is best identified from the log-log plots
rather than the local exponent plots, because the crossover regions are of the same scale as
the local exponent fitting windows.
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Indian Canyon exhibits similar crossover behavior. The Hack and inverse basin shape
exponents are approximately constant (0.54 for both) at intermediate scales (∼ 105–107
m2), and transition to more linear behavior over the final 1.5 decades (0.90 Hack and 0.87
inverse shape over the most linear 0.5 orders). The sinuosity scaling does not exhibit a
crossover. This demonstrates that crossovers in the Hack and inverse shape exponents need
not be accompanied by crossovers in sinuosity, and thus the apparent sinuosity crossover of
Bighole Gulch should not be overinterpreted.
Visual inspection of the maps of the two crossover networks (Figures 8.1b and 8.1h)
shows that the tributaries of the main stream in Bighole Gulch are of a more similar size
and intersect at a more orthogonal angle than the tributaries of the two main streams in
Indian Canyon. This suggests that crossover-type behavior in Bighole Gulch’s sinuosity
may be due to the existence of a characteristic scale and orientation of tributaries.
8.4 Discussion
8.4.1 Comparison with Mej´ıa and Niemann (2008)
Mej´ıa and Niemann (2008) suggested that parallel river networks are self-affine. In ten
natural networks (nine of which I considered), they found average Hurst exponents H
of 0.81 (range 0.68–0.94) and 0.84 (range 0.64–0.98) using two different methods. Both
methods measured scaling of the overall network. Since the Hurst exponent H = D − 1
(Chapter 2.2.2), these may be translated into inverse shape exponents 1/D of 0.55 (range
0.52–0.60) and 0.54 (range 0.51–0.61). Over all twelve networks I considered, the average
inverse shape exponent 1/D was 0.58 (range 0.48–0.75), using exponents measured in log-
log space (and excluding crossover behavior). Only including the nine networks I share
with Mej´ıa and Niemann yields an average of 0.59 (same range). Since only two networks,
Bighole Gulch and Yellow Creek, have 1/D < 0.5, my results might seem consistent with
Mej´ıa and Niemann’s results, and with their hypothesis that parallel networks are self-affine.
As I have already discussed in Section 8.3, however, several of these networks exhibit
various deviations from power-law scaling. This includes two networks, Bighole Gulch and
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Figure 8.3: Network scaling for Albert Creek, WY.
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Figure 8.4: Network scaling for Bighole Gulch, CO.
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Figure 8.5: Network scaling for Black Sulphur Creek, CO.
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Figure 8.6: Network scaling for Duck Creek, CO.
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Figure 8.7: Network scaling for Fawn Creek, CO.
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Figure 8.8: Network scaling for Greasewood Creek, CO.
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Figure 8.9: Network scaling for Hill Creek, UT.
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Figure 8.10: Network scaling for Indian Canyon, UT.
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Figure 8.11: Network scaling for Little Muddy Creek, WY.
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Figure 8.12: Network scaling for Ryan Gulch, CO.
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Figure 8.13: Network scaling for Willow Creek, UT.
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Figure 8.14: Network scaling for Yellow Creek, CO.
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Indian Canyon, that show crossover behavior, in which the network portion of the data
displays two distinct scaling regimes. Measuring the scaling of the overall network, as
Mej´ıa and Niemann did, misses these scaling deviations.
My results suggest a more nuanced description of parallel river network scaling.5 Large,
more irregular parallel networks, such as Albert Creek, exhibit decent power-law scaling.
The size of the network helps to average fluctuations, and the irregularity prevents char-
acteristic scales and orientations that would appear as deviations. Due to the irregularity
of these networks, it might be debated whether they are truly parallel networks, or should
rather be described as a transitional form between parallel and dendritic (e.g., subparallel;
see Zernitz, 1932 and Parvis, 1950). My results are consistent with the hypothesis that these
large, more irregular networks are self-affine. Some other networks also exhibit approximate
scaling, but their log-log distributions suffer from noise, fluctuations, or curvature. Smaller
networks that rapidly converge at some scale exhibit significant deviations from power-law
scaling in their Hack and inverse shape distributions, due to the sudden increase in drainage
area. Finally, parallel networks with great regularity exhibit a crossover in these distribu-
tions, since the main streams are essentially linear features but the tributaries yield scaling
characteristic of a network structure.
8.4.2 Comparison with simulations
Crossover behavior in nature and simulations
In Chapter 7, I showed that simulated river networks exhibit deviations from simple power-
law scaling when initial conditions are sloped rather than flat. As slope becomes more
dominant, simulated networks transition from dendritic to parallel drainage patterns. More
parallel networks exhibit a scaling crossover from network patterns at small scales to more
linear features at large scales as a result of their drainage pattern.
One of the objectives of this chapter was to determine whether this same behavior
is observed in nature. As discussed in Section 8.3, two networks exhibit clear crossover
5Mej´ıa and Niemann’s (2008) hypothesis that dendritic networks are self-similar may also be problematic,
at least for dendritic networks on the hundreds of kilometers scale. Maritan et al. (1996b) list D = 1.8± 0.1
for natural river networks, though it is possible that these are subdendritic rather than strictly dendritic.
Dodds and Rothman (2000a) found scaling deviations in the Mississippi river.
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behavior: Bighole Gulch, CO and Indian Canyon, UT. Bighole Gulch is the cleaner example,
and is very similar to some of the simulated networks (Figure 8.15). The Hack and inverse
shape exponents exhibit exactly the same type of behavior. The simulated sinuosity shown
does not exhibit a clear crossover. This is not surprising, since the transition from a network
to a linear structure must result in a crossover for the Hack and inverse shape exponents,
but need not place a constraint on sinuosity.
The similarity between simulations and the two natural networks confirms that crossover
scaling does indeed occur in nature. Both Bighole Gulch and Indian Canyon exhibit long
linear basins of approximately constant width. Since length and area increase roughly lin-
early between major junctions (Dodds and Rothman, 2000a), we would expect a crossover
to more linear behavior in strongly parallel networks. Bighole Gulch and Indian Canyon
demonstrate that natural parallel networks can be sufficiently regular to exhibit this be-
havior.
Universal character of crossover scaling
In Chapter 7.3.3, I argued that crossover behavior is universal (in the sense of not requiring
a particular type of erosion). Crossover behavior results from sufficiently regular parallel
drainage patterns, and parallel drainage only requires landscape slope, not some particular
model or type of erosion. In particular, crossover behavior does not require the detachment-
limited erosion of the model used in Chapter 7. Do the results from the natural networks
support this hypothesis?
In Appendix B, I consider the geologic setting of all twelve parallel networks using
geologic maps. While the drainage of some networks is affected by bedrock or regional
synclines/anticlines, this only serves to explain network irregularity (in the case of bedrock)
or parallel pattern origin (in the case of folds). The networks exhibiting crossover behavior
do not have a special geologic setting.
I also performed a thorough literature search for all natural networks considered in
this chapter, focusing on channel characteristics. Given the location and small scale of the
networks, very limited information is available. Geologic maps indicate that alluvium is
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(a) Hack, sinuosity, and inverse shape scaling of
Bighole Gulch, CO.
(b) Hack, sinuosity, and inverse shape scaling of
a simulated river network.
Figure 8.15: Comparison of crossover scaling behavior of Bighole Gulch, CO and a simulated
river network with sloped initial conditions. The simulated network was the largest network
in an 800x1600 resolution simulation with initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = 1 and other
parameters as described in Chapter 7.3.1.
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present along the main streams and some tributaries of all networks (Gibbons, 1986a,b;
Carrara, 1980; Whitney, 1981; Madole, 1982; Weiss et al., 1990; Bryant, 1992). The few
other resources I found confirm this (Patton and Schumm, 1975; Carson et al., 2008).
But the mere presence of alluvium is not necessarily an indication of transport-limited
conditions, especially given the possibility of mixed bedrock-alluvial channels. Likewise,
examination of network appearance in Google Earth is insufficient to determine definitively
whether channel erosion is bedrock or alluvial. Extensive fieldwork would be necessary to
determine current channel erosion mechanisms.
We can nevertheless make some speculations regarding the crossover networks. In the
lower half of Indian Canyon, the main valleys contain alluvium (Holocene) of thickness 3 m
or less. The geologic unit of the surrounding area is the Green River Formation, with saline
facies (Eocene) at lower elevations and sandstone and limestone facies (Eocene) at higher
elevations (Bryant, 1992). In the upper half of the canyon, the main valleys still contain
alluvium, and the same facies of the Green River Formation are present. Near the upper
end of the network, the upper member of the Green River Formation is present at lower
elevations along the channel (Weiss et al., 1990). Given the bedrock setting of the network
and the steep relief of the area, considerable bedrock erosion must have occurred during
network formation. The steep current relief suggests continuing bedrock erosion in at least
the smaller tributaries.
In Bighole Gulch, sheetwash alluvium is present along much of the main stream and
some larger tributaries. The area around the network consists of residuum on the Wasatch
Formation (Holocene and Pleistocene). The residuum is generally 1–2 m thick, but less
than 1 m on steep slopes (Madole, 1982). Given the bedrock setting of the network, some
bedrock erosion must have occurred during network formation, though relief is much lower
than that of Indian Canyon. The residuum suggests continuing detachment-limited erosion
in at least part of the network.
Thus, continuing detachment-limited erosion seems possible in both crossover networks,
especially in Indian Canyon. Regardless of current erosional regimes, bedrock erosion must
have occurred in the past in both networks, especially in the high-relief Indian Canyon.
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This suggests that the detachment-limited erosion model used in Chapter 7 is appropriate
for at least part of the evolution of both networks. Even so, it is notable that such a
simple model produces scaling behavior so similar to natural networks. This supports the
hypothesis that crossover behavior does not depend on the details of erosional dynamics or
system history.
Exponent drift in nature and simulations
Most of the parallel networks I considered do not exhibit crossover behavior. They are too
irregular, or average over too many subnetworks, or exhibit other types of scaling deviations
(e.g., rapid convergence near the scale of the entire network; Section 8.3). Furthermore, par-
allel networks are in general less common and cover less area than more dendritic patterns
(Easterbrook, 1999). Nevertheless, the existence of crossover behavior provides important
insight into the origin of scaling deviations in river networks. The scaling of an irregular
parallel network averages over many subnetworks, some of which may exhibit crossover
behavior. This crossover behavior will be smoothed by the averaging process, but the exis-
tence of crossovers may leave a signature in the form of deviations from scaling, specifically
in the form of exponent drift.
This may illustrated by considering simulations from Chapter 7. Individual parallel
networks show crossover behavior with variable cleanness (Figure 8.16). Some show stark
crossover behavior while others only demonstrate a trend toward more linear behavior.
If, however, we average over a number of simulated networks, sharp crossover behavior
is smoothed away. Rather than a sudden transition in slope in, for example, the Hack
distribution, we now observe a gradual drift in slope (Figure 8.17). Even for networks with
considerable regularity, sufficient averaging may result in scaling that shows exponent drift
rather than a strong crossover. Thus, exponent drift may be explained in at least some
cases as the result of averaging over networks exhibiting a degree of crossover behavior.
This insight into exponent drift is relevant beyond small-scale, strictly parallel river net-
works. Dodds and Rothman (2000a) showed that the Kansas and Mississippi Rivers exhibit
drift in their Hack exponents at intermediate scales, rather than simple power-law scaling.
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Figure 8.16: Hack distributions and maps of three simulated parallel river networks, showing
variable cleanness in crossover behavior. Each network was the largest network in an
800x1600 resolution simulation with initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = 1 and other parameters
as described in Chapter 7.3.1.
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Figure 8.17: Hack distribution of eight 800x1600 resolution simulations of parallel river
networks. The distribution is much smoother and less abrupt than Hack distributions
of individual networks (Figure 8.16), since it averages over networks with variable aspect
ratios and variable degrees of parallel drainage. The result is exponent drift rather than
strong crossover behavior. This illustrates how more irregular parallel networks in nature
may exhibit exponent drift as a result of parallel network structure, even though strong
crossover behavior is not visible. For the simulations, initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = 1 and
other parameters were as described in Chapter 7.3.1.
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Figure 8.18: Map of the Kansas River. Several tributaries are nearly linear features. From
“Rivers and Lakes,” in National Atlas of the United States, 2003, http://nationalatlas.gov.
In addition, they showed that in the Mississippi river, local Hack scaling is correlated with
basin aspect ratio; more elongated basins tend to have larger local Hack exponents. My
results offer an explanation for both behaviors. Examination of the large-scale structure of
the Kansas river shows that its drainage pattern is transitional between parallel and den-
dritic (Figure 8.18). Several of the largest rivers are more linear features. This suggests that
the Kansas River’s exponent drift at intermediate scales is due to averaging over crossover
behavior. The correlation of local Hack scaling with basin aspect ratio in the Mississippi
may also be explained in terms f drainage patterns, since basins with a more elongated
aspect ratio will tend to be more parallel rather than dendritic.
Additional similarities exist between the small-scale parallel networks I have considered
and the larger networks examined by Dodds and Rothman (2000a). The Hack distribution
of the Kansas river shows an overall trend of decreasing slope over the last two orders of
drainage area (Figure 6, Dodds and Rothman, 2000a; Figure 3.6, Dodds, 2000). The map
of the Kansas river shows that several large streams converge near the scale of the entire
basin (Figure 8.18). This is exactly the same type of scaling deviation observed in Black
Sulphur Creek, Duck Creek, and Ryan Gulch (Section 8.3). And in both cases, it may be
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traced to a sudden increase in convergence near the scale of the entire network.
In thinking about crossover behavior and exponent drift, it is also important to remem-
ber the simulated networks with very small slopes in Chapter 7.3.3. These exhibited scaling
deviations, but deviations only occurred at larger scales (and at least for the Hack exponent
were smaller than for simulations with stronger slopes). These networks also exhibited more
dendritic drainage patterns. This suggests that even in natural subdendritic networks slope
may leave a scaling signature, though in this case it would almost certainly be in the form
of exponent drift and might be difficult to distinguish.
8.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, I examined the scaling of twelve parallel river networks in nature. Rather
than exhibiting only self-affine scaling, as has been previously hypothesized (Mej´ıa and
Niemann, 2008), these networks exhibit three types of scaling behavior: (1) approximate
power-law scaling for larger, more irregular networks (consistent with a self-affine hypothe-
sis); (2) deviations from scaling, often due to sudden convergence; and (3) crossover scaling
between network regimes and more linear regimes, in strongly parallel networks with consid-
erable regularity. These results confirm that the crossover behavior observed in simulations
of parallel river networks (Chapter 7) does occur in nature. The existence of crossover
behavior has important implications beyond strictly parallel networks, since it provides an
explanation of exponent drift. Simulations show that averaging over many parallel networks
can smooth sharp crossover behavior into more gradual drift in log-log distributions. This
offers an explanation of exponent drift observed in the Kansas River (Dodds and Rothman,
2000a), which has some large tributaries with a more parallel pattern. The connection
between drainage patterns and scaling also helps explain correlations between basin aspect
ratio and local Hack scaling in the Mississippi (Dodds and Rothman, 2000a), since basins
with narrower aspect ratios will tend to be more parallel.
Whether river networks can be described by universality classes, and if so the number
of universality classes required, is a recurring question in the literature (e.g., Dodds and
Rothman, 2000b). The existence of scaling deviations, including crossovers, suggests that
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river network scaling cannot be explained by a single universality class. Given the vari-
ety of drainage patterns present in nature, it seems likely that several universality classes
with associated crossovers would be necessary, assuming a universality framework is even
appropriate. If this is the case, a simple unified theory of scaling for river networks will not
be possible. Though that might be disappointing in some respects, it would indicate that
scaling behavior reflects initial conditions, geologic processes, system history, etc. Thus,
network scaling may provide information about specific individual river networks rather
than about all river networks in general. The connection between drainage patterns and
scaling is especially promising given recent research connecting drainage patterns to geo-
logic processes. For example, Schlunegger and Hinderer (2001) have recently argued for
a feedback between uplift and erosion in the European Alps that is affected by drainage
patterns that increase erosional potential (the orogen-parallel Rhone and Rhine Rivers).
Ku¨hni and Pfiffner (2001) modeled drainage pattern formation in an orogen, and found
that drainage patterns reflect tectonic uplift patterns.
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Chapter 9
Concluding remarks
In Chapter 1, I discussed how optimality and dynamics are the main contenders in ex-
plaining river network scaling. My research in this dissertation has been concerned with
exploring these two options. In Part II, I presented several strong arguments against opti-
mality theories of river networks that are based on global optimality constraints. This leaves
dynamics, broadly construed, as the major remaining explanation for river network scaling.
In Part III, I demonstrated that river network scaling is sensitive to landscape slope, using
river network simulations and analysis of natural networks with parallel drainage patterns.
This illustrates the importance of one aspect of dynamics in determining network scaling.
Many directions remain for future research. The scaling of few natural networks has
been examined for scaling deviations or crossover behavior (Dodds and Rothman, 2000a);
my analysis is the largest to date. It has been common to simply perform linear regres-
sion in log-log space. Additional scaling analysis is needed for natural networks, and this
should differentiate networks based on drainage patterns. Additional numeric work is also
needed, to better understand the roles of geometry, boundary conditions, various sources
of anisotropy and noise, and perturbations.
Without a global optimality constraint, it seems likely that river networks cannot be
explained by a single unifying principle. Once we consider drainage patterns and crossovers,
it also seems unlikely that river networks belong to a single universality class. We have lost
the simplicity of a single principle and single universality class, but have gained a multitude
of directions for interesting future work.
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Appendix A
Sensitivity analysis for dynamic
river network model
In this appendix, I perform a sensitivity analysis for the dynamic river network model
introduced in Chapter 4 and used in Chapters 7–8. I consider the sensitivity of the model
to resolution, to erodibility-to-uplift ratio, and to the ratio of noise magnitude to lattice
spacing.
The dynamic river network model takes the form
∂z
∂t
= −KAm |∇z|n + U
where z is elevation, K is an erodibility coefficient (related to rock hardness, rainfall rate,
etc.), m and n are constant exponents, and U is tectonic uplift rate. In Chapters 7–8, I
used typical literature values for the constants and exponents in the equation:
• Exponents m = 0.5 and n = 1, consistent with the empirical observation that often
m/n ≈ 1/2 (Whipple and Tucker, 1999)
• Erodibility-to-uplift ratio K/U = 10−2 m−1 (Whipple and Tucker, 1999)
The erodibility-to-uplift ratio was specified rather than individual values ofK and U because
it is the ratio of these quantities, rather than the individual values, that is important in the
nondimensional form of the erosion equation (Perron et al., 2008). Most simulations were
run at a resolution of 800x400, while a few high-resolution simulations with sloped initial
conditions (initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = 1) had a resolution of 800x1600.
Initial conditions and boundary conditions in the following are as in Chapters 7–8,
unless otherwise specified. Initial conditions are roof-shaped, consisting of two sloping
surfaces that meet in the center. Random noise in elevation from a uniform distribution is
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added to these sloping surfaces. Unless otherwise specified, all simulations that follow have
maximum noise magnitude N = 1 m and lattice spacing ∆x = 103 m, as in Chapters 7–8.
Note that only the ratio N/∆x is important since this determines |∇z|. Initial conditions
are specified with the initial slope-to-noise ratio λ = |s|∆x/N , where s is the slope of the
initial condition in the absence of noise (Chapter 4.5.1). Two boundaries are periodic, and
two are open with the condition z = 0. Boundary conditions are chosen to minimize edge
effects; basin boundaries form spontaneously.
All simulations run to steady state, defined as no change from one time step to the next
within the limits of numeric precision.
A.1 Resolution sensitivity
A concern with lattice-based models is that scaling results are sensitive to lattice resolution.
To check for resolution sensitivity, I ran 3200 simulations with a resolution of 100x50, 800
with 200x100, 200 with 400x200, and 50 with 800x400. All simulations used K/U =
10−2 m−1 and λ = 0 (flat initial conditions). Only flat initial conditions yield simple power-
law scaling (Chapter 7.3.3), so these are best for checking for resolution dependence in the
model.
Hack and sinuosity distributions for these resolutions show consistent scaling across
resolutions (Figure A.1). The scaling of the sinuosity distributions is less clean than that
for Hack, because of the finite size effect that results in the longest streams being more
sinuous (Chapter 7.3.3).
Since the distribution plots might hide some resolution dependence, I also performed a
stationarity analysis across resolutions. For Hack’s law, average main stream length l scales
with drainage area A as 〈l〉 ∼ Ah. Thus, the quantity 〈l〉A−h should be approximately
constant over all A where scaling holds. For sinuosity scaling, average main stream length
l scales with longitudinal main stream length L‖ as 〈l〉 ∼ Ld‖. Thus, the quantity 〈l〉L−d‖
should be approximately constant over all L‖ where scaling holds.
Stationarity analysis was performed by plotting 〈l〉A−h vs. A for the Hack exponent and
〈l〉L−d‖ vs. L‖ for the sinuosity exponent (Figure A.2). Data were binned in increments of
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Figure A.1: Hack and sinuosity distributions for flat initial conditions (λ = 0) with different
resolutions.
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0.01 orders of magnitude of A and L‖. The Hack and sinuosity exponents were adjusted in
increments of 0.005 to give the most stationary results. This yielded (h, d) = (0.53, 1.065),
which is in excellent agreement with the (0.54, 1.07) obtained by linear regression and
the (0.54 ± 0.02, 1.06 ± 0.02) obtained by local exponents in Chapter 7.3.3. The Hack
scaling yields good stationarity for resolutions above 100x50. The sinuosity scaling shows
a significant region of good stationarity only for the highest resolution of 800x400. This is
because length spans only roughly half the orders of magnitude as area, combined with the
previously mentioned finite-size effects for sinuosity.
In summary, the model’s scaling does not exhibit obvious resolution dependence, but
a high resolution (800x400 or better) is needed. A high resolution is required so that the
sinuosity scaling is not obscured by a finite-size effect. The simulations used in Chapters 7–8
had a minimum resolution of 800x400, so this is not a concern. Future sensitivity analyses
should consider sinuosity scaling at very high resolutions. This will be a challenge, given
the computational requirements of the model.
A.2 Erodibility-to-uplift sensitivity
In Chapters 7–8, I used an erodibility-to-uplift ratio K/U = 10−2 m−1, which is typical of
the literature (Whipple and Tucker, 1999). To check for sensitivity to the erodibility-to-
uplift ratio, I ran 200 simulations for each K/U ∈ {10−3, 10−2, 10−1}. This was performed
by setting K = 10−5 yr−1 and varying U . All simulations had a resolution of 400x200 and
flat initial conditions (λ = 0).
The entire process was repeated with sloped initial conditions (λ = 1) to ensure that
K/U sensitivity does not depend on initial slope.
The Hack and sinuosity distributions for different values of K/U show no variation as a
result of the erodibility-to-uplift ratio (Figures A.3 and A.4). This confirms that the results
in Chapters 7–8 are not sensitive to the particular value of K/U chosen.
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Figure A.2: Stationarity plots for Hack and sinuosity scaling for flat initial conditions
(λ = 0) with different resolutions.
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Figure A.3: Hack and sinuosity distributions for flat initial conditions (λ = 0) with different
erodibility-to-uplift ratios K/U . The units for K/U are m−1.
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Figure A.4: Hack and sinuosity distributions for sloped initial conditions (λ = 1) with
different erodibility-to-uplift ratios K/U . The units for K/U are m−1.
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A.3 Noise-magnitude-to-lattice-spacing sensitivity
All simulations in Chapters 7–8 had a maximum noise magnitude N = 1 m in initial con-
ditions and a lattice spacing ∆x = 103 m. Only the ratio of these quantities, N/∆x, is
important since this determines |∇z|. To determine sensitivity to N/∆x, I ran 200 sim-
ulations for each N ∈ {0.1, 1, 10}, with ∆x = 103 m. All simulations had a resolution of
400x200 and flat initial conditions (λ = 0).
The entire process was repeated with sloped initial conditions (λ = 1) to ensure that N
sensitivity does not depend on initial slope. Note that the initial slope s had to be adjusted
with N to keep λ = 1.
The Hack and sinuosity distributions for different values of N show no variation as a
result of N (Figures A.5 and A.6). This confirms that the results in Chapters 7–8 are not
sensitive to the particular value of N (and thus N/∆x) chosen.
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Figure A.5: Hack and sinuosity distributions for flat initial conditions (λ = 0) with different
maximum noise magnitudes N . Units of N are m.
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Figure A.6: Hack and sinuosity distributions for sloped initial conditions (λ = 1) with
different maximum noise magnitudes N . Units of N are m.
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Appendix B
Geologic settings of natural
parallel river networks
The geologic settings of all twelve parallel networks in Chapter 8 were examined with USGS
geologic maps to determine if drainage patterns were correlated with geologic factors such
as bedrock and faults. Geologic maps used were as follows: Colorado, Stoeser et al. (2005a);
Utah, Ludington et al. (2005); Wyoming, Stoeser et al. (2005b).
Albert Creek, WY
Geologic units West half of network is primarily Wasatch Formation. In E half of
network, there are parallel bands trending NNE of Evanston Forma-
tion, Adaville Formation, Hillard Shale, and Frontier Formation.
Faults Two thrust faults trend N through W half of network. Little if any
visible effect on network structure. Network of N trending normal
faults just beyond E edge of network.
Other features None.
Evaluation: Main stream course may be set by parallel geologic units along the main
stream, bordered by normal faults beyond the network to the east.
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Bighole Gulch, CO
Geologic units Most of network is Wasatch Formation–Cathedral Bluffs Tongue.
Along channel near outlet is modern alluvium. Small patches of eo-
lian deposits and Green River Formation–Tipton Tongue in N end of
network.
Faults Normal fault roughly parallel to main stream of the next basin to the
east, about 1 km to the west of that main stream and 1–4 km from
Bighole Gulch divide. No visible effect on stream courses.
Other features None.
Evaluation: No obvious geologic dependence, but cannot rule out effect of fault in neigh-
boring basin.
Black Sulphur Creek, CO
Geologic units Mostly Uinta Formation. Modern alluvium along channel near outlet.
Small region of Green River Formation–Parachute Creek Member in
one subbasin.
Faults Short normal faults perpendicular to flow direction within network,
other normal faults in nearby networks also perpendicular to flow.
Some faults parallel to anticlines and synclines.
Other features Anticline near upstream end of network and syncline near outlet,
roughly perpendicular to flow direction.
Evaluation: Drainage directions result of regional anticlines and synclines.
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Duck Creek, CO
Geologic units Green River Formation–Parachute Creek Member and Uinta Forma-
tion.
Faults None.
Other features Syncline along east-west axis of network
Evaluation: Convergence of network toward its axis due to syncline along axis.
Fawn Creek, CO
Geologic units Uinta Formation. Modern alluvium along channel near outlet.
Faults Normal fault at outlet perpendicular to flow direction, no visible ef-
fects.
Other features Anticline near upstream end and syncline near downstream end.
Evaluation: Drainage directions result of regional anticlines and synclines.
Greasewood Creek, CO
Geologic units Green River Formation–Parachute Creek Member and Uinta Forma-
tion. Some modern alluvium along channel near outlet.
Faults Normal fault perpendicular to flow direction near outlet, no obvious
effects.
Other features None.
Evaluation: No obvious geologic dependence.
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Hill Creek, UT
Geologic units Tertiary (2) sedimentary rocks in Uinta Mountains-Uinta Basin region
(Eocene). Small patches of Tertiary (1) sedimentary rocks in Uinta
Mountains-Unita Basin region (Early to Middle Eocene).
Faults None.
Other features None.
Evaluation: No obvious geologic dependence.
Indian Canyon, UT
Geologic units Tertiary (3) sedimentary rocks in Uinta Mountains-Uinta Basin region
(Middle Eocene to Early Oligocene), except in some upstream sections
Tertiary (2) sedimentary rocks in Uinta Mountains-Uinta Basin region
(Eocene).
Faults Some faults downstream of outlet, but no obvious effect on drainage.
Other features None.
Evaluation: No obvious geologic dependence.
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Little Muddy Creek, WY
Geologic units West half of network primarily Wasatch Formation and Green River
and Wasatch Formations. North-south parallel bands of Evanston
Formation, Frontier Formation, and Hillard Shale along E side of
network.
Faults Three thrust faults run NNE through E part of network, culminating
in network of thrust faults near N edge of network. No obvious effect
on network structure, but faults are parallel to bedrock bands.
Other features None.
Evaluation: Last major convergence before outlet may be due to parallel geologic units.
Ryan Gulch, CO
Geologic units Uinta Formation.
Faults Normal fault crosses channel at perpendicular angle toward outlet.
Normal faults near upstream end, parallel to anticline. No visible
effect on drainage.
Other features Anticline near upstream end.
Evaluation: Drainage direction result of anticline.
Willow Creek, UT
Geologic units Tertiary (1) sedimentary rocks in Uinta Mountains-Unita Basin region
(Early to Middle Eocene) along main channels. Otherwise tertiary (2)
sedimentary rocks in Uinta Mountains-Uinta Basin region (Eocene)
Faults None.
Other features None.
Evaluation: No obvious geologic dependence.
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Yellow Creek, CO
Geologic units Green River Formation–Parachute Creek Member and Uinta Forma-
tion. Some modern alluvium along channel near outlet.
Faults Short fault nearby perpendicular to flow direction. No effect on
drainage.
Other features None.
Evaluation: No obvious geologic dependence.
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